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Before Birth ... The OMNIflSS

Fourth Month depicts a universal

human experience: Hie

inside the womb. Carol Gillot Publicalron

was the illustrator
oraoerV

5

and Jim Home the art director NotNng m-

which was also a poster for a

pharmaceutical company. the sole pre
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By Lawrence E. Bruce

GEvery day, 40,000

young children in developing

countries perish from

malnutrition and preventable

diseases, One in

every three deaths in the

world is that of a

child under five years oid3

Have you ever seen a child die? Every

single day 40,000 mothers in developing

countries stand by helplessly as their

children perish from malnutrition and

easily preventable diseases. Tragically,

one in every three deaths in the world

is thai of a child under five years old.

Introducing organ transplants, gene
therapy, or even building bigger, better

hospitals won't prevent the deaths of

hundreds of thousands of children. The
problem is not lack of scientific knowl-

edge or technology. In fact the money
devoted to improving hospitals in devel-

oping countries usually reduces the

amount of aid that reaches the poor.

Educating mothers on newborns' nutri-

tional needs and training them to use

basic medical skills, such as keeping sick

children from becoming dehydrated,

are key to eradicating the children's

suffering. Through the support of inter-

national organizations and growing

concern among government officials in

developing countries, these programs

have begun reducing child mortality

In 1950 23.2 million children perished

before their fifth birthday, today that

figure has dropped to 14 million. An
impressive improvement, but the number

of children dying from preventable

causes is still too high. The death of even

one child Is a horrible ioss.

Dehydration from diarrhea remains,

the leading cause of child mortality.

Children often contract illnesses that

cause diarrhea from contaminated

drinking water or poor sanitation and

don't receive the immediate medical care

that the illness requires. In a scene

repeated more than 3 million times a

year, a two-year-old girl in Bangladesh

is stricken with an acute intestinal

infection. Fluid pours torn her body,

and her skin becomes flaccid. Urination

stops and blood pressure talis. Shock

sets in, and in a few hours the. .lifeless

child becomes another grim statistic.

Such tragetiies are easily prevented

by oral rehydration therapy (ORT),

introduced in the Sixties by scientists

treating cholera in Calcutta. ORT Is

a simple solution of water, salt, and sugar

that allows the body to reabsorb fluid,

thus -stopping the dehydration process.

'The therapy's cost: only ten cents. A
large part of the medical community
however, clings to the impractical and

expensive intravenous or drug treatment

recommended in standard textbooks,

This is because ORT therapy isn't taught

to health workers, and most medical

students don't receive hands-on training

in the use of ORT. In communities where

ORT is available, only 6 percent cf

health professionals are trained to teach

mothers how to administer this

medicine. Still, the message is siowly

reaching tfre people: In 1980 fewer than

1 percent of children with diarrhea

were treated with ORT today 25 percent

receive this treatment.

Estimates reveal that approximately .

3,3 million, children under age five die ; ;

each year from preventable diseases

such as measles, tetanus, whooping

cough, polio, diphtheria, and tuberculo-

sis. These children could be saved if i

they simply were given the proper

vaccines. The main problem: Although

plenty of vaccine is available, many
parents do not understand the impor-

tance of getting thou' chi-dren inoculated.

To address this problem teachers,

religious leaders, community organiza-

tions, trade unions, women's groups,

and government institutions are being

mobilized to educate parents about

the benefits of vaccination

in the Dominican Republic 20,0001 1

trained volunteers go house to house to

inoculate children. In Senegal traditional,

storytellers beat the drums to announce
the arrival of immunization teams. And In

Chad camels rigged with sotar-

poweredTefrigeration devices carry

serums to remote areas Ry the year 200ft

health organizations hope to reduce

vaccine-preventable deaths from 3.3

million to fewer than 250,000.

Immunization alone, however, cannot

save all of the children who die. A
vaccine can't protect against malnutrition.

responsible for one third of child deaths

woriawide. Surprisingly, the cause is

not necessarily a shortage of food. More
often it is the result of a lack of simple

information available to mothers about

proper nutrition during their children's

crucial early years

In Guatemala, for example, many
children are fed primarily sugared water

and tortillas. As a result, their bellies

are bloated and their hair is thin and ;

sparse. Suffering from poor nutrition,

these children are unable to fight

repeated infections, and many die.

What should we do? Institute basic health

services: raise the literacy rates of

women, the primary caretakers of

children: and teach nutrition and hygiene

to children in schools. The answers

aren't complicated—and they work.

When the diseases that kill babies are:

conquered, the fight to stay alive will

no longer consume the energy of most

of the world's women. This is when
real national development will begin.

Studies show that once women are

relieved of these burdens, they begin to

engage in income-generating activities:

forming co-ops to farm rice in Indonesia

and marketing crafts in Peru, Wage-
earning mothers, assured of the health

of the children they already have, also

welcome the idea of spacing pregnan-

cies at least two years apart. Fewer
children are born, but the ones who arrive

survive. Thus the cycle of poverty and

disease is broken.QO

Lawrence F. Bruce is president of the U.S.

Committee tor UNICF.F. the Untied Nations

Children's Fund. : ,, I 1
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READING THE SJ<.'£ DOWN AND O.J"": =EA" HE-ED VICTIMS

^^^sked during a radio interview

m^^^ how he first became interested

Li m in music, Canadian conduc-

tor Boris Brott hesitated for a moment
and then responded, "It may sound

strange, but music has been a part of

me since before birth." As a young man
Brott was mystified by his ability to

play certain pieces sight unseen.

Conducting a score for the first time, he

would instantly pick up on the cellos'

notes and know the flow of the music that

followed. It turned out, however, that

the scores were not unfamiliar to him: His

mother, a professional cellist, had
played them while she was pregnant.

In anecdote after anecdote people

have reported memories, personality

quirks, and even aptitudes they say they

acquired before birth—not through

genetics but via external sounds, vibra-

tions, and even feelings. In "Preschool?"

(page 34), senior editor Pamela
Weintraub follows scientists who are

studying the neurological and psycho-

logical life of the unborn. They soothe,

stimulate, and even communicate with

fetuses. Some researchers claim they

can teach the fetus music and language.

The new and controversial field of

prenatal psychology, Weintraub opines,

can certainly make the birth experience

more positive for both mother and
child. "I'm convinced that there is a

definite relationship between the experi-

ences and attitudes of the pregnant

mother and those of the unborn child,"

6 OMNI

says Weintraub, the motherof two young

boys, Jason and David. "I was particu-

larly anxious during my first pregnancy,

and one time I even felt Jason moving

around in a frenetic kind of way. I was
much calmer during my pregnancy with

David, however, and he's a calmer

child than Jason."

Was your personality set in the womb?
To find out, investigate your own
prenatal and birth experiences in "The

Roots of Personality" (page 37), a

questionnaire developed by Toronto

psychiatrist Thomas Verny. Verny will

analyze the results of this survey, the

largest ever conducted by pre- and
perinatal psychologists, and report on

the findings in a future issue. And
psychologist Keith Harary has created

six exercises ('A Womb with a View,

"

page 39) that should help you recapture

details about your entry into the world.

We don't know if Maurice Krafft's

seeming obsession with volcanoes stems

from his prenatal experiences. But the

French scientist, known as Dr. Volcano,

plans to fulfill a childhood dream by

navigating a lava flow in a titanium

capsule. Krafft's mission will be as

hazardous as it sounds. The temperature

of lava, for example, reaches 2200° F,

reports Debra Ryll in "Magma Force"

(page 66). Volcanologists, of course,

don't remain secluded in sterile labora-

tories- Sure they use computers, satel-

lites, and other tools to study the

mechanics of the most dynamic force in

nature. But they also get as close as

possible to erupting volcanoes. They're

an enthusiastic-—and intrepid—group,

says Ryll, an associate editor of the

California publication New Times. For

the most part, she adds, "these geo
boys are kids who grew up to do what
they always wanted to do."

If Hans Moravec were to achieve his

fantasy, he'd become a robot—one
of his own design that would have the

godlike ability to do and experience

millions of things simultaneously. Moravec

is quite serious about his theory of

downloading, a process of transferring

a person's mind into a fast, powerful

computer. And in this month's Interview

(page 74) he downloads some of his

own brain's contents into Omni. Writer Ed
Regis gets Moravec, director of Carne-

gie-Mellon University's Mobile Robot

Laboratory, to confront the endless

possibilities of the human brain liberated

from its bodily prison.

In this month's fiction, Nebula-award-

winning author Michael Bishop spins

a tale about a seer who reads the future

in butterfly wings ("Reading the Silks,"

page 48). The paperback edition of

Bishop's novel The Secret Ascension—
or Philip K. Dick Is Dead, Alas was
published recently by Tor.

And photographer Frans Lanting

examines the plumage of other airborne

creatures in "Down and Out: Feathered

Victims in Living Color," beginning on

page 58. It's a very plucky pictorial.DO
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Mistaken Identity

Thank you for your outstanding May
issue. I commend you for your article on

Maharishi International University

["Levitation U.," May 1989], The fact that

you ran the article and gave it front-

page billing confirms your willingness to

address the advancement of individual

and collective consciousness. One
point that deserves mentioning: As so

often happens, the sensational aspects

of MIU's programs (such as levitation)

were discussed at length, but the

substantial scientific research taking

place (recent studies on reductions of

war deaths during group meditations)

was mentioned only in passing and

rebutted by experts offering no backup
to support their opinions.

Patrick D. Bosold

Fairfield, IA

Your article on Maharishi International

University gave the impression that MIU
faculty do all the research on the

Transcendental Meditation and TM-Sidhi

program and that the rest of the

academic world is skeptical about it.

The fact is that over 460 studies on TM
have been conducted in 160 independ-

ent research institutions and universities

in 27 countries. Less than 25 percent

of the research has been conducted by

MIU or affiliated universities.

David Orme-Johnson
Chairman

Department of Psychology

Maharishi International University

Fairfield, IA

Dunn Again

Just wanted to drop a letter in support

of J. R, Dunn's "The Gates of Babel"

[May 1989]. I found the story captivating

and innovative, a superb job. I'm looking

forward to more of Dunn's work and
more of the same science fiction in Omni.

Harold Jordan

Sarasota, FL

Needled Injector

Michele Kort's article "Needleless Injec-

tion" [Continuum, May 1989] leads

one to believe that Dr. Benjamin Rubin

and Johns Hopkins University are

headed down a path that no man has

ever traveled before. The fact is, the

Derata Corporation currently has 25,000

diabetics using our needle-free injector

for their insulin injections. In addition,

the University of Minnesota Pediatric

Oncology Clinic has used our injectors

for the needle-free administration of

anesthetics to hundreds of children

undergoing bone marrow aspirations,

thus eliminating the psychologically

threatening needle at a traumatic time in

their lives.

Tom Maloney

Director of Engineering

Derata Corporation

Minneapolis

What Fools These Mortals Be
I read the article "Reeducating America"

[Forum, May 1989] with a great deal of

interest. Psychologist Robert Ornstein's

concepts of "knee-jerk" reactions to

everything that occurs are fascinating,

though few of us get the opportunity

to rid ourselves of these enslaving

ideas. I get the feeling Ornstein is trying

to tell us that each of us, no matter

what his mental or artistic capability, has

a responsibility to himself and society,

and that the educational bureaucracy

should emphasize that fact. Thank

heavens there are always a few who risk

being unpopular to tell the rest of us

what fools we are.

Roger Burson

Marshall, VA

Whale of a Mistake

In the June Interview with University of

Hawaii psychologist Louis Herman,

it was reported that Herman and his

colleagues published a catalog of 12,000

whales they have managed to identify

in Hawaii and elsewhere. The correct

number is 1 ,200. Also, the name of the

Indiana University psychology professor

who conducted melody recognition

experiments with dolphins at Herman's

laboratory is Jim Ralston. We regret

the errors.DO
OMNI



MASTERS OF INVENTION

FORunn
By Kevin McKinney

Picture this: Mobile transporters

called superleves carry

fountains, gardens, and
sidewalks past the fifty-fourth floor of a

twenty-first-century skyscraper; floating

billboards entice you with images of

the latest fashions; and elevated

"platform cities" provide an alternative

to living on congested city blocks.

Kenneth Schulze of Rocky River, Ohio,

submitted this futuristic urban vision

in our Superconstruction contest.

In the November 1987 issue, writer

Bruce Schechter gave readers instruc-

tions on how to make a superconductor.

Ordinary electrical conductors, he

pointed out, exact a stiff toil on the

electrical current they carry, releasing a

significant amount of energy in the

form of heat. But superconductors lose

no heat at all. Moreover, when cooled to

an extremely low temperature (at which

point they lose all resistance to electricity)

and placed on top of a magnet, super-

conductors display a curious character-

istic: With both repelling and attracting

properties, they float upward and remain

suspended in midair.

We challenged readers to submit

their ideas, in 200 words or less, for the

most creative uses for superconductors.

Your superconductor applications, we
said, could have worldwide significance

or could simply be fun. The grand

prize: $500. Schechter and science

teacher David Pribyl, who has taught his

Gilroy, California, high-school students

to make superconductors, helped us

narrow down the hundreds of entries. Our
final decision, a result of much discus-

sion and careful review of the entries, is

based on originality and feasibility.

Many ideas focused on computer,

space, military, and medical applications.

In the area of medicine, for example,

Chicago's Rebecca Saxe thought "float-

rest" bed linens and "magna-rest"

mattresses would prevent bedsores
and provide more comfortable sleep.

Pennsylvania dentist Harvey Goldberg

suggested using superconductors

to retain dentures: A superconductor

unit placed in the dentures and a magnet
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implanted in the jawbone would eliminate

the need for adhesives.

Other readers offered ideas in the

entertainment field, like the supercon-

ducting pinball machine devised by Jim

Weatherby of Portland, Oregon. Phil

Ryan of Bow, New Hampshire, suggested

the use of superconductors in hockey
pucks and Astro Turf. Marie McPheliny of

East Syracuse, New York, added
bobsleds to that list. Roller coasters and
bumper cars with superconductors

were also widely espoused.
Silvia Morales of Central, South

Carolina, called for a "scientific

phenomenon-turned-frivolity" in the

form of a superconductive ballroom in

which "ladies in lace gowns and men in

starched slacks, wearing shoes with

superconductor soles, glide smoothly

across the magnetic floor."

Teachers at Frank W. Cox High School

in Virginia Beach, Virginia, and Prince

Andrew High School in Dartmouth,

Nova Scotia, Canada, assigned the

superconductor contest to their classes.

In fact, when we were closing in on a

Superconductors: Imagining the possibilities.

winner, one student from each of these

schools was still in the running.

According to Cox's Billy Vest, the

increased magnetic fields of supercon-

ducting electromagnets could be
harnessed and used as shock absorb-

ers. Other entrants suggested similar

automotive aids, but Vest went into

great detail about the shocks' operation.

On Vest's shocks six magnets would

be aligned inside a nonmetal tube

to hold them in place so that they would
move up and down rather than side to

side. Another magnet would be attached

to the body of the car and one more
to the wheel. When the car hit a bump,
the electromagnets would be pushed
together while the repelling force pushed
them apart. "In this way," Vest wrote,

"the wheel and the body of the car will

be pushed equally apart." This earned
him a runner-up prize of $50.

Our $500 prize, however, goes to

Prince Andrew's Jeff Simlett, who
believes that the benefits of supercon-
ductors in the artistic arena have been
overlooked. David Pribyl, for one, agrees:

"The application of superconductivity

in the art world is an extremely original,

fresh, and feasible idea."

One of Simlett's suggestions is the

placement of sculpture on supercon-

ductor platforms, floating above the floor

and rotating so that works of art can
be viewed from all sides. "The artist's job

would be much easier, too, because
the stone could be easily turned while

working on it," Simlett wrote.

The high-school student focused on
the performing arts as well. Even the

theater, he added, could make use
of superconductors. 'The eerie entrance

of ghosts and phantoms, for example,
would be much more effective if the

actors actually floated rather than walked
or glided on wires," he pointed out.

Superconductors could also lead to more
complex set designs that could be
quickly changed between scenes.

Although Simlett has been singled

out as our champion, all the contest

entrants are winners. We congratulate

everyone for their effort and creativity.DO



DESPERATELY SEEKING CYBOR

By Jeff Goldberg

In
New York City, when you say Houston

you are talking the street that

separates Greenwich Village from all

that is south of Houston: Soho, Little

Italy, the Lower East Side. You are thinking

Late-Night Voguing with the Club

Scene, Ultra-Chic-Trendy-AII-Black

Clothes, Eurotrash, Postmodern Art and
Galleries, and Upscale Eateries. You

are not talking Houston, Texas. And you

definitely are not thinking aerospace.

Yet if you follow the cinnamon smell in

the air below Houston to a popular

muffin bakery on Elizabeth Street, then

climb the dilapidated stairs to the loft

above, you will find a thriving corner of

the space business: Honeybee Robotics.

This tiny, eight-person firm, located in

an old brick building with a loading

dock out front, recently won a hefty piece

of a multimillion-dollar NASA contract

to work with Martin Marietta and Ford

Aerospace in creating the Flight Telero-

botic Servicer (FTS), an unsophisti-

cated robot that will help astronauts

build and maintain the 500-foot infra-

structure of the space station Freedom.

"People hire us because we mix

creativity with an ability to deliver

machines that work," says Honeybee's
thirty-four-year-old president, Stephen

Gorevan, who once made his living

writing ad jingles for late-night TV. The
company's other personnel are no

less unusual. Vice-President Christopher

Chapman, thirty-eight, was a music

therapist at St. Vincent's Hospital in

Manhattan. Chief engineer Chuck
Hoberman, thirty-three, used to make
intricate electronic kinetic sculptures.

And ponytailed designer Bill Record,

forty-three, once led African safaris. But

all except financier Chapman do have

engineering degrees.

Now the team has turned away from

youthful dalliances to focus its creativity

on designing the FTS's end effectors

(its hands), the tools it will use, and the

foot that will attach the robot to its

workstation. Honeybee is already build-

ing a man-size model of the FTS hand
in one corner of its white-walled loft

shop, which is filled with robotic clutter

and Art Deco lamps and drawing boards.

Making the space scene: New Yorkers give NASA's robot a hand.
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Astronauts will use the working model to

train on the ground. The FTS, a spiritual

heir to C-3PO, is almost humanoid in

appearance—with a head, two video-

camera eyes, a chest from which extends

an assortment of different hands, and
two five-foot-long, apelike arms.

During the research phase of its

project, the team experimented with

"some pretty strange alternatives,"

Hoberman recalls. In the end, though,

they opted for the current model, he

says, "because FTS will be operated

remotely by an astronaut at a control

station, so we didn't want something too

different from the human form."

Like its creators at Honeybee, the

finished robot will be multitalented—able

to remove one hand from its wrist,

place it in an appropriate holder in its

chest, and attach another hand to

perform a new function. The FTS will be

able to perform a range of tasks wider

than that of any other robot now in

existence. It may handle complex one-

of-a-kind jobs under human supervision:

deploying the Freedom's radiator

panels; servicing satellites and mating

electrical connectors. Even more
impressive, FTS will be able to join the

metal truss connectors that make up the

backbone of the space station.

The advances in robotics embodied
in the FTS—so essential for the

successful construction of the Freedom-
should also find wide-ranging terrestrial

applications. "When the space station

project was approved, there was
pressure from Congress to use technol-

ogies with practical spinoffs," says

Gorevan. "Then after the Challenger

exploded, there may have been a natural

inclination not to risk the lives of astro-

nauts doing menial construction work.

That's where we come in. The FTS is the

gofer, the workhorse."

Before coming onboard the space
station project, Honeybee (named,

Gorevan says, after "the greatest struc-

tural engineer in nature") specialized

in industrial robotic systems that

displayed an astonishing degree of

hand-eye, or rather effector-video-

CONTINUEUONPAGE64



DEEP-SEA CINE

ART
By Alan Maurer

^^\ long a deserted back road
#i^^^ outside Gaffney, South

m » Carolina, the abandoned
Cherokee Nuclear Power Station iooms

amid a sand plain, the concrete walls

of the station's vacant tanks overshad-

owing the scrub. It's an unlikely site

to film an underwater movie, but for five

months last year the director of The
Terminator and Aliens took over the area

to shoot his latest film, The Abyss. The
result, of course, demonstrates a use for

a defunct nuclear power plant. But the

film production also pushed today's

diving equipment technology into the

movie's near-future setting.

An American nuclear submarine,

mysteriously disabled 2,000 feet beneath

the Caribbean, sets the course for the

plot and subplots of The Abyss. The
U.S. Navy drafts the oil rig divers aboard
Deepcore, a prototype hyperbaric oil

drilling habitat, to assist SEAL (sea, air,

and land) commandos in the sub's

rescue. Among other developments, the

SEAL leader experiences high-pressure

nervous syndrome, a rare underwater

malady that causes him to suffer

paranoid delusions and to endanger
everyone below and above the water.

Director James Cameron and
producer Gale Ann Hurd chose not to

film in the open sea because doing

so, Cameron says, "would have posed
too many problems": the anchoring

of boats, potential hurricanes, poor

visibility, sharks, and "teaching fish to

act." They were looking for a more
controllable site, and filmmaker Earl

Owensby provided the perfect location.

"There was simply nothing else like

Cherokee anywhere," Hurd says.

Owensby Film Studios purchased the

Cherokee property for "several" million

dollars" in 1986 and turned the site

into a film production facility, Owensby
says. Since then, movies like Universal's

Probe and the Home Box Office cable

television movie Florida Straits have

been shot at Cherokee. The Abyss,

however, was the site's first underwater

movie. "We had originally planned to

use the turbine pit [Cherokee's uncom-
pleted, smaller tank] foe -underwater

Life's Abyss and then you dive: Reality imitates the movies.
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filming," Owensby says. "But Jim

Cameron wanted to use the larger,

containment tank, too." Filling the 55-

foot-deep containment tank with 7.5

million gallons of water, Owensby adds,

turned Cherokee into "the largest

underwater film facility in the world."

With Academy Award nominees and
winners for art design and special

effects—veterans of such science-fiction

and fantasy flicks as Star Wars and
Raiders of the Lost Ark—the technical

staff was well versed in movie magic. But

Cameron and Hurd didn't want illusions.

They insisted on realism. "Everything—

-

helmets, backpacks, underwater

vehicles, and habitats—had to function,"

Hurd says.

Cameron wanted to use Deep Rover,

an advanced submersible with a 360°

Plexiglas view port and the ability to

dive to 20,000 feet, among other features.

Built and owned by Can-Dive, a

Canadian company specializing in

diving and underwater technology, Deep
Rover was already committed to a

research project and was unavailable.

So Can-Dive agreed to engineer and
build new submersibles for the film. And
Cameron also used The ARM, a
remote-control-operated manipulator

designed by Western Space and Marine

(WSM) that's sensitive enough to pick

up a quarter from the ocean floor.

There is already interest—from divers

at the Seattle Aquarium, for one—in

the diving helmets WSM developed for

The Abyss. The standard underwater
hardhat looks like something an astronaut

would wear, but it has a faceplate like

a flat scuba mask, which blocks periph-

eral vision. Moreover, it prevents a

clear view of the diver's face, which

rendered the mask unusable for Camer-
on's purposes.

The prototype Abyss helmet was
created by WSM vice-president Bob
Kirby, who was also responsible for the

helmet most commercial divers use,

the Super Lite 7 The Abyss model has

an advanced breathing regulator and
an aire raft- quality communications

system, its faceplate extends from temple

CONTINUED ON PAGE 96
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By Jennifer Gilbert

I

n the late Seventies the Arbat,

Moscow's pedestrian mall, was dilapi-

dated, the ice cream vendors being

the only signs of life. The vendors were

numerous, but the flavors were not

—

the only choice was vanilla. Today

the Arbat has undergone urban renewal,

gentrified to the point of gas lamps

lining the street. The sounds differ, too.

On a balmy day last December a
Dixieland jazz band cranked out "When
the Saints Go Marching In" for an

appreciative audience. In fact, Americans

in Moscow are becoming increasingly

numerous. Encouraged by Gorbachev's

openness, dozens of foreign

businesses are cultivating relations

between the two nations. The number of

joint ventures with the Soviets has

increased from none in 1986 to 365 in

1989 and has run the gamut from cancer

research to pizza delivery to the estab-

lishment of factories. In the spirit of

g!asnost, this September Omni will begin

distributing copies in the Soviet Union.

Omni will exchange 20,000 copies of

the magazine each month, for one

year, with the Soviet publication Science

in the USSR, published by the Soviet

Academy of Sciences. A bimonthly

journal featuring articles on topics ranging

from superconductivity to volcanoes,

Science in the USSR is written by Soviet

scientists as well as by staff. Distributors

will make Omni available in all major

cities and on intra-Soviet Aeroflot flights.

Omni, in turn, will oversee the distribu-

tion of Science in the USSR here, offering

the magazine through subscriptions.

The first Soviet Omni will include

a treasure hunt sweepstakes. Written in

Russian and modeled along the same
lines of past Omni sweepstakes, the

treasure hunt requires Soviet readers to

search for visual clues throughout the

magazine. Those correctly identifying all

the clues will have their names entered

in the final drawing for a roster of

prizes. (For prize information, see page

96.) Because consumer products are

in short supply In the USSR, they are

much sought after. Therefore the

sweepstakes should "generate enormous
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excitement for the magazine and for its

products," says Linda Newman, associ-

ate publisher of Omni. In addition to

the sweepstakes, the September issue

will contain a questionnaire for Soviet

readers, asking readers their opinions on

U.S.-Soviet relations, their opinions of

Omni, and for information about

themselves. There will be follow-up

questionnaires as well, designed to

gauge reader response to Omni. One of

the goals is to give people from both

countries a chance to exchange ideas.

An exchange of people is one of

the best ways to swap ideas, so

sometime within the coming year the

magazines will trade an art director and

an editor in an attempt to learn more
about publishing in their respective

countries- Omni president Kathy Keeton

would like to see a future with increased

interaction, not only between magazines

in the United States and the Soviet

Union, but also between students in

both countries. "I would like to see Omni
sponsor a U.S.-Soviet student

exchange," says Keeton, who describes

Omni: Opening the international curtain.

Omni as a "window to the West" to

which the Soviets have never had

access. She's optimistic that "they'll

receive it with open arms; there is nothing

like it in the Soviet Union."

Traveling to Moscow in September,

Keeton will meet with members of

the Academy of Sciences and hold a

press conference publicizing the treasure

hunt. She will also travel to Leningrad

during her weekiong stay. Holding

a press conference in Moscow will prove

a challenge, given that the Soviet

communications technology available to

the public pales in comparison with '

that of the West. Phone lines are limited,

and bills have been known to arrive

two years after the event.

Omni hopes for great success in the

USSR. Copies of all American magazines

are highly valued. For example, when
sewing, women copy the styles of

clothing found in the ads to give their

families the latest fashions. American

visitors to the Soviet Union are barraged

with questions about the United States,

and Omni will be a tool to answer many
of those questions. According to Igor

Zudov, the deputy editor in chief of

Science in the USSR, the editors are

looking forward to the exchange of

magazines and to a long and beneficial

relationship with Omni. Zudov will write

the First Word for Omni's Soviet

September issue.

The importance of cultural exchanges

between the East and the West cannot

be ignored. "One of the most important

reasons to have exchanges is to

educate citizens of both countries to the

realities of the other and to expand
horizons," explains Greg Guroff, chair-

man of the President's U.S.-Soviet

Exchange Initiative.

Guroff's office provides help to those

Americans structuring exchange
programs. According to Guroff, "It is in

our best interest to demonstrate to

the Soviet public, a public that has been
given a very narrow view of the United

States, a sense of the diversity and

vitality of American culture." Omni intends

to do just that.DQ
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t makes Homo sapiens hungry, horny,

drowsy, and glad—or anxious. It

dulls pain, inhibits movements, lowers

body temperature, fools time. It sets

memory chasing its own tail and turns

thought and perceptual processes

awry. Why?
For decades there were as many

theories ot how people got high on pot

as there were researchers interested

in testing the 421 compounds found in

marijuana's serrated green leaves.

Some scientists thought the weed's active

compounds just dissolved into the

membranes surrounding brain cells.

Others believed the compounds worked
through receptors, specialized areas

on the membranes that fit lock-and-key

style with specific molecules. One
prominent neurochemist confessed to

threenotebooks of experiments that

had failed to find a neuronal lock for a

Cannabis sativa key. No one was able to

figure out exactly how marijuana really

did work until last year.

In the fall of 1988 pharmacology
professor Allyn Howlett and her group

at St. Louis University Medical School

announced that they had found the

receptor for a major cannabinoid

molecule.

The story of Howlett's discovery

began in the Sixties, when Rafael

Mechoulam of the Hebrew University in

Jerusalem determined that the main

psychoactive compound in extracts of

marijuana was a substance called delta-

9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC). Although

not especially potent, THC represented

a new class of compounds structurally

different from those found in other

psychoactive drugs. Drug companies
were intrigued. "If you look in an old

pharmacology text from, say, the

Twenties, before the Reefer Madness
business," Howlett explains, "extracts of

cannabis were about the only

compounds that could be used for pain

relief and anxiety." Subsequently

pharmacologists began synthesizing

THC analogs called cannabinoids,

which were chemicals structurally and
biologically similar to the naturally

occurring chemicals but more powerful.

High-brow receptor: Marijuana chemical lock and key is found mainly in the front brain.
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In the mid-Seventies Ross Johnson

and Larry Melvin worked with synthetic

cannabinoids at Pfizer, a Connecticut-

based pharmaceutical company. They
were trying to develop a THC-like

analgesic. The problem, Melvin explains,

was that they couldn't detach the

painkilling from pot's psychoactive

properties. They developed several

compounds 100 times more potent than

THC, but the animal (and, in one case,

human) subjects were zonked. This

meant the drugs could be used only in

hospitals, where opiates had already

cornered the painkiller market. In the '

early Eighties Pfizer stopped the research

project. The academic community
took over and began studying the Pfizer

cannabinoids.

When a compound locks into its

receptor on a cell membrane, it changes

the activity of structures in the

membrane, which in turn alters the way
the cell processes information. Howlett

wanted to see if the Pfizer cannabinoids

worked the way some other analgesics

do: by affecting a molecule called

cyclic AMP (cAMP). Cyclic AMP is a

"second messenger": It regulates the

way the inside of the cell responds

to messages received at the membrane.
Howlett found that the Pfizer cannabi-

noids—especially the potent Levonan-

tradol—affected cAMP production in

cultured mouse neurons by inhibiting a
key enzyme. The more effectively the

compound inhibited cAMP in the test

tube, the more effectively it killed pain in

animals. Howlett's next step was to

see if the cannabinoids actually attached

to neuronal membranes. She labeled

the compounds radioactively, and
by tracking the radioactivity, she was
able to show that the cannabinoid

molecules bound tightly to the

membranes. "The compounds that

bound most strongly were the ones most

active at the cellular level, and in the

animals. And that," she says, "is what

really defines a receptor." She also

found—potheads might be interested to

know—that the cannabinoids did not

hurt the cells. After exposure for several

CONTINUED ON PAGE 64



HEAVEN'S SCOPE

TARS
By Riccardo Giacconi

#% I hen the Hubble Space

|

|

i

! I Telescope (HST) lifts off with

vv vv the space shuttle Discovery

next year, it will take with it the hopes

of thousands of people who have

dedicated their lives to it.

The HST is the first of the great

observatories that NASA plans to put

into space within the next decade. It will

be the largest civilian observatory ever

lofted: The size of a school bus, it weighs

all of 12.5 tons on the ground.

The HST possesses a 94-inch reflect-

ing telescope and five other major

instruments: two cameras to image pic-

tures in the visible, ultraviolet, and

infrared ranges of the spectrum;

two spectrometers that record data in

the optical and ultraviolet bands; and a
photometer that measures visible light.

Software programs, run on banks of

computers, control the HST and manage
its data collection.

By placing the HST above the

obscuring blanket of the atmosphere,

we will be able to see images 10 to

30 times sharper than ever before. This

improvement is equal to the one achieved

by Galileo when he first used lenses to

examine the heavens in 1609. To illustrate

the HST's potential impact, consider

my own interest, cosmological research.

One of the biggest questions in astro-

physics today concerns the formation

and evolution of the universe after the Big

Bang. At the moment the life span of

the universe has been determined only

with the precision of about a factor of

two. That is, it could be as short as

10 billion years or as long as 20 billion.

Why do we want to know the universe's

age more precisely? Because knowl-

edge of this cosmic clock is necessary

to understand how the galaxies- the

stars, the planets, and, finally, life itself

formed and evolved. The HST should be

able to zero in on the universe's age
to within 10 percent.

The HST's flight was first scheduled

for 1984. This holdup, caused almost

entirely by the Challenger tragedy, has

created problems for a generation of

astronomers. Because of the delays—in

the HST and the space program in

Hubble, Hubble, toil, and trouble: Next year the telescope will finally soar.
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general—there has also been something

of a hiatus in space astronomy.

This has meant that the computer

hardware aboard the telescope is old

technology. There is a joke going around

that today's personal computers are

more sophisticated and powerful than

the computers aboard the HST. in

fact, this is true. But while the HST is a

little dumb, that will not be a real

impediment to the science we want to

carry out. We just need to do more
thinking on the ground to help it.

The flight of the HST will provide a

great challenge to the Space Telescope

Institute's staff. We are the first members
of the scientific community NASA
has entrusted to conduct one of its own
programs. This will test our ability

to change our viewing targets when
unexpected opportunities arise, such as

a newly exploding supernova or the

uncharted arrival of a comet.

The funding we will disperse on behalf

of NASA to the user community will

aid greatly in making the best scientific

use of HST. These funds are roughly

equal to the current level of National

Science Foundation grants for ail of

astronomy. They will be for analysis of

the telescope's data. What's more, there

will be about 50 postdoctoral fellow-

ships run by the institute as well as 50

junior faculty positions funded by NASA.
Finally, we expect the participation

of amateur astronomers, who will get

some of their own observing time on the

HST. We hope this will lead many young

people to become curious about astron-

omy and science.

During the next 15 years of the HST
mission we will discover much. A future

generation of astronomers will be

looking to answer even more difficult

questions than we are posing today. This

will lead them to build a more powerful

space telescope, perhaps even to create

a new astronomy. For me, all of this is

riding on the launch next spring.OO

Riccardo Giacconi has been the director of

the Space Telescope Institute since its

creation in 1981-



ASSOING THE CACTUS BANDIT

EARTH
By Jonah Houston

In
January 1986 a 19-foot saguaro

cactus was stolen from Quartzite,

Arizona, wanted posters of the

multiarmed succulent were put up at

the Arizona border. Then a tip came: A
conspicuous cactus crest was spotted on

sale at a Las Vegas nursery for $15,000.

The retired couple who had reported

the plant stolen picked their cactus from

a police lineup. The thieves were

convicted, fined, and jailed.

In the desert, where the magnificent

fanned crests of the saguaro emerge

from the sagebrush like ancient wood
carvings, cactus rustling is on the rise. It

is so widespread, in fact, that the

Arizona Commission of Agriculture and

Horticulture has a force of 120 "cactus

cops" to protect the fragile state symbols

from abductors,

Last year 201 investigations led to 70

convictions, 123 fines, and the confisca-

tion of 75 plants valued at a total of

nearly $15,000. On the black market the

pilfered plants draw approximately

$30 per foot plus $50 per arm, says John

Cross, an officer of the Arizona Fish

and Wildlife Service. "It's kind of hard to

catch [the thieves] as fast as they can

pull the cactus from the ground," says

one enforcement officer.

Still, the cactus-protection plan seems
somewhat arbitrary. On one' side, the

cactus cops often spot-check for

unregistered succulents by ringing

doorbells and confiscating property—

legally acquired plants must have

accompanying permits. On the other

side is blatant disregard for the desert

trees: Developers are bulldozing acres of

cacti that dot the paths of new golf

courses and other development sites.

Until this year the state's antiquated

native plant laws, written in 1929, required

developers only to submit a simple

written notice stating their intent to clear

land. Having met this requirement,

developers were allowed to plow over

acres of plants. Noel and Phil Hebets,

brothers who have been in the plant-

salvaging business for two decades, are

now working to change the archaic

laws. The mentality of the cactus cop
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dictates that he should enforce the law,

not necessarily protect the plants,

says Noel Hebets, who is a lawyer. "They

are enforcing ten archaic statutes with

modern standards," he says.

But with the efforts of the Hebets

brothers, it is changing. Phil Hebets has

pioneered a technique for transplanting

desert trees, something thought impos-

sible as recently as three years ago.

Salvagers remove a tree by hand-

digging a trench around it, cutting off

feeder roots, and building a wooden box

around the taproot. They leave the

tree this way and water it continuously

for two weeks. When the tree has

adapted to the loss of its feeder roots,

the salvagers cut the taproot and place

the tree in a nursery, where it is watered

by an underground irrigation system. In

the past people attempting to move
desert trees were unsuccessful because

they used backhoes, damaging the

roots and eventually killing the plants.

A committee of representatives from

26 other plant-related industries in

the state, led by Noel Hebets, has set

Where do they fence stolen succulents?

out to change the laws. After an arduous

battle new legislation has been

proposed that will reduce the number of

statutes in the Arizona native plant law

from ten to four. The proposal recom-

mends categorizing plants into protected

groups and requiring salvage permits,

tags, and seals. Other changes involve

fees for tags and exemptions for private

landowners to maintain agricultural

and ranch property of less than one acre.

But more important, anyone who
intends to clear land must provide written

notice as well as make the land accessi-

ble to salvaging operations.

Dan James, conservation chairman

for the Arizona Native Plant Society,

claims that it was once faster to bulldoze

plants than to transplant them.
!1

But now
the state can make money on tagging

fees; money can go to research and

development; and the state can increase

the number of cactus cops," he says.

According to one local resident,

however, the cactus cops continue to

focus their attention on individual cases

of little consequence. Julie McDonnell

Johnson is "fuming" at the "distorted

.lies" about a crested saguaro confiscated

from her husband, Carl. Two years

ago, after her husband was accused of

cactus theft, Johnson says her thirteen-

year-old son was "ostracized by neigh-

borhood children, our neighbors stopped

speaking to us, and a business that

was doing extremely well has fallen

short." She also says the family had to

get an unlisted phone number because

of anonymous calls accusing them of

being "cactus thieves." At a court hearing

this year, it was decided the cactus

had been legally tagged and removed
from a legal area.

The irony, Julie Johnson charged in

a letter to The Phoenix Gazette, is

that before she and her husband were

charged with any wrongdoing, the

state Commission of Agriculture and

Horticulture wanted them to transplant

the saguaro "in a Dr. Shields's yard."

And who is Dr. Shields? "He's director of

the Commission of Agriculture and

Horticulture," she says.DO



FRUITS DE MER

BDDV
By Mary S. Glucksman and Eleanor Smith

ven before an outraged public

began responding to man
:

s

destruction of the oceans,

concerned scientists were worried that

entire colonies of marine life might be
following the path of our dying rain

forests. Ocean ecology is not as fully

understood as its terrestrial counterpart,

says Matthew Suffness, program

coordinator for natural products grants

at the National Cancer Institute (NCI).

In 1986 this unit launched an ambitious

program to collect and screen marine

organisms for compounds that can

be used to fight cancer. "It's not going

to be possible to undertake a program
like this in twenty years," Suffness says.

"Certainly there will be fewer marine

organisms available." Chemists around

the world are now scouring remote

areas of our seas to collect organisms

with unique chemical and molecular

structures. The marine environment, they

say, could provide a rich array of novel

drugs. Already the first wave of marine

pharmaceuticals is breaking. U.S.

doctors are conducting clinical trials on

a new cancer drug derived from sea
squirts and preparing to begin trials on

two more cancer drugs and a unique

anti-inflammatory compound.
The scientists' work is going slowly

because they have only recently

acquired the tools to obtain specimens
from deep-water habitats and the

chemical technology to accurately isolate

and analyze the substances sea
creatures contain. The amount of time

that passes between the discovery of a

promising marine-derived compound
and the end of clinical trials is generally

7 to 14 years. Financial obstacles also

frustrate the scientists: Development

costs of $60 million to $125 million

necessitate the cooperation of major

pharmaceutical houses—something not

always easy to get in an economy
oriented toward immediate rewards.

"There's a real reluctance on the part of

U.S. industry to fund anything long

term," says Dick Moore, a marine chemist

at the University of Hawaii. 'Americans

look only six months down the road, and
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that's going to kill us in the long run."

Moore says the Japanese effort

to exploit marine products is an example

the United States should follow. The
Japanese Ministry of Transportation

recently funded two institutes commis-

sioned to develop marine pharmaceuti-

cals. The Suntory beer company,
headquartered in Osaka, provided the

Australian government with funds to

renovate a marine biology lab on Lizard

Island, off the Great Barrier Reef, and
build an oceangoing catamaran

equipped for marine pharmaceutical

research. Suntory has also dispatched

two staff members to the Rosenstiel

School of Marine and Atmospheric

Sciences in Miami to help screen marine

organisms for useful compounds.
While several American pharmaceuti-

cal giants, notably Upjohn and Bristol-

Myers, are developing individual marine

drugs in conjunction with university

research labs, none have made signifi-

cant efforts on their own. Dr. Koji Naka-

nishi, a director of the Suntory Institute

for Bioorganic Research, criticizes

Rx for arthritis: Chemicals from a sponge?

American companies for their short-

sightedness. "You have to realize that

the search for drugs from terrestrial

plants has been going on for three

hundred to four hundred years," Naka-

nishi points out. "This is a newer effort

and will take time. Eventually I'm

absolutely sure, there will be a generation

of marine pharmaceuticals."

Dr. Oliver McConnell, division director

of the Florida Harbor Branch Oceano-

graphic Institution's five-year-old

biomedical marine research division,

says he is pursuing active relationships

with several large pharmaceutical

houses. A nonprofit organization with an

NCI grant for collecting specimens,

the Harbor Branch team is looking for

compounds with four different types of

disease-fighting activity: antitumor,

antiviral, antifungal, and immunomodu-
latory (able to stimulate or suppress

immune system response). So far,

McConnell says, they have isolated a

half dozen compounds about which

they're particularly excited. The next step

is to interest pharmaceutical companies

in investing the time and money neces-

sary for development. The effort could

be well worth the initial investment:

William Fenical, a marine chemist at the

Scripps Institution of Oceanography,

says a new, improved arthritis drug, for

example, would reap a billion dollars

a year for the company that develops it.

According to Suffness, species

extinction and lack of funding are not

the only problems impeding marine-

pharmaceuticals researchers. The
countries where scientists collect raw

materials are not reaping the benefits of

research expeditions, he says. As a

result, scientists often find relations with

host countries strained, and local

governments have become much stricter

in granting export permits for materials

collected. Without adequate access

to a new substance, chemists' ability to

gauge a new compound's activity in

the body is hampered. "Supply of

compound is a major problem," John
Faulkner, a marine chemist at the Scripps

Institution, says. "We literally go through

CONTINUED ON PAGE 97
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.
, JP§h urray Bookchin called Edward Abbey and his

I followers "barely disguised racists, survival-

I ists, macho Daniel Boones and outright social

I reactionaries [whose ideas are] an ideological

toxic dump." Abbey called Bookchin a "fat, old woman." This

ad hominem mayhem didn't occur in a tight political race or

professional wrestling match; it emanated from the ranks of

those committed to saving the earth. Neither Bookchin's social

ecologists nor Abbey's deep ecology colleagues have much
use for the mainstream, Sierra Club brand of activism, which

salves many people's consciences. They do agree, however,

that saving the earth is too serious a problem to solve within

the system. Why, then, this rancor? Because the two groups'

solutions arise from radically different views of man, his envi-

ronment, and the relation between the two.

The social ecologists advocate a political solution modeled
on democratic socialism or recent Green Party platforms. They
believe that only humankind can solve the problems we have

created and see us as custodians, stewards of nature. The

attack, they say, must be upon the capitalist, consumerist,

growth- and progress-oriented system that began with the in-

dustrial Revolution and is now threatening the planet's very sur-

vival. The problem is man's ignorance and greed and can be

solved only by reform of man's institutions. Right-thinking peo-

ple, they say, should redistribute wealth, food, resources.

Deep ecologists, on the other hand, see mankind itself as

the main problem. They believe the earth, which they some-
times call Gaia, is a complex organism with its own needs,

metabolism, and immune system and that mankind's relation to

the earth is increasingly parasitic. In Deep Ecology: Living Na-

ture as if Nature Mattered, proponents Bill Devall and George
Sessions clearly state their principles: Humans have no right to

reduce the richness and diversity of life except to satisfy vital

needs; the flourishing of human life and cultures is compatible

with a substantial decrease of the human population; the flour-

ishing of nonhuman life requires such a decrease.

Their approach may or may not impress the anthropocentric

Mr. Bookchin, the Greens, ecofeminists, the park services, or

Sierra Club liberals. Certainly it will not convince Sagebrush

Revolution reactionaries (remember James Watt?) or the many

commercial interests that, with government support or tacit

permission, are treating nature like a pig at a barbecue. But

deep ecologists insist that the population must be reduced

drastically not for simple Malthusian concerns about food dis-

tribution but because in our present numbers we are danger-

ous to the earth's health. When man's agenda conflicts with

Earth's needs, Earth comes first.

Angrier deep ecologists such as Earth First! maverick Dave
Foreman view AIDS and the recent African famine as natural

controls, Earth's own defense against overpopulation. Earth

Firstlers do not represent all deep ecologists any more than

Hunter Thompson represents all journalists. But they do intend

to generate hyperbole, insecurity fear and loathing, and thought.

They are the special warfare forces of what one writer called

"nature's army," and like elite military units, they sometimes cloak

themselves in romantic myth. Inspired by Abbey's novel The

Monkey Wrench Gang, Earth First! publishes a manual called

Ecodefense: A Fieid Guide to Monkeywrenching. How to spike

trees so as to damage saws, "harvest" billboards, sabotage

heavy machinery, They offer the refreshing argument that since

nobody asked our permission, for example, to put billboards in

our faces, we needn't ask permission to cut, burn, or redecor-

ate them. Earth Firstlers say that since Earth's exploiters so

often operate in closed rooms, under cover of darkness, and
at the margins of the law, why can't her defenders?

But other Earth First! positions show intelligence and com-
passion and should serve to challenge and test more moderate
thinking, just as Bookchin and the Sierra Club find tools and
truths the radicals can't see. To this armchair environmentalist

all these groups seem useful, and if Earth First! takes extreme

positions, we can remember and wonder how far the nonvio-

lence of Martin Luther King would have gotten without the im-

plicit threat of Malcolm X and H. Rap Brown,

If you've been thinking that you missed ail the good revolu-

tions, think again. As Slim Pickens said in Rancho Deluxe upoi

seeing a new Cadillac shot full of holes with a Sharps buffah

rifle. "This is gettin' downright romantic."—RICHARD HILL

Richard Hill is working on a book about ecosabotage. He has

written for Esquire, Harper's, Rolling Stone, The Village Voice.
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Taking a turn for the worse: Why do some parents knowingly subject their healthy children to unnecessary

and painful medical procedures?

Her mother had been tak-

ing her to doctors for years,

and by the time the girl

was five she had been tested

for problems with her lungs

and urinary tract. She was
receiving physical therapy

and special education. Very

strange considering ihe

girl was perfectly healthy and
her mother knew it.

The girl was a victim of a

form of child abuse known as

Munchausen syndrome by
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proxy (Munchausen syn-

drome leads healthy people

to feign illness in order to

receive medical treatment).

In this variation, the parent

—

usually the mother—invents

ailments and submits the

child to medical procedures.

Two psychiatrists, James
Griffith of the University

of Mississippi Medical Center

and Lois Slovik of Harvard

Medical School, uncovered
Munchausen proxy cases

after talking to doctors at

sleep-disorder centers. Typi-

cally, they found, the parent

had also been an abused
child and often possessed a

sophisticated knowledge

of medicine.

The syndrome is not only

psychologically but physically

dangerous. In one study,

four of 25 children died from

this strange form of abuse.

Although difficult to detect at

first, doctors should become
suspicious when a child's

symptoms occur only in his

parent's presence.

—Henry Wouk

The structural defects that

have downed numerous
jumbo jets and other aircraft

may soon be a problem of

the past. McDonnell-Doug-

las's Electronic Systems Com-
pany in Huntington Beach,

California, is designing

fiberoptic sensors that will be

embedded in aircraft con-

struction materials to serve as

an early warning system fof

structural weaknesses.

Senior staff manager Eric

Udd, who calls the sensory

network "fiberoptic smart

structures," explains that the

-system works by placing

sensors in the composite

materials used to build

aircraft. This makes it possi-

ble to monitor strains and
stresses even during parts

manufacturing and assembly
of the plane. "The fibers are

so small," he says, "that

they won't degrade the

strength of the material."

The system involves shoot-

ing light through the fibers.

Computers then analyze and
compare changes in the

light and identify the location

and type of structural dam-
age. "In addition to aero-

space," says Udd, "this kind

of internal-strain measure-

ment could have applications

in bridges, nuclear plants,

and even skyscrapers."

—George Nobbe

"My loathings are simple:

stupidity, oppression, crime,

cruelty, soft music"
—Vladimir Nabokov

"Name the greatest of all

inventors. Accident,"

—Mark Twain



An ounce of prevention—
anticarcinogens in a jar.

GEE WHIZ

First it was hamburgers;

now it's Cheez Whiz. Last

year food scientist Michael

Pariza of the University of

Wisconsin-Madison an-

nounced that he and his col-

leagues had identified a

substance in cooked meats
that, when given to mice,

helped prevent the formation

of several kinds of cancer

cells. Pariza now reports that

. the Wisconsin team has
found the same substance,

called CLA, in a wide variety

of dairy products. In fact,

says Pariza, the dairy food

that has the highest percent-

age of CLA—some 6.5

times higher than plain Ched-

dar cheese— is Cheez Whiz.

CLA is a slightly altered

form of a polyunsaturated fat

called linoleic acid. Research

seems to indicate that CLA
lodges in the outer wails

of cells, where it stops free

radicals—highly reactive

forms of oxygen implicated

in the genesis of a number of

cancers—before they can

damage healthy cells.

Because dairy products

are high in fats, which can

contribute to heart disease,

Pariza doesn't suggest a

Cheez Whiz diet. The best

prophylactic against cancer,

he thinks, is a balanced
intake that includes foods

rich not only in CLA but

in such known anticarcino-

gens as beta-carotene (found

in carrots, for instance).

Nonetheless, Pariza con-

cedes that his work has "cer-

tainly been noticed by the

dairy industry. Intact," he

concludes, "Kraft loves us."

—Bill Lawren

Around ad. 100, Roman
soldiers manned the hill

fort of Vindolanda, located

on the chilly, northeastern

edge of England. Today,

thanks to a huge cache of

artifacts uncovered at the site.

including the oldest historical

documents ever found in

Great Britain, researchers are

learning what daily life was
like for these people.

"The documents, which

were protected from decay
by being totally waterlogged

since they were first buried,

record activities in a way that

is untainted by historical

interpretations,". notes Timothy

Potter, curator of the British

Museum's Roman Britain

Department, where the Vin-

dolanda artifacts are housed

and displayed. "The docu-

ments, written in Latin, in-

clude letters written by about

six hundred people to their

friends and relatives back

home-in Rome." Fortunately

for archaeologists, the postal

system was really slow, and

the letters remained at their

place of origin.

One letter, the longest

Roman letter ever found, was
written on four thin wooden
tablets by a man named
Ociavius. "He complained

that he couldn't get his cattle

hides out because the roads

were in such a deplorable

state," Potter relates. "That

shows that perhaps Roman-
built roads in England weren't

as great as the rest of the

world imagined."

Curiously, the Roman
soldiers related little informa-

tion about the people whose
land they were occupying.

"They don't talk about the

British at ail," Potter says,

"except in one document. It

states that the cavalry of

Britain was not very good. In

fact, the writer says they

rode like 'little bricks.'

"

Potter's favorite letter is a

birthday-party invitation:

"Make sure that you come to

us to make the day more
enjoyable," wrote Claudia Su-

; vera. "It is so polite and
I proper it could have been
: written by a Victorian lady,"
!

Potter comments.
Other Vindolanda finds

'. include a duty roster telling

j
of an eye disease that

[

plagued many soldiers. A
S

fragment of another docu-

i
ment contains quotations from

i The Aeneid, probably copied

by a child. "It appears to

be a writing exercise," Potter

. explains. 'A teacher wrote
:

I
the Latin word for sloppy

> below it."

Among the letters are

j
some written to expatriate

' Romans in England. For

;

example, one Roman mother

I

was worried about her son

—

even though he had grown

|
up and moved to Britain.

! "She wanted to make his life

in this miserable place hap-

pier," Potter says. "So she

;
sent him a letter, a couple

i
pairs of socks, and some un-

! derwear."—Sherry Baker
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ln a.d. 100 the English weather wasn't the only thing Roman soldiers

complained about in their letters home.
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MOSE TEST FOR
AtlHEiMfR'S

Right now, the only way to

prove that a person suffering

from impaired thinking and
behavior has Alzheimer's

disease is to wait until he dies.

Then his brain can be

searched for the tangled cell

structures that mark this

degenerative brain disease.

But in the future researchers

may be able to diagnose

the disease in living patients

simply by snipping some
nerve tissue from their noses.

Neuroscientist Barbara

Talamo of Tufts Medical

School and New England

Medical Center points out that

most Alzheimer's patients

suffer a defective sense

of smell, which occurs early

in the course of their disease.

"Olfactory areas of the brain

are invariably affected by

Alzheimer's, so it seems
possible that the olfactory,

nerve cells in the nose might

also show neurodegenera-

tive changes," she says.

To test this theory, Talamo

and other researchers re-

cently conducted a prelimi-

nary study of nose tissue

from nine people whose
autopsies confirmed that they

had suffered from

Alzheimer's. Eight of the nine

were found to have nerve

fibers containing proteins

similar to those associated

with the tangled nerve fibers

discovered in Alzheimer's

victims' brains.

Talamo is planning to study

nerve fibers in the noses of

living Alzheimer's patients

soon. "We want to see if we
can correlate the biopsy

findings with the progression

of cognitive and neurological

changes that mark the dis-

ease," says Talamo.

Developing a test for the

early diagnosis of Alzheimer's

can't come a minute too

soon, Talamo emphasizes:

'As many as four million

people may have the disease.

And as more aged people

live longer, Alzheimer's is

going to become an even

bigger problem."

-Sherry Baker

"The advantage of a bad
memory is that one enjoys

several times the same good
things for the first time."

—Friedrich Nietzsche

When a spider attacks an

insect, its venom disables

the victim by blocking the ac-

tion of glutamate, an amino

acid stimulant, thus causing

paralysis. Now a team of

Cambridge, Massachusetts,

scientists plans to use this

crippling power of spider

venom to help human stroke

and epilepsy victims.

During strokes or epileptic

seizures, the brain triggers

Creepy cures: A synthetic drug derived from spider venom may
lessen the long-term effects of a stroke.

the production of excess

glutamate, which can cause
permanent damage. Mark
Lampert, a spokesman for

Cambridge NeuroScience

Research Inc., says scientists

there believe the venom of

some species of western

American spiders may have

the ability to block this ex-

cess glutamate, thus avoiding

the long-term effects of

strokes and seizures.

"We would not use the

whole venom, just a single

molecular entity," says Lam-

pert, explaining that the

company is studying six dif-

ferent species of spiders

in a search for "the ideal mol-

ecule. We're still some time

away from identifying a lead

candidate for clinical trials

from a list of arachnids like the

Phidippus jumping spider,

whose venoms are harmful to

insects but not humans."

Once found, the venom can

be used to develop synthetic

drugs that will block excess

glutamate activity in hu-

mans.—George Nobbe



Planet envy? Mars may turn green if scientists manage to seed its

air with life-supporting oxygen.

BLUEPRINT FOR A
LIVABLE MARS

Science-fiction writers

have long been fascinated

with the idea of using planets

as experimental laboratories.

But now a Soviet scientist

suggests making that old

scenario a reality. Specifically,

Genrikh Avanesov of the

Soviet Space Research Insti-

tute in Moscow is calling

for a massive experiment that

would provide Mars with an

oxygen-rich atmosphere.

The plan, Avanesov told a
conference on space auto-

mation in Washington, is

simple: Dump millions of tons

of blue-green algae, geneti-

cally altered to withstand

Martian temperatures and
radiation levels, on the sur-

face of the planet. The micro-

organisms would ingest the

carbon dioxide in the Martian

air, convert it to oxygen,

and exhale it into the sur-

rounding atmosphere. After a

few thousand years, Avane-

sov maintained, the Martian

air would be so "polluted"

with oxygen that humans
could actually breathe it.

But would it work? "There's

absolutely no question that

it's doable," says University of

Michigan biologist Robert

Bender, "and the first step

could be taken in our lifetime.

The difficulty is not the biol-

ogy; it's the engineering.

Where do you find the water

to grow the bacteria, how
do you then disperse them in

a thin enough layer so that

they take hold, that sort

of thing." But he adds a sig-

nificant caveat. "We have

to ask ourselves if we really

want to run the risk of con-

taminating Mars with an alien

life form."—Bill Lawren

"Science is a first-rate piece

of furniture for a man's upper
chamber, if he has common
sense on the ground floor."

—Oliver Wendell Holmes

DOOMSDAY RADIO

By 1992 GWEN will be
broadcasting in every state

in the United States. But

you'll never hear this radio

network play Madonna's
latest hit or an Elvis Presley

golden oldie. GWEN, an
acronym for Ground Wave
Emergency Network, is the

Air Force's private doomsday
radio station, reserved for

the transmission of top-level

military messages following a

nuclear attack.

' Kevin Gilmartin, public

affairs specialist for the Air

Force Electronics Systems
Division at Hanscom Air

Force Base in Massachusetts,

relates a scenario that could

make GWEN the most impor-

tant radio network in the

country: "If an aggressor det-

onated a nuclear bomb
high in the atmosphere, we
wouldn't feel the blast on

the ground. But it would cre-

ate an electromagnetic

pulse that would disrupt reg-

ular channels of communica-
tion. The President and his

national command authority

would need a way to quickly

find out if more missiles

were coming, or if the bomb
had been a mistake. By
tuning in to GWEN, the Presi-

dent would be connected
to command centers like the

Pentagon and strategic

radar and air command

The $600 million GWEN
network would still operate

because it uses low-fre-

quency (150 to 175 mega-
hertz) radio waves that hug
the ground, avoiding upper-

atmosphere disturbances.

Gilmartin explains that the ra-

dio towers will be spaced

200 miles apart from coast to

coast. So far 52 doomsday
radio towers linking 38 termi-

nals have been built. The
Air Force recently announced
that the operating system

will be expanded over the

next two years to 96 towers

and 49 terminals capable

of both receiving and sending

messages.
GWEN radio towers are

already broadcasting, Gil-

martin points out. "Every

twenty minutes, for about
three seconds, they put

out data," he says. "The tow-

ers are unmanned, and
this test just makes sure the

system is working."

Gilmartin admits some
citizens object to having a
tower or terminal built in their

community. "Some oppose
GWEN because they associ-

ate it with nuclear war," he

says. "But we think this radio

network promotes peace."

—Sherry Baker

"As soon as any man says of

the affairs of state, What
does it matter to me? the

state may be given up as

lost."

—Jean Jacques Rousseau

*
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Postnuclear broadcasts are

ready to air.
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Frozen in time; How could nineteenth-century bacteria have

developed a resistance to drugs not yet discovered?

It began as one mystery

and ended as another. In

1845 the British explorer Sir

John Franklin set out with 129

other intrepid souls to find a

northwest passage across

the Canadian Arctic. None of

the explorers, ever returned.

What happened to them?
Last year Canadian anthro-

pologist Owen Beattie led

another expedition to try to

answer that question.

Beattie and his team
uncovered the bodies of two

members of the original

expedition on Beechey Island

in the Northwest Territories.

He took tissue samples from

the perfectly preserved

frozen corpses and sent them

to the University of Alberta

Hospitals in Edmonton, where

they- were examined by

microbiologist Kinga Kowa-
lewska-Grochowska. Looking
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; for evidence that the explor-

I ers had been killed by an
:

infection, Kowalewska-
' Grochowska did a routine

test in which she exposed
' bacteria found in the expior-

j
ers' tissues to a spectrum

I of antibiotics. Since antibiotics

had not yet been discovered

j
at the time the explorers

|

died, Kowaiewska-Gro-

! chowska expected the bac-

[
teria to be sensitive to all

; the antibiotics, instead, they

I were resistant to at least

;
two of them. "It was acom-

; plete surprise," she says.

The mystery, of course, is

: how the bacteria could

have been resistant to drugs

that had not been invented.

; Kowalewska-Grochowskais
now conducting further tests,

|
she says, "to find the under-

|

lying mechanisms'
1

for this

1 resistance. Noting that the

I explorers' tissues showed
high levels of lead—probably

from eating food from tin

cans with lead soldering—

she speculates that the lead

may have generated a muta-

tion in the bacteria that

rendered them resistant to

the antibiotics by sheer

chance.—Bill Lawren

FORGERY FORMULA

IBM has developed an

algorithm, or formula, for use

with a security system that

verifies identities by analyzing

signatures. Signature verifi-

cation technology is not new.

IBM has been working on it

for more than a decade,

but nobody's signature is

always consistent, a human
frailty thai computers don't

appreciate. If the computers

are too rigid in their readings,

they're likely to reject people

who actually are who they

claim to be. Too flexible, and
a forger can slip by.

Early approaches meas-
ured hand pressure and
speed in small segments of a

signature in progress, but

inventors Thomas K. Wor-

thington and Steven C.

Gundersen at IBM's Yorktown

Heights, New York, facility

took that one step further.

They devised and patented

an algorithm that computes
far more sensitive aspects of

a human signature. For

example, the system records

the number of times per

second that pen pressure is

light or heavy. A sensor-

equipped electronic pen is

part of the hardware.

"The algorithm compares
two sets of data, once when
you originally enroll in the

system and then each time

you sign on," explains Wor-

thington. The computer
compares two signatures

before authorizing admittance

to anything from automatic

teller machines to a personal

computer terminal.

—George Nobbe

"The past is gone; the present

is full of confusion; and the

future scares hell out of me!"
—David Lewis Stein

Handwriting analysis: A new computer system s

sense whether signatures are authentic.



It may well be the ultimate

in ultraminiaturization: A
group of scientists at the Uni-

versity of Liverpool in Eng-

land have developed a

microtechnology that allows

them to write the Encyclo-

paedia Britannica—all 29,000

pages—on the head of a
pin. It would take about

2,500 hours to complete.

Materials scientist Colin

Humphries and his

colleagues use a scanning

electron transmission micro-

scope, which emits a beam
almost as small as the diam-

eter of a single atom, to

etch words on different sur-

faces. With this beam, Hum-
phries can drill more than

a billion holes on a pinhead,

enough to etch the entire

encyclopedia and leave some
room to spare. "The preci-

sion," says one report, "would

be comparable to sitting in

a stationary satellite one
hundred miles above Earth's

surface and trying to paint

the window frame of a doll's

house on the surface of

the earth using a single-bristle

paintbrush with a handle

one hundred miles long

"

So far Humphries and his

group have been contacted

by England's Barclays Bank
and by Scotland Yard, both

of which are interested in

using the technique tostore

records and documents.

But Humphries sees appli-

cations far beyond the mere
warehousing of records.

The technology could be
used, he thinks, to drill holes

so tiny they could strain

out viruses in the laboratory

or even single molecules.

The microscope could also

write 1,000 more lines on a
computer chip than any

available technology could,

making circuits so small,

Humphries says, "that you
might be able to build a

supercomputer in a suit-

case."—Bill Lawren

"7ne Future is something

which everyone reaches at

the rate of sixty minutes

an hour, whatever he does,

whoever he is."

—C.

The days of zipping down
the highway well over the

speed limit, confident your

radar detector will warn
you of nearby police, may
soon be over. Law-enforce-

ment officials are set to

try a new device for catching

speeders that could make
fuzzbusters obsolete: a laser

speed detector.

ument is

than radar

Fuzzbusters bite the dust! Today 's radar detectors

enough to pick up new laser speed-gun emissions.

i
systems currently in use,

]
according to David Williams,

president of Denver-based
International Measurement
and Control Company, which

developed the device. "An

officer using a radar gun
often hits a whole group of

vehicles because the radar

. beam spreads up to five

hundred feet wide from one

;
thousand feet away. He

;
has to guess which car he's

!
clocking," Williams notes.

: "But the laser instrument

sends out a beam just three

and a half feet wide at one

thousand feet. So an officer

can target one specific car."

To measure a car's speed,

you simply look through

the instrument's scope, line

up the target, and pull the

trigger An eye-safe laser

beam: bounces off the target

and returns to the laser

gun, providing a speed read-

out in half a second.

Williams doubts anyone
can develop a practical

device to warn speeders they

are being zapped with a
laser gun. "Little of the beam
goes beyond the target, so
you could detect it only at the

moment it hits. Then you'd

have only half a second
to slow down."

The four-pound laser gun
will sell for $3,000. Williams

says 40 law-enforcement

agencies around the country

have already requested

pilot testing of the instrument.

Trial runs will start in Colo-

rado, California, Michigan,

and Maryland later this year.

—Sherry Baker

"When a fellow says; 'It ain't

the money but the principle of

the thing,' it's the money."
—Frank McKinney Hubbard
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MUSCLE-BOUND
ROBOTS

Until now, the movements
of conventional robots have

been limited by the relative

heaviness and lack of flexibil-

ity of their mechanical "mus-

cles." But a team of British

researchers is attacking the

problem by inventing a

system that combines chem-

istry with living materials to

produce an "organic" muscle

that behaves much like the

human variety.

Darwin Caldwell and Paul

Taylor of Huil University

built a watertight chamber
containing a series of gel

strips made by combining

polyvinyl alcohol and poly-

acrylic acid. When water

is added to the chamber, the

gel swells. Replace the

water with acetone and the

gel shrinks. This swelling and
shrinking cycle mimics the

expansion and contraction of

human muscles.

Caldwell and Taylor then

placed two of these cham-

bers side by side and hooked

the gel strips up to a set of

wires. By controlling the input

of water and acetone (in

this case, by computer), the

gel strips can be made to

alternately tighten and relax

the wires. The wires can

then open and close a pair of

metal "fingers," imitating a

gripping movement.

So far the strength of the

grip is much weaker than

an average-strength hand-

shake. The scientists are

currently experimenting with

chemical ratios that will

increase both the power and

the speed of the contraption.

But theoretically, says Cald-

well, the system can perform
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Pumping iron: Bodybuilding for robots does come in a bottle!

Muscle movement may be just a matter of time.

"virtually any motion a muscle

can do." In ten years or

more, he predicts, engineers

may construct animated

robots powered entirely by

these polyvinyl muscles.

Does this mean we'll even-

tually have a robot basketball

player who can guard Mi-

chael Jordan? "If you could

find a way to get the chemi-

cals in and out quickly

enough," says Caldwell. "But

I think that won't happen
for a very long time."

—Bill Lawren

"Everything has been thought

of before, but the problem

is to think of it again."

—Johann von Goethe

"The trouble with our times is

that the future is not what it

used to be." —Paul Valery

ANASAZI CANNIBALS

The Anasazi, Native Amer-

icans who inhabited the

Southwest from 400 to 1 300

and who are famed for their

high-rise cliff dwellings,

may not have been the quiet,

gentle farmers they were

long assumed to have been.

In fact, finds at a site near

Yellow Jacket, Colorado,

suggest that while the Ana-

sazi did serve their fellow

man, it was sometimes as the

main course.

Yes, the peace-loving

Anasazi may have been can-

nibals, according to archae-

ologist Jeannette Mobley-

Tanaka, an anthropology

assistant at the University of

Colorado Museum and
crew chief of the Yellow River

dig: She and her team have

uncovered a ceremonial

building, dating from around

1250, that contains some
grisly evidence. "A stack of

four hundred thirty individual

bones from approximately

ten individuals were mixed

together," Mobley-Tanaka

explains. "They were burned

and cracked open, we think,

so the marrow could be

extracted and eaten."

Axes and knives, which

may have been used to

kill cannibalism victims, were

also discovered near the -

fire pit, Mobley-Tanaka says.

"Cut marks at the base of

skulls suggest the victims

were decapitated."

And there were other clues

evident on site. "Cannibalism

is often involved with ritual-

ism," Mobley-Tanaka explains.

'And the way the bones

were disarticulated and
mixed together suggests a

ritual situation."

Were the Anasazi driven to

eat human flesh because

of hunger? "That's very

unlikely," Mobley-Tanaka says.

Her study of Anasazi skele-

tons reveals a people who
were well nourished. "Be-

sides," she adds, "cannibal-

ism is not a very effective

means of avoiding starva-

tion. "—Sherry Baker

"People say that life is the

thing, but I prefer reading."

—Logan Pearsall Smith

"Critics are like eunuchs in a

harem: they know how it's

done, they've seen it done
every day, but they're unable

to do it themselves."—Brendan Behan

"Man, an animal that makes
bargains." —Adam Smith



ARTICLE

Some experts believe we
can make babies smarter and
happier even before birth

PRESCHOOL?
BY PAMELA WEINTRAUB

The
routine was always the same:

Each evening after her husband had
gone to bed, she performed her

Lamaze breathing exercises while

watching M*A*S*H reruns on TV. "The
' M*A*S*H theme became a signal for me to

relax," explains this mother. "I forgot

the tensions of the day—including the prob-

lems between my husband and myself

—

and felt truly happy."

As early as six months after her child

was born, the mother noticed that her son

would stop whatever he was doing

and stare at the television whenever the

M*A*S'H theme came on. "He is now two

years old," the mother says, "and no matter

where he is or what he's doing, when
that song comes on he stops and stares,

almost as if he's in a trance. Every time this

happens, my husband and I are amazed."

This story is not as unusual as it may
seem, in anecdote after anecdote, people

have reported memories, personal quali-

ties, and even aptitudes obviously acquired

PAINTINGS BY MICHAEL PARKES



before birth—not through genetics but via

sounds, vibrations, even feelings, travel-

ing from the external world to the womb.
Another mother, for instance, recalls the

day when, sitting around the dining room

table, she joked about the pajamas she'd

frequently worn while pregnant with her

little girl. "Do you remember those paja-

mas?" the three-year-old girl was face-

tiously asked.

The child's answer floored the group:

"I couldn't see what you were wearing; I

could only hear what you were saying,"

the girl replied.

"What was it like?" the mother asked.

"It was dark and crowded, like a big

bowl of water,"

"What was your favorite food?"

"I didn't get any food."

"What did you think when you were

born?"

"It wasn't crowded anymore," said the

girl. "I could stretch."

"The amazing thing," the mother ex-

plains, "is that she described the entire

experience without ever saying she had

seen anything. She described only what

she had heard and felt. She never slipped

or answered a question wrong."

These stories make sense in light of

new research proving that unborn chil-

dren can see, hear, feel, and perhaps

even form a rudimentary level of aware-

ness in the womb. Indeed, in a startling

series of studies that have been con-

ducted over the past decade, psycholo-

gists have shown that prenatal life and

the birth experience may be profound

determinants of human personality and
aptitude. Countless musicians, for in-

stance, were exposed to music during

gestation. And time and again psychol-

ogists have traced such qualities as self-

confidence, depression, or addictive be-

havior to experiences in the womb.
It is every parent's dream to marshal

such findings, optimizing the emotional

and intellectual potential of their children.

And now, thanks to the burgeoning new
field of pre- and perinatal psychology

—

the neurological and psychological study

of babies before and during birth—that

dream may be fulfilled.

On the most basic level, experts such

as Toronto psychiatrist Thomas R. Verny

have begun to help parents establish two-

way communication between the outside

world and the womb. By singing and talk-

ing to the fetus, parents create a positive

intrauterine environment, reducing the

level of anxiety-producing hormones that

lead to frenetic activity and even ulcers

in the unborn. Other researchers have

gone much further, constructing stimu-

lation systems based on language, touch,

and heart rhythm. When transmitted to

the intrauterine environment, the re-

searchers claim, these stimuli improve an

individual's lifelong ability to learn. And in

what could be the most radical aspect of

prenatal psychology, some psycholo-

gists say they've proved that we some-
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times remember our birth.

While pregnant mothers have touched

and talked to the unborn through the bar-

rier of the womb from time immemorial,

the field of pre- and perinatal psychology

got its start in the mid-Seventies when
Thomas Verny was treating a twenty-six-

year-old law student. In the midst of dis-

cussing a dream, Verny recalls, "this pa-

tient just started crying like a baby. He
cried for about ten minutes, almost in a

trance, and when he came out of this al-

tered state of consciousness I asked him

what was happening. He said he sud-

denly found himself in a little crib and he

was crying for his mother. As a matter of

fact,' he said, 'I even remember the crib,

and it was white.
1 "

After considering, the scenario for a

while, however, the young man con-

cluded that the vision was fantasy and

nothing more. "In all my baby pictures,"

he said, "the crib was blue."

"Talk to your mother about it," Verny in-

^Countless

musicians were exposed to

music during

gestation. And psychologists

have traced such

.

qualities as self-confidence

and even depression

to experiences in the womb3

sisted, "and see what she says."

"This is truly amazing," said the young
man the next week, when their talk re-

sumed. "It seems that my parents were
very poor when I was born, so for a few

months I was sleeping in a borrowed

white crib. After two months my grand-

mother gave my parents some money,

and they bought a crib, and it was blue."

Verny heard other stories as well. Many
went back not just to earliest infancy but

literally to the womb. One mother, for in-

stance, recalled a Peter, Paul and Mary
song she had sung repeatedly during her

pregnancy. After the birth of her child, that

song had a magical effect on the infant:

No matter how hard he was crying,

whenever his mother started singing that

song—and that song alone—he would

quiet down.

Another woman was surprised to find

her two-year-old daughter sitting on the

living room floor chanting, "Breathe in,

breathe out, breathe in, breathe out." The
words were part of a Lamaze exercise

the woman had practiced during the last

weeks of her pregnancy. She had not ut-

tered those words since.

Sitting in his soothing, antique-filled of-

fice, with a potted palm by the stained-

glass window and tapestries on the wall,

Verny recalls his doubt. "These things

were totally anathema to me," he says. "I

did not want to hear it. I went to school

here in Toronto, which is very conserva-

tive. I spent a year at Harvard, where

psychoanalysis was the rule. This was not

something I wanted to believe."

Despite his skepticism, Verny decided

to begin a literature search that would take

years. When he was finally through, he

had come up with a totally new picture of

the unborn.

Much of the research gathered by

Verny concerned the sensory capabili-

ties of the fetus in the womb. By the fourth

month after conception, Verny learned,

the fetus had a well-developed sense of

touch and taste. He would suck if his lips

were stroked. And if a bitter substance

like iodine was introduced into the am-
niotic fluid, the unborn child would gri-

mace and refuse to swallow any liquid at

all. At the same age, the baby could per-

ceive a bright light shining on the moth-

er's abdomen; if the light was particularly

bright, the'fetus would even lift his hands

to shield his eyes.

At five months the same child would

react to loud sounds by raising his hands

and covering his ears. In a series of re-

markable studies conducted during the

early Eighties, moreover, University of

North Carolina psychologist Anthony

DeCasper showed that the human new-

born recognizes his own mother's voice.

In one study, DeCasper asked 16 preg-

nant women to tape-record their reading

of three different children's stories: "The

King, the Mice, and the Cheese" and two

different versions of "The Cat in the Hat."

During the last six and a half weeks of

pregnancy, a third of the women read the

first story aloud three times a day; a third

read the second story aloud three times

a day; and a third read the last story aloud

three times a day. When the babies were
born, DeCasper and colleagues offered

each infant a choice between the story

its mother had repeatedly read and one

of the two other stories.

To enable the babies to cast their votes,

DeCasper invented the ''suck-o-me-

ter"—a nipple hooked up to a sound sys-

tem in such a way that a baby can switch

between two taped voices simply by

changing the rhythm of its sucking. The
findings?Shortly after birth, when the ba-

bies were tested, 13 of the 16 adjusted

their sucking rhythm to hear the familiar

story as opposed to the novel one. These
data provided the first direct evidence that

newborns remembered something about

speech sounds during the last six and a

half weeks of gestation. In yet another

study, DeCasper showed that the new-

born recognized its own mother's voice.

In addition to these sensory abilities,

Verny discovered, the baby in the womb
had the neurological potential for a rudi-



THE ROOTS OF PERSONALITY
Was your personality influ-

enced by the sounds, vibra-

tions, and chemicals that

washed over you in the

womb? To hplp researchers

answer that question, we
present this questionnaire.

Developed fpr Omni by To-

ronto psychiatrist Thomas R.

Verny, founder and president

of the Pre- and Peri-natal

Psychology Association of

North America, this ques-
tiqnnaire is the largest such
survey ever conducted.

Try to answer all applica-

ble questions. If you do not

know an answer, ask your

mother. If sh|e does not re-

member or is unavailable,

make an educated guess.

Send your questionnaire to

Omn/-Womti, 1965 Broad-
way, New York, NY 10023.

1. Age Sex
2. Birth weight _

3. Condition' at birth:

a. excellent (alert)

b. very good c. fair

d. poor

e. very poor (blue and not

breathing)

f. don't know
4. Birth order: a. first

b. second c. third

d. fourth e. fifth

f. sixth or later

5. Are you a twin?

a. yes b. no

6. Were you adopted?
a. yes b. no

7. Did your mother want to

have a baby when you were
conceived? a. yes b. no

8. Your mother wanted
a. a boy b. a girl

c. didn't matter

9. Did your father want to

have a baby? a. yes b. no
10. Your father wanted

a. a boy b. a girl

c. didn't matter

11. Did your mother have
any major calamities during

pregnancy? a. yes b. no

12. During pregnancy your

mother was generally

a. happy
b. unhappy

13. During your intrauterine

life, did your mother talk or

sing to you? a. yes b. no

14. Did your father?

a. yes b. no

15. During her pregnancy,

your mother was exposed to

noise from

a. machinery
b. planes or trains

c. loud music

:

16. During your intrauterine

life, you felt (circle as many
as apply)

a. wanted b. loved

c. connected to your
mother

d. to your father

e. peaceful f. anxious

g. fearful h. guilty

i. happy j.
bored

k. alone I. unloved

17. While she was pregnant

with you, your mother often

felt (circle as many as apply)

a. angry b. fearful

c. anxious

d. depressed
e. happy f. content

18. Did you dream in the

womb? a. yes b. no
19. During her pregnancy,

your mother generally

a. smoked cigarettes

b. smoked marijuana

c. consumed excessive
amounts of alcohol

d. drank more than one
or two cups of coffee

a day
e. used drugs, such as

cocaine or heroin

f. used tranquilizers or

antidepressants

You were born
a. in a hospital

b. at home
c. elsewhere
During delivery your

mother received

a. painkillers

b. local anesthesia

c. general anesthesia

22. Your birth was
a. vaginal, no forceps

b. vaginal, with forceps

c. cesarean section

d. induced with Pitocin

e. breech
f. delayed

(doctor not available)

20

21

23. After your birth, you were
a. placed on your moth-

er's breast

b. put in a baby nursery

c. put in an incubator

d. taken to a neonatal in-

tensive care unit

24. During birth, you and
your mother were probably

a. in sync b. at odds
25. You are primarily

a. heterosexual

b. bisexual

c. homosexual
26. You like touching, hug-

ging, and cuddling

a. an inordinate amount
b. very much
c. an average amount
d. very little

e. not at all

27. With food, you tend to

a. overeat

b. eat until full

c. nibble

d. have trouble eating

28. In regard to sex, you (cir-

cle as many as apply)

a. can't get enough of it

b. have it on your mind
all the time

c. consider it important

d. find it a problem
e. think you'd be better

off without it

29. You have at some point

been dependent on (circle

any that apply)

a. tranquilizers

b. antidepressants

c. sleeping pills

d. painkillers

e. speed
f. marijuana

g. cocaine
h. heroin

i. crack
30. Are you attracted to

large, fat people?
a. yes b. no

31. You suffer from

a. a learning disability

b. panic attacks

c. phobias

d. depression

e. manic-depression

f. schizophrenia

g. antisocial behavior

32. You sometimes dream of

a. falling or trembling

b. floating in water

c. tunnels or openings
d. quicksand or swamps
e. shipwrecks or break-

ing into pieces

33. Are you, or would you like

to be, employed by a major

organization offering good
benefits and a pension plan?

a. yes b. no

34. You describe yourself as

a. optimistic

b. outgoing

c. people oriented

d. pessimistic

e. withdrawn

f. shy

g. rootless

h. cautious

i. reckless

j. aggressive

k. adventurous

I. prudent
35. You enjoy

a. getting ahead
b. diving into things

c. exploring new hori-

zons
36. You fear

a. losing your temper
b. going crazy

c. becoming violent and
destructive

d. becoming helpless

e. being raped
37. You often experience

a. the inability to get into

what you are doing

b. inexplicable fatigue

c. lack of willpower

d. intellectual stagnation

e. the feeling that some-
thing is missing

38. You try to avoid wearing

a. scarves b. hats

c. turtlenecks

d. neckties

39. You have a fear of

a. open spaces
b. closed spaces

40. You react to stress with

a. increased activity

b. decreased activity

c. immobilization

d. confusion

e. anxiety

f. anger
41. Record any intrauterine

life or birth recollections on a

separate sheet and attach it

to this questionnaire.DO



mentary form ot consciousness. To reach

this conclusion, neuroscientist Dominick

Purpura of New York's Albert Einstein

Medical College used advanced micro-

scope techniques to study brains re-

moved from premature infants born of

spontaneous abortion. Editor of the highly

respected journal Brain Research, Pur-

pura found that the human cerebral cor-

tex—the seat oi thought—forms the

structure necessary for learning some-

time between the twenty-eighth and
thirty-second weeks of development.

Purpura also showed that by this stage

fetuses' neural circuits are nearly as ad-

vanced as those of the newborn. Meas-

uring fetal brain waves, other research-

ers distinguished between sleeping and

waking states. And further studies

showed that babies in the womb exhibit

physiological measurements associated

with dream sleep.

Verny also came across a number of

studies tying adult personality to gesta-

tion and birth- In 1974, for instance, Uni-

versity of Salzburg psychologist Gerhard

Rottman studied 141 women, dividing

them into four categories of maternal

suitability, from ideal to catastrophic.

Rottman found that the women he la-

beled ideal (because tests showed they

deeply wanted their children) had the

easiest pregnancies and deliveries and

the healthiest offspring. Those labeled

catastrophic had the most extreme med-
ical problems during pregnancy and the

highest rate of low-weight, premature, and

emotionally disturbed infants. The most

interesting findings, however, concerned

Rottman's two intermediate groups.

These mothers claimed they were thrilled

to be having babies. But Rottman's psy-

chological tests—and, apparently, the

babies themselves— detected some-
thing wrong. These unconsciously am-
bivalent mothers gave birth to babies who
were often extremely irritable because of

gastrointestinal trouble or simply nerves.

Verny also took a closer look at his own
friends and clients by way of a question-

naire. The more difficult their birth, he

learned, the more sexual problems his

respondents had. Moreover, a particu-

larly difficult birth was often related to sa-

domasochism. "I use the word sadomas-
ochism loosely," Verny says. "I'm not

talking about whips and chains but rather

the feeling that pain and pleasure are kind

of mixed up in the sexual act."

With evidence mounting, Verny de-

cided to form an association of his own.

He also decided to mark the event with

a conference, inviting "those of us who
didn't even know we belonged to a field

so we could find a territory ot our own."

From this first successful gathering, a

medley of approaches emerged. Verny,

the great synthesizer, has begun devel-

oping techniques for soothing the un-

born child, making it feel wanted and

loved. His new prenatal stimulation pro-

gram, still in the development phase, in-
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eludes such techniques as rhythmic

breathing, guided imagery, and "clay-

ing," in which prospective parents liter-

ally sculpt the developing fetus out of clay.

In one exercise the mother soothes the

unborn child through massage. In an-

other she tries to relive her own birth by

visualizing a sprouting seed.

Other researchers claim to go far be-

yond Verny's brand of "emotional fitness

for the unborn. " Rene Van de Carr, an ob-

stetrician from Hayward, California, for

instance, has established the Prenatal

University in which parents-to-be "teach"

the fetus through a complex system of

touch and words.

Van de Carr entered the field of pre-

natal psychology much as Verny did,

through a patient's compelling tale. In

1979, he explains, a prospective mother

told him that every time she poked her

baby through her abdomen it seemed to

kick back. Van de Carr asked a few other

pregnant patients to try poking or patting

^Every time the

baby kicks, we have parents

poke back and
say, "Good baby kick again!"

We find that

sometimes after a couple of

weeks, the baby
kicks back immediately.^

the fetus. And invariably the result was
the same. If parents consistently stimu-

lated the unborn child through touch, the

child would consistently respond.

Based on these observations, Van de
Carr began working with groups of par-

ents-to-be. Today, he says, the complete

Prenatal University course teaches the

fetus to "pay attention," enhancing the

spectrum of intellectual skills. In the first

Van de Carr lessons, starting around the

fifth month of pregnancy, parents are

taught to respond to a baby's kicks by

pushing back. "Every time the baby kicks,

we have parents poke back and say,

'Good baby, Kick again!
1

" Van de Carr

says. "We find that sometimes after a

couple of weeks, the baby actually does

kick back immediately. But that's not all.

If the parent bangs the baby's foot twice,

the baby will sometimes kick back twice.

And if the parent bangs the baby's foot

three times, the baby may kick back three

times."

At seven months the Prenatal Univer-

sity fetus starts to master words. In twice-

daily sessions lasting five minutes each,

parents say, "Pat, pat, pat," as they pat

the baby's back. After a week or two other

words are added. For instance, parents

say, "Rub, rub, rub," as they rub the ba-

by's back and, "Shake, shake, shake," as

they jiggle the abdomen.
"Some of our patients also use drums

and xylophones," Van de Carr says. "We
suggest the tubular xylophone, with which

the individual can say, A,
1

and strike the

note A or say, 'B,' and strike the note B.

This allows the baby to learn that events

are predictable and that some sounds will

always be followed by others."

Finally, to prepare his near-term pupils

for the months of infancy ahead, Van de

Carr offers a secondary word list, includ-

ing hot, coid, wet, eye, nose, and mouth.

Says Van de Carr, "We're giving the baby

a series of word tools that he or she will

begin to use right after birth."

Is the Van de Carr program, which the

doctor himself calls "human develop-

mental engineering," effective? Van de

Carr says it is. His techniques have been

used by more than 1 ,500 babies in coun-

tries from Thailand to South Africa to the

United Slates, he says. And in a recent

study conducted by his wife, Kristen, a

clinical psychologist, Prenatal University

parents were compared with a control

group about 48 hours after birth. In gen-

eral, she says, "we found that the moth-

ers who started to connect with their kids

in the uterus had a deeper knowledge of

their babies. As a result, the babies were

easier to manage and the mothers were

in a better frame of mind."

In another study Rene Van de Carr

analyzed three groups of 50 children

each. The first group included infants who
were Prenatal University graduates. The

second group comprised those who had

had some exposure to the program. And
the third group included the offspring of

parents who had not participated in the

program at all. Babies who had been
strong program participants, Van de Carr

found, spoke their first words earlier than

moderate participants. And moderate

participants spoke earlier than those who
did not participate at all. Van de Carr

tested other signposts as well: when a
child first spoke a couplet of two words;

when the child achieved object con-

stancy (the ability to recognize when an

object is present and when it has been

taken away); and even when an infant first

lifted its head. In each case, he found,

dedicated program participants scored

significantly better than moderate partic-

ipants and much better than those who
did not participate at all.

What was going on? "We're postulat-

ing," Van de Carr says, "that the stimula-

tion literally increases the quantity of

neural growth hormone in the brain. We
also believe that the growth hormone is

increased specifically in the brain areas

we stimulate. For instance, when we play

musical notes, we stimulate neural growth

factor in the brain region for music. And
when the baby learns to kick three, four,

CONTINUED ON PAGE 42



Six techniques that will

return you to the moment of your birth

WOMB WITH AVIEW
BY KEITH HARARY



If you remembered being born, some ex-

perts claim, the experience might have a

profound psychological impact on you.

By getting in touch with your introduction

to the world, you might begin to perceive

your entire existence in a new light.

But are reported birth memories pure

fantasy, as some critics suggest, or is

such recollection really possible? Though

many people find it difficult to believe that

newborn infants have the mental capac-

ity to permit such early memories to reg-

ister, many psychologists claim to have

convincing clinical evidence that it can

and does happen.

To assist you in exploring this possibil-

ity we asked six leading researchers to

suggest some simple exercises for in-

ducing, at least subjectively, the re-

membrance of one's birth. If you have a

history of psychiatric problems or feel at

all uncomfortable about the notion of re-

membering your birth, we suggest that

you check with your doctor before trying

any of these exercises. Since focusing on

one's birth can generate surprisingly

powerful emotions, we recommend that

you take these exercises slowly. Allow

yourself plenty of time to fully absorb their

impact, and do no more than one or two

exercises a day.

EXERCISE ONE:
AS THE PENDULUM TURNS
Your conscious thoughts are often ac-

companied by unconscious, repetitive

gestures. You may, for instance, nod your

head when you agree with another per-

son or shake your head when you dis-

agree. In the following exercise we test

such "ideomotor responses" to tap the

recesses of your unconscious mind, giv-

ing you access to hidden birth memories

that may reside within. In this case we
use a pendulum technique developed by

David Cheek, an obstetrician and clinical

hypnotist who has found that the tiny

muscles in the fingertips move in re-

sponse to specific thoughts.

Begin by tying a small weight, such as

a paper clip, to a thread about eight

inches long. Find a quiet place to sit, rest

one elbow on a comfortable surface, and
hold the thread between your forefinger

and thumb, with the weight dangling like

a pendulum.

Next, take a deep breath, relax, and
think, Yes, yes, yes, until the pendulum
begins swinging or rotating in a particu-

lar direction. Then think, No, no, no, and

notice how the movement of the pendu-

lum changes. Finally, think, / don't want

to answer, over and over again until the

pendulum moves in yet another direc-

tion. Don't try to consciously influence the

movement of the pendulum. Instead just

observe its natural motion in response to

your thoughts. In this way you'll allow your

unconscious mind to directly influence the

movement of the pendulum.

Once you've established distinct di-

rections of movement for yes, no, and /
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don't want to answer, hold the pendulum,

take a deep breath, and focus on your

birth experience. Ask yourself, "Is my
mother awake when I am born?" Notice

the direction in which the pendulum
swings as you concentrate on this ques-

tion. If the pendulum swings in the direc-

tion for yes, ask yourself, "Is my mother

able to say anything?"

Now focus your thoughts on the first

few moments of your life outside the

womb. While continuing to hold the pen-

dulum, ask yourself, "Do I feel welcome?"

Then, as a final question in this exercise,

stop and ask yourself, "Do I feel warm
when I am born?"

Take a few moments to consider the-

possible psychological significance of

your unconscious responses to each of

these questions, as indicated by the pen-

dulum's movement. For example, how
might the perception that you felt wel-

come or unwelcome in the world have in-

fluenced your emotional development?

^Imagine yourself as

a developing fetus becoming

larger and heavier

within your mother's body.

What impressions

do you form of the outside

world based
on the sounds you hear?T>

By using this approach and letting your

unconscious be your guide, you can

come up with some fascinating insights.

You can check them out later to see if

your birth memories are accurate. You

might, for example, ask your mother if she

was drugged during your delivery.

"The doctors in the hospitals—and I

was as bad as anybody for years

—

sometimes drug the mother so she's not

able to speak," Cheek explains. "The

baby, not hearing the mother's voice, feels

rejected, as if nobody cares. The sub-

sequent feeling of being unwelcome is

thus often due not to maternal rejection

but to the nature of hospital care."

Another way to check the accuracy of

your birth memories, Cheek says, is re-

considering whether you felt warm. No
baby feels warm immediately after birth

unless the delivery room temperature is

102° or higher.

Potential benefits: This exercise can

help you explore the nature of your start

in life. Was it positive or deflating? Fright-

ening or calming? The answers can also

provide you with insight into your present

attitudes, relationships, and goals.

EXERCISE TWO: PICTURE YOUR BIRTH

While the pendulum exercise may help

you tap your unconscious thoughts and
memories, it won't necessarily stimulate

conscious impressions of your birth. The
following exercise, suggested by Toronto

psychiatrist Thomas Verny, coauthor of

The Secret Life of the Unborn Child, goes
a step further by triggering birth-related

images and sensations.

To practice this exercise you'll need a

book of photographs showing the devel-

opmental progress of a fetus at 28 days,

2 months, 3 months, 4 months, and so

on. Lennart Nilsson's book A Child Is Born

is highly recommended, though any sim-

ilar text showing color photographs of

embryonic development will do.

Begin by sitting alone in a quiet, com-
fortable place, somewhere you can later

lie down and listen to classical music.

Relax, and spend at least 20 minutes

looking through the photographs in the

book. Imagine that you are gazing at im-

ages of your own prenatal development,

and notice the impact this has on your

feelings. Stay with your feelings as you

continue flipping through the pictures and

thinking about your experiences as a de-

veloping fetus.

Then lie down, get comfortable, and

play a classical record or tape at least 30

minutes long. Any classical orchestral

music will work, though Mozart, Vivaldi,

or Schubert should be particularly effec-

tive. As you listen, focus on your memo-
ries of the photographs and on any spon-

taneous thoughts and images triggered

by them. Don't pressure yourself into

feeling something. Instead just relax, al-

low your thoughts to flow with the music,

and remember the feelings the photo-

graphs inspired. Close your eyes and
imagine that the music is carrying you

back to the womb.
This exercise may not trigger a major

birth memory though Verny suggests that

such an occurrence is entirely possible.

"Whatever happens is fine," he says. "You

might just get a feeling about what it was
like to be in the womb, or you may get an

image of a color, an image of being born,

or a sensation of being a tiny baby swim-

ming in the amniotic fluid."

If the exercise is a positive experience,

repeat it in about a week, Verny sug-

gests. Often the images generated by this

exercise build on each other, he reports,

so that after awhile a more complete pic-

ture of your prenatal experience may start

to emerge.

Potential benefits: This guided-im-

agery exercise can help you see that even

though birth was difficult, you have over-

come it. Replaying these mental tapes

from an adult perspective can help you

overcome other stressful situations.

EXERCISE THREE: GO WITH THE FLOW
As many psychologists believe, there

is nothing more comforting than the en-

vironment of the womb. The following ex-
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and five times, we stimulate neural growth

hormone in the brain region for math."

Van de Carr concedes that this theory

wili remain just a theory until laboratory

tests are done for by-products of neural

growth hormone. But, he points out, ba-

bies who go through his program are born

with especially long nails and sometimes

even teeth. Because neural growth hor-

mone is often broken down into other

types of growth hormones, he says, this

unusual growth could signify that his the-

ory is correct.

Van de Carr says his theory is also

borne out by Prenatal University gradu-

ates now entering kindergarten and first

grade. "We're starting to see a lot of these

kids," he says. "Many of them test in the

ninety-ninth percentile for reading and
math; they have highly developed social

skills; and they are confident as well."

Verny agrees that Van de Carr's grad-

uates "seem to enter the world with an

enhanced sense of confidence and calm.

They are quick, adaptive, and socially

aware. But whether they are actually de-

veloping lifelong intellectual capabilities,

as Van de Carr believes, remains to be
seen."

The Van de Carr approach may be
radical, but it seems downright medieval

compared to the techniques of Brent Lo-

gan, a Redmond, Washington, psychol-

ogist. Pushing the outside of the pre-

natal-stimulation envelope, Logan has

recently developed what he calls the car-

diac curriculum: a set of increasingly

complex and skewed heartbeatlike

sounds that he pumps into the womb. By
taking the sound of the mother's heart-

beat and making it more and more com-
plex, he says, he is actually stimulating

the fetal nervous system and even sav-

ing large numbers of brain cells from cer-

tain death. Children stimulated via his

program, Logan claims, talk at the age of

five or six months and read at a year and
a half. At six months, he adds, these ba-

bies are in many ways developmentally

equivalent to toddlers of a year and a half.

Logan's interest in prenatal stimulation

dates back to 1982, when his wife, Helga,

heard a radio interview with Joseph and
Jitsuko Susedik, an Ohio couple whose
four daughters were phenomenally gifted.

One daughter, for instance, was in col-

lege at age twelve; another read at a sixth-

grade level at age five. "The single

strange ingredient," Logan learned, was
that "every one of the Susedik children

had been talked to before birth."

Logan was excited by the concept. But,

he wondered, was merely talking to the

fetus the best way to proceed? He began
to research the issue and, he says, turned

up a vital clue. In 1960, he discovered,

"There are times when I think i want to take off for the East Coast and
just intellectualize my life away.

"

the now-famous psychologist Lee Salk

had visited the Central Park Zoo in New
York. While watching the rhesus mon-
keys, Salk noticed that the females held

their offspring over the left breast in the

vicinity of the heart. To see whether this

was a universal tendency, Salk studied

several hundred human mothers at Elm-

hurst Hospital in Queens. His finding?

Most mothers, whether left- or right-

handed, invariably held the baby on the

left, over the heart.

Wondering about the meaning of this

behavior, Salk asked himself whether the

heartbeat rhythm might play some role in

the development of human nature. To ex-

plore the possibility, he played cardiac

rhythms to a series of newborns. Three

out of four babies exposed to the cardiac

rhythms gained weight in the first four

days after birth. In a control group con-

sisting of babies not exposed to Salk's

tape three out of four lost weight in the

first four days after birth. Babies exposed
to Salk's tape also demonstrated sub-

stantially reduced crying and more reg-

ular breathing.

Speculating about the importance of

the maternal heartbeat, Salk later sug-

gested that it might form the basis of mu-
sic and dance—and many other human
activities as well.

After reading the studies, Logan
agreed. All learning, he told himself, is"a

variation on the single theme—the heart-

beat—engraved at life's start." While the

singing, talking, and touching advocated

by Verny, Van de Carr, and the Susediks

were a step in the right direction, Logan
concluded, heartbeatlike sounds would
be better still.

But how should Logan's stimulant

—

heartbeatlike pulses created electroni-

cally by a sound expert—be adminis-

tered? To orchestrate his input, Logan
considered the development of the brain.

It had recently been shown by re-

searchers at Stanford and the University

of California at Los Angeles, Logan knew,

that most of the neurons in the mammal-
ian brain perish before birth. The scien-

tists had even gone so far as to coin the

term protobrain, their name for the pre-

natal brain before neuronal death. By
stimulating rats prenatally, researchers

had even managed to rescue some of

the protobrain, producing superintelli-

gent animals with extra neurons that could

be detected after birth.

To Logan, the implication was clear.

"There was a window of opportunity that

existed prebirth," Logan reasoned. "If you
didn't grasp that opportunity through
stimulation, the extra brain cells—the ex-

tra human potential—simply went away."

To best grasp that potential, Logan de-

cided, he would expose the fetal brain to

"heartbeat variants"—cardiaclike rhythms

that stimulated different neurons from

those stimulated by the maternal heart-

beat the fetus heard every day. Logan's

incredible goal: creating a series of au-



diotapes that distorted the heartbeat a

little at a time so that normally doomed
brain cells could flourish and grow.

Toward that end, he founded the Pre-

natal Institute in Redmond and began
designing his tapes. The complete car-

diac curriculum, developed in the last

couple of years, consists of 36 increas-

ingly complex, hourlong tapes. The first

tape, played in the middle of pregna'ncy,

starts with the basic rhythm of the mater-

nal pulse, set to the beat of A-A-A-A. It is

played twice a day for a week. The next

tape renders that pattern with a bit more
complexity: AA-AA-AA-AA. It, too, is

played twice a day for a week. The third

tape delivers the beat of A-AA-A-AA; the

fourth, the beat of A-AA-AA-A; the tenth,

BAB-BAB-BAB-BAB; the twelfth, ABC-
CBA-ABC-CBA, and so on.

With his curriculum set, Logan needed
a volunteer, someone eager to have his

sounds piped into the womb. Luckily for

Logan, the perfect candidate lived

nearby. Gayle Loyd, an experienced ed-

ucator, had directed her own preschool,

called Kids University, in Washington

State for years. Devoted to prenatal ed-

ucation, she had even used Van de Carr's

program in her previous pregnancy.

An attractive woman with piercing gray

eyes, a delicate nose, and a wholesome,

enthusiastic air, Loyd had met Logan at

a conference in California. They had re-

mained friends since. Fascinated by Lo-

gan's research, Loyd encouraged and
cajoled him. And when she became
pregnant, he had his volunteer.

Using a Walkman and a headset that

she placed around her abdomen, Loyd
played Logan's tapes during the hour-

long commute to and from her job. "I

started at the nine-week point, just be-

fore the first brain growth spurt," she ex-

plains. "The tricky part was trying to find

the best decibel level. I finally set the

Walkman volume at eight."

Was Loyd nervous about toying with

the baby in her womb9 Not at all. "If you're

going to do something artificial in the

womb," she says, "you should make it as

close to natural as possible. Tp me, work-

ing with the heartbeat seemed best.

Frankly," she adds, "my greatest worry

was boring the baby. If it had been up to

me, 1 would have changed the tapes more
often than we did:'

When Loyd's child, Stephen, was born

in July 1987, his eyes were wide open. "It

was amazing," Loyd says. "He looked up
and said, Aha!' Six hours later, when a

doctor examined him, he grabbed the

stethoscope. I mean, this is hours old!"

Stephen is a very special boy, Logan
says. He was sharing toys at six months
of age, knew 50 words at fourteen

months, and, most impressive, started to

read at eighteen months. What's more,

Logan says, Stephen is not alone. Eleven

subsequent cardiac curriculum gradu-

ates have shown similar abilities. At six

months of age, Logan says, these babies
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demonstrated many abilities not ex-

pected to show up for a year or more.

Logan estimates that cardiac curriculum

graduates will, in fact, demonstrate ex-

traordinary IQs of 150 to 200 and up.

These ''engineered" children, Logan
predicts, will also "exhibit extraordinary

gains in creative abilities, interpersonal

skills, character stability, athletic accom-
plishment, empathy" and more.

So convinced is Logan that he has even

packaged his cardiac curriculum in a new
product. Called The Prelearning Pro-

gram, Logan's 16 "Babytapes" and ma-
ternal speaker belt (to be worn around

the waist) retail for $149.95 through Pre-

learning, Inc.

Until Logan's results are confirmed by

independent researchers, of course, the

true value of his product remains up in

the air. Many of his colleagues, refusing

to be quoted, say they are horrified by

such tampering in the womb.
Lee Salk, whose research inspired Lo-

^Children stimulated

via his program, Logan claims,

talk at six months

and read at a year and a half.

At six months they

are in many ways equivalent

developmentally to

eighteen-month-old toddlers.^*

gan, does not believe his studies validate

the cardiac curriculum in any way. "I did

my work to observe natural behavior,"

Salk says. "I'm very cautious about tak-

ing my studies and generalizing to cause
and effect."

Thomas Verny calls Logan "a brilliant

guy" but says, "The cardiac curriculum

seems awfully complicated for me." Even

if the cardiac curriculum does work, how-
ever, Verny would not advocate it or any

system aimed at enhancing intellectual

achievement. "I do believe that stimula-

tion and communication are important.

But I do not believe in prenatal educa-
tion, nor do I think that parents should

want children to become little Beetho-

vens or little Einsteins or whatever their

idea of what the perfect person is. In-

stead, we should use the window into the

brain to tell the child that it is wanted and
loved."

Even Rene Van de Carr, research di-

rector for Logan's institute, has a wait-

and-see attitude. "I have observed one

cardiac curricufum baby and watched it

mature over a period of months," Van de
Carr says. "We found that in that case,

respiratory rate became modulated to the

complex rhythm of the tape. So for what-

ever it's worth, we do know that the taped

sounds are passing through the abdom-
inal wall and that they have had at least

some sort of effect. But whether the cur-

riculum is achieving the developmental

milestones that Logan suggests needs

the benefit of a larger study."

Scientists in the field of pre- and peri-

natal psychology seem more certain

about the significance of another area:

the experience of birth. Indeed, the no-

tion that birth has any lasting impact was
once considered absurd. But today it is

widely believed that the birth experience

may profoundly determine who we ulti-

mately become.
Lee Salk, for instance, writing in the

prestigious British journal Lancet, has at-

tributed teenage suicide to the trauma of

a difficult delivery. (See Body, November
1988.) Comparing the birth records of 52

suicide victims born between 1957 and
1967 with those of 104 controls, he found

that the suicides generally lacked early

prenatal care, had mothers who were

chronically ill during pregnancy, and suf-

fered respiratory distress for more than

one hour after birth. In a related study, Dr.

Bertil Jacobson of Stockholm's Karolin-

ska Institute found a correlation between
the kind of birth trauma and the method
of suicide. For example, those who as-

phyxiated themselves, whether by hang-

ing, drowning, or gas poisoning, were four

times more likely than the controls to have

suffered oxygen deficiency at birth. And
drug addicts were frequently born in

hospitals where doctors often adminis-

tered opiates, barbiturates, or chloro-

form to women in labor.

In another fascinating body of re-

search, some psychologists say they

have evidence that we literally remember
birth. One of the first people to get a peek
at what seemed like bona fide birth

memories was'California obstetrician

David B. Cheek. In one of his most im-

pressive studies Cheek showed that

people retain a muscle memory of the way
their heads, shoulders, and arms moved
as they entered the world. 'As an obste-

trician," Cheek explains, "I knew that when
a baby comes out the birth canal, it au-

tomatically rotates its head in a particular

fashion. I also noticed that whenever I

asked my patients about birth, they

spontaneously turned their head in a

similar way. So I got the idea that maybe
they were remembering the same phys-

iological mechanism they'd experienced

while being born."

To check this theory out, Cheek re-

cruited some patients he had delivered

decades before. He asked them to go
over their birth, and, after checking his

records, he found that "a hundred per-

cent remembered the way their head ro-

tated as it came out of the birth canal.

Almost everyone remembered which arm
came out first as well."



Finally, San Diego psychologist David

B. Chamberlain has collected what he

believes are detailed memories of birth.

Chamberlain, author of Babies Remem-
ber Birth (Jeremy R Tarcher, Inc., 1988)

and one of the seminal figures in the pre-

and perinatal psychology movement, still

recalls the first time he heard a patient

describe being born. "I was sitting op-

posite her," he says. "There was a big,

beautiful asparagus fern and a huge pic-

ture window behind us, and the sun was
shining in. Across the room was a baby
grand. All of a sudden, my client, a f if—

tyish woman named Lee, described a vi-

sion of her birth. 'The doctor is holding

me up, laughing,' she said. 'I told you it

would be a girl, he said to Mother. Now
Mother is turning her face away.'

"

Determined to check this out further,

Chamberlain conducted a study of ten

mother-offspring pairs. He reports that

while under hypnosis, mothers and off-

spring alike recalled startlingly similar

details of the offspring's birth. One
daughter, for instance, correctly de-

scribed her mother's hairstyle at the time.

Another correctly recalled her mother

smelling her, then expressing concern

over the normality of the baby's toes.

Other researchers have discovered a

plethora of birth memories pouring forth

from the young. Linda Mathison of Seat-

tle has discovered that young children,

inspired by some experience or associ-

ation, frequently come up with detailed

memories of birth. Most of these reports,

Mathison has found, emerge between the

ages of two and three.

One of the most spectacular reports

comes from New York psychiatrist Rima
Laibow. Laibow was giving her young son

a bath, she remembers, when he looked

up at her and said, "I have some ques-

tions about when I was new."

"What do you mean?" Laibow asked.

"When I was brand-new," he replied.

And then his questions began.

"He wanted to know where the bottom

half of everyone's face was," Laibow re-

calls, "and why there was a bright light

over his head, and what the funny noise

was. He also wanted to know why some-

one stuck a finger in his anus."

In fact, Laibow says, all these things

had occurred. Doctors and nurses were
wearing surgical masks, the noise came
from suction equipment, and surgical

lights were glaring for all to see. "He had
a clear perception of chronology," Lai-

bow says, "and I was shocked when he

made a joke."

Laibow's son, it turned out, could speak

some Yiddish. Turning to her, he said,

"There was a finster in the fenster."

"That means there was a window in the

darkness," Laibow explains. "My son had
been born by cesarean, so the descrip-

tion was precise."

Now one of the organizers in the grow-
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ing field of pre- and perinatal psychol-

ogy, Laibow is chairing the field's annua!

congress this month in Amherst, Massa-
chusetts. The biggest meeting ever of

experts in this discipline, the convention

is expected to attract more than 800 par-

ticipants and get broad coverage. And
there will be a lot to discuss. This contro-

versial new arena, after all, has created

new perspectives and generated plenty

of social and scientific debate.

Many pro-lifers, for instance, argue that

the research bolsters their contention that

abortion is wrong. Most of the scientists

don't agree. "The new information does
not mean we should take choice away
from women," Verny says. "Rather, it

means we must reevaluate issues from

infant anesthesia to surrogate mother-

hood. We must study the impact we are

having on those who are ultimately born."

One thing that bothers Verny, for in-

stance, is the neonatal intensive care unit

(NICU), in which babies are hooked up

to machines, exposed to "more sound
than you would hear on Fifth Avenue at

rush hour," and flooded with light. "Not

long ago," Verny says, "I met a pediatri-

cian from Seattle who told me the story

of a sick NICU baby. The child was just

not getting enough oxygen, and he was
turning blue. The doctor decided the

baby was going to die anyway, so he took

the baby off life-support systems, shut

off all the machines, and turned off the

lights. Then he took the baby out of the

crib and rocked him in his arms. Within a

.few minutes the baby turned pink, and
his recovery was complete."

Verny is not suggesting that we banish

the NICU. Rather, he says, we should

create an NICU that is "more ideal. We
should cut down on the light, the noise,

the blood taking. We should start with the

premise that the critically ill newborn
needs calm and quiet, just like the criti-

cally ill adult."

For the most part this point of view sits

well with doctors running NICUs. "We all

feel the environment is not ideal," says

neonatologist Ian Holzman, chief of the

division of newborn medicine at Mount
Sinai Medical Center in New York City.

"When babies are not critical, we make
every effort to reduce stimuli like noise.

But we must still balance a more perfect

atmosphere with our medical and legal

constraints. We must observe and moni-

tor the babies. If the lights were turned

down low in the critical-care area, it would

be difficult for personnel to see that a

baby had turned blue. When we send
these babies home, we tell parents about

the excess stimulation and the unusual

biorhythms we may have induced."

Verny would also like to see the birth

experience rendered more personal and
less high-tech. "I believe in medical in-

tervention only when it's really neces-

sary," he says. "We need mother's ad-

vocates, hospital birthing rooms, and
obstetricians who catch babies instead



of extricating them by force."

If pre- and perinatal psychologists

question modern science, modern sci-

ence is still evaluating them. Lee Salk,

scheduled to be keynote speaker at this

month's congress in Amherst, says that

the tenets of pre- and perinatal psychol-

ogy are "certainly interesting and need
to be explored."

New Jersey clinical psychologist Amy
Altenhaus adds that some of the tech-

niques and findings of pre- and perinatal

psychologists may be beneficial. For in-

stance, she says, "such things as music

and massage, if they calm the mother

down, can only be positive for the fetus."

Altenhaus, a long-time expert on wom-
en's health issues,

believes, however,

that some of the

claims regarding

IQ and other intel-

lectual abilities

may be premature.

Says Altenhaus,

"It is often difficult

to predict behav-

ior from develop-

mental milestones

before the age of

three. A six-month-

old who achieves

exceptional devel-

opment may not

necessarily be ex-

ceptional down the

road. Only later on,

as the child gets

older, is there

much stability to

the IQ score.

"Beyond that,

parents who stim-

ulate their babies

prenatally are

probably stimulat-

ing them more after

birth as well. How
do you tease out

the factors respon-

sible for the ob-
served IQ?"

Even if we could

determine for sure

cance of these experiences is unclear.

As an experimental psychologist, I am
skeptical of claims that you can make
healthier, happier, more intelligent babies

through extranormal sensory stimulation,

Despite all the anecdotes, I know of no
scientifically acceptable evidence show-
ing this is so."

DeCasper also has reason to suspect

that some of the more extreme forms of

prenatal stimulation, especially those re-

lying on special belts to pump sounds
directly into the womb, may be damag-
ing. "Despite the fact that sensory sys-

tems in the fetus are functioning," he says,

"they are still immature. These systems
develop according to an order estab-
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that prenatal stimulation enhances IQ,

adds Altenhaus, "the drive to have a

brighter child may, in the long run, do
more harm than good. The pressure to

be so exceptional could turn the child into

the equivalent of a burned-out broker on

Wall Street by the first grade, We need
some perspective. There's so much to

learn about the world; why focus on

reading percentiles or IQ?"

Anthony DeCasper, the North Carolina

professor applauded for his pioneering

discoveries about the sensory capabili-

ties of newborns, has other problems with

the research. "My work shows that hu-

man fetuses do have some sensory ex-

periences," DeCasper says. 'But in terms

of the data, the developmental signifi-

lished by Mother Nature. One sensory

modality influences another, and over-

stimulating one system before it is ready

could impair sensory or neurological

functioning as a whole."

DeCasper takes particular issue with

systems such as the cardiac curriculum,

which claim to work by saving brain cells

from death. "Not only is brain cell death

a normal part of development," De-
Casper says, "it is also essential. Think of

the brain as a statue. At one time the

statue was just a piece of marble. As the

sculptor takes bits of the marble away,

the finished statue will emerge. The brain

is the same. Research with developing

chicks, in fact, showed that when neu-

rons were prevented from dying, neuron-

al control of movement was disrupted."

Finally, biologist and public policy ex-

pert Clifford Grobstein, author of Science
and the Unborn, insists that we cannot

study the human fetus in the same way
we study a developing mouse or rat. "In-

tervention in the development of the hu-

man fetus, when safe and humane, is

sometimes called for," Grobstein says.

"For instance, intrauterine surgery may
sometimes save a baby's life. Experi-

menting with a developing human fetus,

however, even in hopes of some greater

good sometime up the road, is always

subject to some question."

Despite such questions, the new field

of pre- and perinatal psychology is sure

to change the way
we treat the fetus

and the newborn.

Thomas Verny
foresees the day
when newborn chil-

dren are routinely

treated with gen-

tleness, respect

for their human-
ity, and love. And
Rene Van de Carr

believes that by
stimulating the un-

born, we will awak-
en many lost hu-

man traits. "By stim-

ulating the brain

before its plastic-

ity shuts down,"
Van de Carr says,

"we might be able

to produce chil-

dren capable of en-

joying many subtle

things, from all the

nuances of flavor

and scent to in-

credible flashes of

insight to fast-mov-

ing visual cues."

At the outer

edge of the field,

Brent Logan pre-

dicts that pregnant

women will one
day wear tiny

transistors clipped to clothing near their

abdomens. These transistors will

reproduce an advanced version of the

cardiac curriculum, he declares, stimu-

lating the fetus every day. This technol-

ogy "will be the ultimate resource for the

next millennium. It will create a revolution

in how and when we learn. The impact

could be especially profound," he adds,

"in the Third World. Very simply, when you

hand out contraceptives in a country like

Ghana, you hand out a prenatal stimula-

tor as well. When the woman is pregnant,

she just clips it on like a talisman. And
nine months later, out comes a national

treasure. In one fell swoop we would op-

timize human intellect and behavior

around the world."DQ
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BY MICHAEL BISHOP

Once beyond a time,

Makoto Asaecla
journeyed south

to escape the Cata-
clysm. He hiked out of Ki-

takyushu, staying clear of

the vacant houses, the

wrecked machines
:

and
the ruby-eyed beasts
aprowl in the denuded
forests. He also avoided

the human savages
hunched over the dead
dray animals littering the

island. Scooping meat
from the carcasses, these

devolved beings fright-

ened Makoto—as did all

the disconnected, rag-

tag people on blind

horses and lame oxen,

hundreds of refugees
inching nowhere.

A week into his own re-

treat, Makoto coaxed an
abandoned tank more
than two hundred kilo-

meters. At last it stalled on
a spit of sand, and he
emerged to see a half-

naked fisherman seining

the surf for fingerlings

and crab. He traded this

man a rosary of spent

PAINTING BY HEATHER COOPER



cartridge shells for a dinghy voyage into

the East China Sea, an obstacle course

of mines and listing vessels. Shipboard,

Makoto slept for the first time in weeks

—

but his dreams fretted him, for he had no

guarantee that any sort of improvement

awaited him to the south.

As it happened, Makoto sailed tor

weeks, periodically switching vessels and

bartering passage all the way to the Sa-

kishima Islands, the Philippines, and the

Celebes Sea. Finally, after disembarking

among the rocks on a forbiddingly tropi-

cal shore, he killed a coney for dinner and

continued hiking southward. On this new
island—or was it a peninsula, the fat nose

of a flooded continent?—Makoto en-

countered fewer refugees, so many fewer

that he began to regard himself as one

of the last human beings alive. Trudging

through a stripped jungle of bloated or-

chids and shrapnel-blasted trees, he

found that this idea, even if false, gave

him a shiver of dreadful self-importance.

It also profoundly frightened him.

Three days, orthree hundred, passed.

Makoto, balanced on the edge of a

marshy tabletop, gazed down into an im-

mense crater full of decapitated cy-

presses and ragged refugee tents. At the

crater's heart, ringed about by the be-

sodden tent city, sprawled a castle of

glass, white-metal braces, and milky

skylights. Once before a time, civilization

had boasted a million structures as com-

plex and bright as this one, but Makoto,

who hadn't seen one for a while, sucked

in his breath through parched lips.

How could anyone repudiate hope

when such a lovely monument to human
creativity had outlasted the Cataclysm?

Ineluctably, the latticework palace drew

the traveler down to it. Outside its gate,

Makoto encountered a band of people

knocking for entrance. Clad in frayed

denims, rubber-thonged sandals, and tie-

dyed headbands, some were locals.

Others let Makoto know that they had

journeyed farther than he had. This

structure—the House of Abiding Calm

—

was their Mecca, for in the wake of the

unraveling of the TransMundi Computer

Web, it promised serenity.

Butterflies of every sort, they told Ma-

koto, floated in the conservatory, and the

Lady Yoko Kamiko was attempting to read

their silks in order to reimpose order on

the prevailing chaos.

Dreamers, Makoto mentally castigated

them, certain that nothing could counter-

act the ruin inflicted by the skirmishes,

looting, and penny-ante wars following the

shoreline floods and the collapse of

TransMundi.

Clearly, he reflected, "reading the

silks"—studying and then interpreting the

exquisitely patterned wings of butterflies

and moths—was the least workable of all

such flighty answers to the nightmare of

the Cataclysm. These people at the gate,

his rivals for sanctuary, were crazy. Or
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else the Lady Yoko and her hirelings had

royally hoodwinked them.

"She's a living saint," a devout woman
assured him. "She'd let everyone in if so

many visitors in the flight chambers
weren't a hindrance to her work."

"Piss on that!" cried a skinny white man
from whose yin-yang headband hung

twenty or so tin campaign buttons and

the rusty caps of some American soft-

drink bottles. "She's a witch. We want out

of that"—a nod at the sodden tent city—

"and into her retreat"—a nod at the gate

of the butterfly house—"but she lets only

a few of us in at a time and, even then,

just long enough to tantalize us."

Others chastised this gaijin for ingrati-

tude, and Makoto noted that some of

these people were holding boxes or ker-

chiefs that they proudly showed around.

In their boxes and kerchiefs lay the pu-

pae or caterpillars of immature lepidop-

tera. Only petitioners who had brought

such gifts were allowed to enter Lady Yo-

QWhen he

awoke, Lady Yoko was

kneeling beside

him in an iridescent kimono.

Ranter gazed

down from a face like a

tin colander

wrapped in rubber$

ko's house; therefore, Makoto traded a

coin that his father had once given him

for a small box containing a tufted gypsy-

moth larva.

The negotiating was hard, but once he

had persuaded the woman with the queer

little caterpillar to yield it, he knew that he

had decided correctly.

When the handicapped gatekeeper fi-

nally allowed six petitioners to enter,

Makoto was among them.

"You have a single hour," said the gate-

keeper, a quadriplegic plugged bodily

into a three-wheeled chair.

He took their gifts and smugly passed

them through. 'After that," he cautioned,

"you must return to this room and exit wi +h

your fellows."

Saint, thought Makoto, but another part

of his mind rejoined, Witch! Neverthe-

less, he used the first portion of his hour

to walk through a barnstorming Royal Air

Force of British orange tips, four of which

landed—weightlessly—on his clothing.

Makoto also used this hour to dodge

the languid acrobatics of a pair of giant

Atlas moths, creatures doomed to mate

and die because they had neither guts

nor tongues.

He heard the eerie flutings of a tiger

moth with timbal organs on either side of

its metathorax. He watched a Palamedes

swallowtail settle on a dwarf magnolia

near a recycling waterfall; he marveled

as an emerald-banded swallowtail loop-

de-looped him like a delicate leaf striped

with an emulsion of verdigris.

"Nearly all silk is obtained from the silk-

worm, Bombyx mori," spieled the quad-

riplegic to some of the other visitors, es-

corting them to the gate. "Silks such as

shantung and tussah are the products of

various Asiatic Saturniidae." He kept up

this blather even as he gyroscoped this

way and that, distrustfully searching for

stragglers.

Makoto remembered seeing a linen-

clad worker in the chamber in which the

Atlas moths had danced. Ducking out of

the gatekeeper's sight, he hurried there

to plead with this woman to trade clothes

with him—her unisex jumpsuit for his torn

shirt and grubby khaki trousers. To his

surprise, she did so, for her duties in the

House of Abiding Calm fatigued and

bored her,

"The Lady Yoko," she said, "is so in-

volved with her rejection of meaningless-

ness that she and Ranier"—the gate-

keeper, apparently
—

"drive us like oxen."

And so this woman escaped with Ma-

koto's group while he crouched beneath

a wooden bridge in a chamber crowded

with tulip trees.

After the coastal floods and the

TransMundi computer crash, the world's

economy had also plummeted. Once be-

fore a time, Makoto knew, things had

run—sloppily, perhaps, and not always

amicably—without benefit of a planet-

wide web, but not for decades. And so

its collapse, along with the advent of the

greenhouse effect, had spawned suspi-

cion, panic, assault, and all the other vices

spelling Cataclysm, the long-expected

demise of civilization.

Biological weapons had contributed,

as had "weather control," crop-strangling

chemicals, guerrilla-launched concus-

sion bombs, and a battery of other non-

nuclear options. It wasn't sad, Makoto

thought. It was stupid. Maddening. He
regretted his own bemused part in the

early rioting and killing. . . .

Someone had dropped a rotten mango
from the bridge. Along with the putrefy-

ing pears and bananas in nearby cham-

bers, the mango was meant as food for

some of the lepidoptera. In fact, a flam-

boyant moth was already tapping into the

burst fruit.

But what seized Makoto's attention was

the severed spiderweb in the lower

branches of the tulip tree through which

the mango had ripped. The spider from

the web dangled free, struggling to rap-

pel back up into its polygonal heart. One
strand waved forlornly in an eddy from
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the ventilation units. Thought Makoto, That

poor spider is us.

Like radioactive fleas, stars leapt into

the sleek black pelage of the night. Ma-

koto emerged from beneath the bridge

to marvel at them through the glass roof.

Too bad he had no one to share their

beauty. He would have welcomed even

Ranier, the imperious cripple who had

taken his larval offering and let him in.

However, he had only the butterflies, none

of which flew at night.

Head back, Makoto swallowed the sky

thankful that guerrillas had spared the

House of Abiding Calm. Had a simple re-

spect for the wonder it conserved dis-

suaded them? A mysterious regard for

the Lady Yoko?

No matter. The house had its own
power supply, water sources, and tem-

perature-regulating units. It was a self-

contained cosmos, and Makoto was lucky

to be there.

He fell asleep in a bank of purple thrift.

When he awoke, Lady Yoko was kneeling

beside him in an iridescent kimono. Ra-

nier, in his motorized chair, gazed down
from a face like a tin colander wrapped
in flesh-toned rubber.

A hazy sun had replaced the stars, and

the liquorish stench of decaying fruit per-

meated Makoto's new clothes. Startled,

he sat up so quickly that the dour quad-

riplegic laughed.
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'Jumpsuit aside," noted Lady Yoko, "you

don't much resemble our disloyal Trinh."

They allowed him to stay because Trinh

had to be replaced— but Makoto's
method of extending his sojourn did not

endear him to Ranier. What persuaded

Lady Yoko, however, was the obvious fact

that Makoto had living gray matter be-

tween his ears.

Once before a time, he truthfully told

her, he had troubleshot the cybernetic

pincers on an undersea harvester engi-

neered and built by a company in Kita-

kyushu. But that employment had washed
away along with the TransMundi Com-
puter Web and all the mutually depend-
ent apparatuses of civilization-at-large.

Makoto had barely escaped the con-

tinuing Reaction Riots without making a

few involuntary blood donations. For that

reason, and that reason only, he had
murdered two children—one of them
armed with a battered Uzi—and then

gone on to search and despoil the flood-

damaged, paper-walled house of his

young victims.

"Please forget all that," Lady Yoko said.

"I have need of you, Mr. Asaeda
."

Makoto passed his days running com-
puter simulations of the life cycles of met-

almarks, hairstreaks, checkerspots, noc-

tuids. When he had finished the runs

already plotted by Lady Yoko, he was

asked to do food-supply predictions,

habitat-improvement calculations, and a

lovely evolutionary simulation that, when
screened, burned halos into his retinas.

Makoto learned that the Butterfly Ef-

fect had to do not with butterflies (or not

only with them), but instead with the mi-

nute structure in a seemingly chaotic flow

of data. And yet he wasn't doing the work
that the people at the gates had told him

about. He wasn't—as was the enigmatic

Lady Yoko, his employer and patroness—"reading the silks."

Unlike most butterfly conservatories,

the House of Abiding Calm had several

different chambers, chambers designed
for the needs of many different species.

Makoto learned the dimensions, temper-

ature settings, and humidity levels of each

room. He grew accustomed to the cathe-

dral whir of stained-glass wings as mon-
archs wheeled in squadrons after warm-
ing their silks in the pale heat of a

mackerel-eyed sun. He got used to the

bourbonish rot of the fruits that the but-

terflies liked. He habituated himself to

helping Ranier, whose surliness only in-

creased. Never, though, did he accus-

tom himself to the sudden appearances
and the even swifter vanishings of Lady
Yoko, the premier monarch of the house.

The conservatory crowned a polygo-

nal underchamber in which were located

its off-web computers and the guts of its

control systems. Makoto didn't like to go
down into this mazelike region because
it reminded him of the bunkers he'd lived

in during the first days of the Cata-

clysm—but his duties required it, making
him glad for any chance to go upstairs,

even if only to help Ranier.

One morning, when Lady Yoko's fac-

totum seemed especially surly, Makoto
said, "Suppose I turned your chair over,

bastard."

Ranier wheeled back and regarded
Makoto as if he had uttered a great in-

anity. "It can't be upset. Its autostabilizers

wouldn't allow it. Besides, I'm a part of

this chair. It and I are"— he searched for

a word
—

"symbionts."

"Why do you treat me like an enemy,
Ranier?"

" Because we're rivals. The Lady Yoko's

love is mine—by right of precedence."

Above the chamber of monarch but-

terflies reposed the office and bedroom
of Ranier's cruel mistress. Makoto first saw
this sanctum about three months after his

arrival; it shocked him to find that its floor

was transparent from the upper side, so

.

that he and Lady Yoko seemed to be sus-

pended in a polarized iimbo thirty feet

above a milkweed forest ornamented by
orange and black silks.

Awe. Dizziness. An irresistible urge to

grab for support.

But Lady Yoko turned him to the white

walls of her work space, upon which were
silk-screened in large decorative ovals the

scaled fore- and hind wings of countless

kinds of lepidoptera.

Here, then, she read the silks—after

generating their images on her com-
puters' screens and transferring them by
a sophisticated electronic process to

scrolls of expensive shantung.

What messages did she harvest from

the metallic patterns of the wing scales?
What meanings from the whorls, the pea-
cock eyes, the opalescent streaks, the

glinting herringbone wimples of her ba-

bies' magnified wings? Makoto, rapt,

stared at the silks in mingled awe and
consternation.

"I see in these scale patterns a link be-

tween the animate world of earthly in-

sects—under the Eye of Heaven a tiny

but beautiful, life form—and the macro-
cosm of the universe," Lady Yoko said.

"In the randomly generated beauty of my
charges, Makoto, I also discern a telling

minor of the planets, stars, and galaxies

doing timeless minuets through the far-

thest reaches of outer space."

Hearing this odd speech, and agoniz-

ing to make it parse, Makoto realized that

either Lady Yoko was mad or else she
had uncovered an entomological Urim
and Thummim previously unknown to hu-

manity. After equating the underwing

venation of Ornithoptera priamus with the

structure of a solar system thousands of

light-years away, and the predawn skit-

tishness of her fritillaries with some un-

usual meteorite activity near Jupiter, Lady
Yoko took Makoto to her bed. Here she
enjoyed him.

Makoto, meanwhile, sought not only to

acquit himself well but to calm his pound-
ing heart. He never quieted his heart,

partly because he felt tested and partly

because in Lady Yoko's darkened bed-
chamber a butterfly the size of an owl and
the color of greased gunmetal hung
above their exertions like a disapproving

angel. The kaleidoscopic shadows
strobing from its wings presaged—in

Makoto's mind—the death of an inhab-

ited world in another galaxy.

Repeatedly, thereafter Lady Yoko had
Makoto lie with her in different spots
throughout the house.

Over time, his reluctance to yield to-

tally to her eroded.

The woman, if mad, was mad in a way
defining connections, not divisions,

among animate and insensate phenom-
ena. Also, without becoming transparent

to him, Lady Yoko had begun to reveal

aspects of her character worthy of sym-
pathy of admiration, maybe even of love.

She told Makoto of the psychological

frailties of her father, the quirks of tern-



perament that had kept her mother and

her at loggerheads, the somersault of fate

that had transformed her from a politics-

weary diplomat in Kuala Lumpur into the

Empress of the House of Abiding Calm-
even though, like Makoto himself, she

seemed ignorant of the island, peninsula,

continent, or fallen lunar sea on which its

dead builders had erected it.

Grappling ceased; bona fide lovemak-

ing began. They coupled on terraces,

feathered by squadrons of Day-Glo or-

ange revelers. They interfaced beneath

a tulip tree near the Oriental bridge. Bril-

liant scales on brilliant wings hymned their

marriage. They whispered—Lady Yoko

to him, Makoto to her—as they glided,

buoyant scull on shantung water.

Always, moths and butterflies sur-

rounded them with murmuring hosannas

of flash coloration.

Briefly, Ranier disengaged. The quad-

riplegic motored away from Makoto every

time he saw him coming. When work or

accident forced the two together, Ranier

was slavishly pleasant, as if fearful that

Makoto's new role as lover gave him the

authority to send him into the fetid wastes

created by the Cataclysm and the Re-

action Riots.

Belatedly realizing the depth of Ra-

nier's hurt, Makoto started to worry about

how flagrant his and Lady Yoko's bouts

of lovemaking had been, and still were.

After telling his mistress that the gate-

keeper felt for her an unrequited passion,

Makoto was stunned, and then appalled,

to learn that she hadn't known. Where-

upon, guilt-ridden, Lady Yoko decreed

that from now on they must conceal

their trysts.

Phantom of the Opera melodrama,

thought Makoto, making love to Lady Yoko

in a chamber housing a population of

death's-head moths—for the smell of rot-

ting fruits had an aphrodisiac effect on

them, and it was impossible, thus seized,

to abstain from devouring each other.

Obsession, reflected Makoto. Soul's

attraction to soul told through rampant

physicality. Maybe they weren't good
people, but they were exemplary, if driv-

en, lovers.

Only days later, the quadriplegic hit

back—by tricking Makoto into that same
chamber with a tale about dying death's-

heads: They needed tending.

As soon as Makoto was in, though,

Ranier triggered the bolts on the cham-

ber's door panels. Makoto was stranded

there, alone but for the weirdly agitated

moths. What did Ranier plan to do? Re-

lease a hissing poison into the hall so that

he was drugged unconscious?

Makoto heard something—a faint but

stridulent chirping, It grew louder; louder

and louder and louder. Listening to it,

Makoto understood that Ranier had miked

the room.
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Now his adversary was incrementally

powering up the volume, so that the pap-

ery rattle of the death's-head moths would

first annoy, and then pain, and next

deafen, and finally madden him.

In the early evening's white sky, a gib-

bous moon wobbled like a deflated soc-

cer ball. Makoto, holding his hands to his

ears and reflexively grinding his molars,

was looking up through the roof of the

conservatory

Suddenly, the moon exploded. It re-

peatedly exploded. Makoto could hear

nothing but the emphatic rattling of the

moths, a rising drone that made a contin-

uous backdrop to the silent destruction

of Earth's natural satellite. Chunks of lu-

nar maria rocketed outward, leaping into

invisibility as the night sky engulfed them.

Proscribed laser weaponry, Makoto

mused. A hangover hiccup of stolen "de-

fense" technologies.

Although the death's-head moths

around him stopped chirping, theirwings

went crazy; the air was a cataclysmic blur.

Lady Yoko, summoned by the moon's

death, appeared outside the chamber,

saw her lover among the frantic moths,

bemusedly released him.

Makoto told Lady Yoko nothing of Ra-

nier's attempt on his life—or, at least, on

his sanity. He allowed her to suppose that

his own carelessness had led to his im-

prisonment. The moon, like much of the

earth, was ruined, so thoroughly blasted

that it had jagged satellites of its own, or-

biting fragments whose albedos ringed

the mastectomized moon like necklaces

of chipped pearl.

Given that catastrophe, Ranier's attack

hardly seemed worth fretting.

The weather changed.

Rains thrummed down like dissolving

pebbles.

According to a visitor from Kampu-

chea, the seas were slouching inland "like

hungry sharks on legs."

""Ranier was a sailor on a peacekeep-

ing ship stung by a missile between

Grand Cayman and Swan Island over

thirty-five years ago," Lady Yoko told

Makoto.

"That old? A man well into his fifties?"

Lady Yoko allowed this deduction to

stand. "Ranier came apart in the attack

like a modular doll. His rescuers flew him

in gel-cushioned coilops all the way to

Melbourne—where, in those days, a team

of laser surgeons had won acclaim put-

ting rich Humpty-Dumpties back to-

gether again."

Ranier's life, Makoto realized, was
something of a miracle, for he had never

been rich and his wounds had been se-

vere. The UN organization charged with

his peacekeeping mission had cleared

the way for Ranier's surgery, then paid

his bills. Today, however, the UN no longer

existed, superseded years ago by

TransMundi and more recently by chaos.

Apart from weather changes and the



vivid nighttime necklacing of the planet,

the shattering of the moon—where, Ma-

koto recalled, at least three nations had

run primitive bases—had no great im-

pact on activities in the house. It had

saved his life (or, at least, his sanity), but

otherwise the daily business of caretak-

ing the fragile lepidoptera went on as it

always had.

What an irony.

People had died, and were still dying,

because of the moon's unexpected chain

of eruptions, which, in turn, had led Lady

Yoko to rescue Makoto from Ranier. Now,

though, the moon's death, and the deaths

of all those affected by it, weighed less

heavily on Makoto than would the demise

of a single leafwing or swallowtail.

Ten days, or twenty-one, went by. Ma-

koto began to forget about how humanity

had impoverished the night.

"They live ten to twenty-one days," said

Lady Yoko. "Seldom longer."

In the chamber sheltering apollos,

peacocks, painted ladies, brimstones,

and mourning cloaks, Makoto had be-

gun to recognize individuals. It hurt when

they died.

In fact, during their lovemaking mara-

thons, he and Lady Yoko had to squeeze

from their minds the dismaying knowl-

edge that the beautiful creatures were

dying even as they protracted their own
pleasure. Donning their clothes after one

such tryst, the lovers looked up to see

Ranier's chair launch itself from a catwalk

high above the skylights.

It hurtled off the ramp, hung sus-

pended for a moment, plunged through

the glass (thunderheads billowing be-

hind it like monstrous, dirty parachutes),

and tumbled so dreamily that Makoto

could make out every detail of Ranier's

emotionless face.

Shards of glass fell with him, a glitter-

ing spray.

Makoto thought that a man plunging

from the moon could not have plum-

meted longer than did Ranier, who, after

impact, repeatedly somersaulted, plow-

ing through banks of verbena like a com-

bine. He was so snugly jacked into his

chair that its plugs and connectors de-

clined to release him. Meanwhile, a mul-

titude of butterflies spiraled upward into

the transfigured sky.

A day later, having struggled to free

Ranier from the chair, they dressed him

in a silken shirt patterned with tropical

ferns, palm fronds, poinsettias, and or-

chids. Then they set him in his battered

chair again and put his chair in a cham-

ber with unbroken skylights. Soon the

Polynesian shirt began to draw butter-

flies, as did the suety-sweet beginnings

of the decay process.

"This is exactly how I want my own fu-

neral to be," Lady Yoko said. "Promise me,

Makoto."
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Although he considered it unlikely that

he would outlive her, Makoto promised.

"One bright butterfly fluttering in an

autumn wind can perturb the motion of

distant galaxies," Lady Yoko told him a

few evenings later in her lofty office. She

was reading silk screens, imputing to the

designs in the wings of her charges

pregnant correspondences to the ap-

pearances of gas clouds, black holes,

quasar radiation, and newly forming gal-

axies. Makoto gave her a dull nod. The

extra work he was doing had sapped his

strength. Nor could he shake the belief

that Ranier's mummifying body sat astride

his shoulders.

"Look here!" Lady Yoko blurted. Point-

ing out the novaiike eyespots on the silk-

screened wings of a tropical bird wing,

she declared that they had flared into ex-

istence only since Ranier's spectacular

suicide.

'A cataclysm unlike anything we have

ever experienced is taking place out

there," she said, gesturing skyward, be-

yond the orbiting debris of the moon.

"Explosions in great stellar chains.

Many civilizations—not just those cen-

tered on a single planet—are dying. The

indifferent engines of star formation and

destruction have doomed them, and
there's nothing we can do."

Lady Yoko added that these events

were occurring simultaneously with the

mutations of the patterns on her silk-

screened wings. As a result, the light from

the exploding sister galaxies symbolized

by the eyespots on this New Guinea bird

wing would not reach Earth for thou-

sands of millions of years. . . .

That disaster was too far away to

mourn, even if Makoto decided to be-

lieve in it. The loss of the bases on the

moon had precedence over Lady Yoko's

conjectural eyespot tragedy—just as did

Ranier's suicide and the lingering effects

of the earthly Cataclysm that had driven

Makoto from his home island of Kyushu.

/ can only hold so much, Makoto
thought. / can only embrace so many
corpses at once. It was better to em-

brace the living, even if their warmth was
fleeting and their defining spirit as hard

to hold as the inchoate plasmas drifting

between the suns.

Lady Yoko, turning from her silks, in-

tuited his confusion. She led him, bewil-

dered by such concern, into her bed-

chamber,

There, a moth the size of an owl flut-

tered above their embrace less in judg-

ment than in blessing. Makoto and his

lady made love, made love, made love,

and the silks that came to cocoon them

seemed proof against both decay and

decipherm ent.DO __
Michael Bishop lives in Pine Mountain, Geor-

gia. He is a two-time winner of the Nebula

Award for short fiction. His most recent nov-

els are Unicorn Mountain and The Secret As-

cension.
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gist Frank M. Chapman stood on a fashionable New Votk

:

\

street, counting feathers in women's hat c H

the plumage of 40 different feathered species. Since therv-;

laws have been passed that protect flocks hunted for their

;

ornamental feathers. Decorative feathers must now coitie

from birds raised in captivity. Colorful plumes have long

been used to adorn the clothing and weapons of warring

tribes, for whom feathers symbolize power and speed. In .

Melanesia the tiny black and scarlet feathers of the male

'

Myzomela are used as money. Most of us rarely get as

close to feathers as these photos do, except perhaps when

our heads hit the pillow and we dream of flight.

PHOTOGRAPHS BY FRANS LANTING
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I eathers function as a natural

thermostat: Puffed up, they trap warm air for insulation;

slicked down, they keep things cool. This temperature

regulation is dependent on birds' preening—their method
of feather maintenance. Oil spills, such as the one in Prince

William Sound, Alaska, are disastrous to flock popula-

tions because they destroy a bird's ability to care for its

plumage. Oil weighs down a bird's wings and decreases

their buoyancy—the victims can neither fly nor swim. Such
ital tragedies cause the birds to die of starva-

tion or exposure. And if that doesn't kill them, the birds will

be poisoned by ingesting the oil while attempting to clean

off and fluff up their feathers.—Stan SinbergDO
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hours, however, the cells no longer re-

sponded to the drug. That suggests, de-

spite what ganja smokers might say, that

it takes increasingly large doses to get

the same buzz.

Billy Martin, a cannabinoid researcher

at the Medical College of Virginia, tested

the Pfizer cannabinoids on a variety of

animals to see if alterations in cAMP pro-

duction were related to painkilling power

alone or to the panoply of behavioral ef-

fects that make up a THC high. "It looks

as though the structure of the com-
pounds might be correlated with other

behavioral effects besides analgesia,"

Martin says carefully. In the words of an-

other researcher, "Probably we've seen

people at parties who were like these an-

imals: out to lunch."

If the investigators could prevent THC
effects by stopping up the cell receptor

sites, they would be able to prove con-

clusively that the binding of cannabi-

noids to cell membranes causes the high.

"We need an antagonist," Martin ex-

plains. (An antagonist is a chemical key

that fits into the same receptor lock as the

drug but will not trigger the same re-

sponse—in this case, getting stoned.)

Antagonists could provide a power tool

for drug research: By selectively block-

ing some, but not all, cannabinoid ef-

fects, they could help scientists tease

apart THC's complex activities.

Antagonists and analogs might also

have therapeutic value. Scientists might

discover more refined versions of the

cannabinoid compounds now being used

to treat glaucoma and decrease nausea

during chemotherapy. The compounds
could be used for brain research as well.

"It has been noted in people who use

marijuana that they can't remember later

things they learned while high," says

Howlett. "You see something similar in the

dementia of aging or the first stages of

Alzheimer's." THC analogs, she specu-

lates, might be used as a. model for

studying what happens in Alzheimer's.

And an antagonist might help treat the

disease. "We also could learn more about

pain mechanisms and pathways," she

continues. "This receptor suggests that

opioids are not the only drugs involved in

the regulation and processing of the pain

response in the central nervous system."

Miles Herkenham of the National Insti-

tute of Mental Health has used autora-

diography—a technique allowing pre-

cise location of binding sites—to map the

distribution of the Pfizer analogs in the

brain. Noting the arrangement of binding

sites in areas associated with movement,

he wonders if THC analogs and antago-

nists can relieve symptoms of movement
disorders such as Parkinson's disease

and Huntington's chorea.

If THC analogs or antagonists prove to
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have therapeutic properties, it will be be-

cause they mimic or block the action of

natural endogenous substances that use

these pathways. Howlett's next project is

to look for the brain chemical that nor-

mally binds to the cannabinoid receptor.

She has ruled out all known neurotrans-

mitters. Scientists presume these recep-

tors did not evolve so that animals could

get stoned. "There must be some kind of

neuronal pathway in the brain that devel-

oped whether there were cannabis plants

or not," she says.

"We looked at hormones, steroids, glu-

cocorticoids, peptides, and found noth-

ing else that would bind to the site," notes

Howlett, who found the same response

in chickens, turtles, frogs, and trout.

"Cannabinoid binding sites in their brains

were nearly as dense as in later-evolved

mammals. We even found some in fruit

flies." in rats Howlett found the highest

density of cannabinoid receptors in the

cortex and hippocampus (areas of the

brain associated with memory, percep-

tion, and cognition) and in the cerebel-

lum and striatum (both areas associated

with movement).

Miles Herkenham found that the pat-

tern of distribution Howlett saw in rats also

characterized the human brain. The re-

ceptor sites were densest in the hippo-

campus, cerebral cortex, and areas of the

cerebellum. "What really struck me," he

says, "was the front-brain loading. It's sort

of a high-brow receptor." Herkenham was

also impressed by the sheer quantity of

receptors. "The binding sites are incred-

ibly numerous compared with other neu-

rotransmitter systems," he says, "which

suggests they are receptors for an im-

portant, ubiquitous transmitter."

Unraveling the mystery of this ubiqui-

tous pot transmitter will help us under-

stand how humans and other vertebrates

manage the extraordinary juggling act of

living. The chemistry of reefer madness
will give us another way to look inside the

hungry, horny, drowsy, excitable, glad,

anxious, musing, giggly, cogitating, per-

fectly sober brain.DO
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camera, coordination. The company had

developed one precision system able to

perform the delicate task of lifting con-

tact lenses out of plastic molds. Another

system, dexterous enough to pick up vials

from a conveyor belt, was accurate to

within one thousandth of an inch.

While such specialized expertise had

obvious importance in the design of the

FTS, Honeybee had to sweat through a

year of false starts, late-night brainstorm-

ing, and paperwork before winning NASA
selection last March. "When the phone

call finally came, we were hanging by our

collective fingernails," Gorevan recalls.

'And the first thing the Martin Marietta guy

says is, 'How's the weather?' So I said to

him, 'You tell me.'

"

The weather turned out to be fine for

Honeybee. The group cracked open bot-

tles of champagne and launched into a

noisy celebration—the sort of late-night

affair that goes entirely unnoticed in the

din of the downtown scene.

After the party was over, however, the

challenge of solving myriad FTS engi-

neering problems remained. To function

properly in space the FTS must work in

zero g and in conditions that fluctuate

—

sometimes every 45 minutes—between

extremes of brightness, darkness, heat,

and cold. Thus Martin Marietta will test

the robot for tolerance to thermal fluctua-

tions and vibration, as well as overall per-

formance. The hands will be tested by

codesigner and builder Ford Aerospace.

Moreover, to meet the rigorous NASA re-

quirements applied to any piece of

"space-qualified" hardware, the FTS must

be what is called two-fault tolerant: It must

have three backup systems for key op-

erations, so that even if two fail, the robot

will still be able to function.

Although this may make it sound as if

space is an even rougher neighborhood

than the ones in downtown Manhattan, in

reality, says Gorevan, "building in space
is actually highly conducive to the use of

robots because the environment is so

highly structured. The myth about ro-

bots—that they can be some sort of

household helper—is actually much more
difficult to realize because most house-

holds are unstructured."

If the schedule holds, and the engi-

neers finish their designs as planned, a

fully operational FTS will take a test voy-

age aboard a shuttle flight in 1991.

The skyscrapers of Manhattan and the

great bridges at her outer edges bear

mute testimony to the construction chal-

lenges of a bygone century, a romantic

link between past and future not lost on

Gorevan. "The space station is the

Brooklyn Bridge project of this century,"

he says. "It is a great, unprecedented

construction engineering feat with long-

term implications for the future."DO



BY DEBRA RYLL

Face to face with

the wrath

of nature, scientists

risk their lives to

solve the mysteries

of volcanoes

PHOTOGRAPH BY
ERIC MEOLA

Maurice Krafft may be
the closest thing to a

to find outside Holly-

wood. A French geologist

at the volcano center in

Cernay, France, he

has visited almost every

1988
—

"a bad year for

eruptive activity," he

traveled to volcanoes

in Hawaii, Tanzania,

Japan, Indonesia, Costa

Rica, and Reunion,

one of the Mascarene
Islands, east of

Madagascar. Now the

man dubbed Dr. Volcano

wants to ride a lava

flow in a two-person

vehicle resembling the

Gemini space capsule. "I

want to do a really

strange experiment," he
says. "So many people

do stupid things.

Someone jumps off a
mountain in a glider, or a

blind person dee

dives w'"

tank. Everybody is

trying to be the first, the

highest, the deepest,

trying to prove to their

id has observed



tmThis guy ran up to the helicopter and
he had thermal burns on his face from having gotten

too close to erupting fava3

his plans and Jules Verne's novel Jour-

ney to the Center of the Earth. "Verne's

story is stupid," says the concept director

for Reunion's small volcano museum,
which will open next summer, and for a

science center at the foot of the extinct,

600-meter Puy de Dome in central France.

Visitors to the Puy de Dome project, ex-

pected to take five years to complete, will

ride a glass elevator into the volcano to

view inner Earth. The experience will also

include a simulated eruption. "I'm a seri-

ous volcanologist," says Krafft, whose own
journey in a lava flow would be the fulfill-

ment of a childhood dream as well as a

daring—some might say foolhardy—sci-

entific experiment. "We'll measure the

gases and temperature among other

things, from one end of the flow to the other,

something that has never been done."

Krafft proposes that a helicopter drop

his capsule into the lava. At the end of

the flow the air crew will lower a cable

Michigan Technological University volca-

nologist Bill Rose and colleagues (above)

study El Chichon, Mexico's 7,300-foot-high

volcano, which erupted in 1982, spewing hot

gas, rocks, and ash into the atmosphere and
killing more than 2,000 people.
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with a hook on the end, latch it onto the

capsule, and carry the capsule away to

safety. If the aircraft crew can't catch the

lava capsule, Krafft adds, there will be an

escape hatch in the vehicle so he and his

fellow passenger can get out and hook

the cable onto the capsule themselves.

The cone-shaped, enclosed lava craft

will be coated with titanium oxide to pro-

tect it from the lava's high temperature,

which reaches nearly 2200° F The inside

of the capsule will be tiled, like the exte-

rior of the space shuttle, with heat-re-

fracting material. 'And the heat that's not

deflected can be used to refrigerate the

interior," Krafft says. Then, in a sudden

burst of laughter, he adds, "Maybe I'll be

frozen in there! Just imagine the head-

lines: VOLCANOLOGIST FREEZES TO DEATH IN

A LAVA FLOW."

At the Hawaiian Volcano Observatory

(HVO) on the "Big Island" of Hawaii, seis-

mologist Carl Johnson and computer

specialist Tom English chuckle at the

mention of Krafft's plan to navigate a lava

river. "He'd incinerate," Johnson says,

tongue in cheek. 'And even if he didn't,

his corneas would fuse and he wouldn't

be able to see anything. The human an-

imal isn't designed for that kind of envi-

ronment." English counters that "he could

do it for a fraction of a second and have

a helluva time. But I'm sure he's kidding."

The two men look at each other and

grin. They both know Krafft and realize

he might indeed be serious.

Few volcanologists, of course, are likely

to book a seat in Krafft's craft. "He takes

more risks than I ever would," says HVO
head scientist Tom Wright. Like other vol-

canologists studying the geology of vol-

canoes from conception to extinction,

Wright works in the field with active and

even erupting volcanoes. But these re-

searchers also use computer programs,

tomography, infrared photography, re-

mote sensing, and other technological

tools to study volcanoes. Indeed, HVO
scientists have developed and refined

most of the techniques employed by vol-

cano observatories around the world.

Still, volcanology attracts its share of

risk takers and thrill seekers, as well as

the occasional wacko, admits volcanol-

ogist Dave Pieri at the Jet Propulsion

Laboratory in Pasadena, California. "On

my last visit to Hawaii this guy ran up to

the helicopter to help me unload my
equipment, and he had thermal burns on

his face and big burn holes in his jacket

from having gotten too close to the lava."

At Volcano National Park's Thomas A.

Jaggar Museum, adjacent to HVO, the

charred flight suit and melted boots of a

geologist who also got too close—but

lived—are a chilling reminder that, al-

though rare, volcano accidents do hap-

pen. "We like to let geologists get as close

as possible to an eruption, but we don't

like our people fried," Johnson says.

Volcanic eruptions are one of nature's

most violent forms of evolution. Skin

eruptions in the crust of an adolescent

planet, volcanoes are rooted in the

boundaries of geological structures

called tectonic plates and fed by myste-

rious "hot spots" where magma pools in

bubbling reservoirs, "There are roughly

six hundred active volcanoes around the

world, and about ten percent of the

world's population, some three hundred

and sixty million people, live on or near

potentially dangerous ones," says geol-

ogist Robert Tilling of the United States

Geological Survey (USGS). "During the

Eighties we've witnessed the worst pe-

riod of volcanic hazards since 1902, when

volcano observatories were first estab-

lished. In this decade there have already

been four major volcanic disasters: Mount

St. Helens in 1980, Mexico's El Chichon



and Java's Galunggung in 1982, and

Colombia's Nevado del Ruiz in 1985- In-

creased earthquakes, ground swelling,

and other geological activity at Long Val-

ley in California, Campi Flegrei ["Burning

Fields"] in Italy, and Rabaui in Papua New
Guinea have caused considerable con-

cern among scientists,"

Thousands of eruptive vents have been

active during the last 30 million to 40 mil-

lion years in the Cascades, the mountain

range that cuts through Oregon and

Washington. But media star Mount St.

Helens is the one against which all others

are measured, at least for this decade.

"Since 1981, St. Helens's eruptions have

been relatively nonexplosive events in

which magma rises at a rate we can

monitor, and we can predict when it's

most likely to erupt through the surface,"

says geologist Steve Brantley of USGS's

Cascades Volcano Observatory in Van-

couver, Washington. "The slickest thing

we've done is design computer software

to display various data in real time. I can

call it up right now and tell you, for ex-

ample, whether the cracks on the top of

the lava dome are expanding or if there

are bursts of gas from the dome."

While scientists study every sign of ac-

tivity in Mount St. Helens, local residents

go about their business at .the shopping

mall adjacent to the Cascades Observ-

atory, and trout fishermen cast lures into

mirror-smooth crater lakes. Beneath the

lakes, huge plates of the earth's crust,

miles thick, collide and melt, becoming

the molten magma that will eventually

erupt through the surface. 'And the longer

the magma rests, the longer it has to ac-

cumulate gas and become more explo-

sive," says USGS volcanologist Roy Bai-

ley. Fortunately, the process is slow, he

adds, explaining that "in most places, the

plates move only one or two inches per

year—about the speed of cold tar."

Measuring anything in the earth is a

challenge, however. 'And it's especially

difficult with volcanoes, where things are

out of sight and out of reach," says Chris

Newhall of USGS. "Still, HVO scientists

track volcanoes remarkably well."

HVO's dense network of seismo-

graphs detects even the slightest earth-

quake. Its tiltmeters measure micro-

scopic shifts in the volcano floor. Drilling

rigs probe dormant craters to study cool-

ing rates. Time-lapse cameras record

eruptions. And NASA flyovers paint

thermal pictures of lava flows. The sci-

entists also analyze the distribution of

"vog," the sky-darkening clouds of va-

por, dust, and ash emitted during erup-

tions. The experts examine the chemical

makeup, structure, electrical current, and

magnetic properties of rocks from 5 sec-

onds to 5 million years old. Once a year

these researchers measure the supertri-

angle formed by the Mauna Loa, Huala-

lai, and Kilauea volcanoes. And using

electronic ranging devices, they period-

ically record the changes in the distance

between the peaks.

Carl Johnson and Tom English are more

interested in tracking the movement of

magma before it reaches the surface.

Their forte is real-time (or nearly instan-

taneous) processing of data on the

sounds and vibrations of even a seem-

ingly insignificant earthquake. "Their work

is a stunning advance in volcano moni-

toring," Bailey says.

Originally developed by Johnson and

others at Caltech to study earthquakes,

HVO's computer program analyzes

10,000 seismic samples per second.

Having gone online just last year, it can

pinpoint the location of an earthquake,

one of the most reliable precursors of a

volcanic eruption, within 30 seconds. "It's

a process that once took as long as ten

or twenty minutes," English says. 'And I

don't think there's anyone in the world who
can beat our time."

HVO's elaborate network of electronic

sensors records swarms of tiny earth-

quakes and their vibrations, which travel

outward in concentric circles. The data

are radioed to the observatory's twin

computers, nicknamed after the Ha-

waiian gods Kane and Lono. From there,

the information progresses to a Sun corn-

Living on the Big Island of Hawaii,

where Kilauea Volcano erupts almost

constantly, artist Stephen Lang trans-

forms molten, 2200° lava into gleam-

ing, black sculpture, iridescent in me-
tallic blue and purple. From thimble-

size bowls to face masks and 55-

pound monoliths, even plates and
eating utensils, each piece is formed
within minutes at the lava flows.

Lang works much like a glass-

maker. Depending on the. size of the

vessel he's creating, he dips a stick

or tog into the lava, twisting and turn-

ing it so the lava gathers and adheres

to the end. For a "gather," Lang ex-

plains, he removes the hardening skin

from an oozing toe at the loot of a fava

flow. He uses a shovel to scoop up
the viscous, orange, "goopy, peanut-

butter-like substance," known as pa~

hoehoe; spins it in the air like a pizza;

rolls it on a rock or on wood; adds

more lava; turns, pushes, and ham-
mers his creation into shape. Then he

packs his work in a five-gallon metal

bucket. Cushioned in layers of perlite,

.it cools evenly over a period of 12 to

14 hours, "The real trick is to keep the

buckets from swinging against my
legs as I hike out," he notes.

"My early pieces were cruder than

my more recent work. I was trying to

somehow keep them true to their na-

ture, to allow the crudeness to be their

beauty. Now 1 want the lava to teach

me what it does best. I start off with

a sense of the shape and size, but 1

never know what the finished piece

will look like."

Backpacking a mobile studio that

includes a metal pick, saw, shovel,

buckets, handmade fools, and sticks,

Lang treks across several miles of

hardening lava to hisworkplace "The

terrain is so convoluted," he says.

"There are no flat surfaces or guar-

anteed, footholds. I've fallen through

as much as two feet, which can be a

problem ii the air trapped below the

surface is still hot."

The lava near the ocean, Lang has

found, develops a leatherlike con-

sistency and remains workable longer.

But tourists, undaunted by signs that

warn of the danger, frequent the

shoreline, and Lang prefers working

in solitude. He's happy, however, to

have a partner at Kupaianaha, the

football-field -size lava lake that spews
more than 2 million cubic feet of mol-

ten magma per day. There he has to

watch out for falling trees in forests

consumed by fire and sometimes he

must quickly move equipment to avoid

an oncoming lava flow. "I have to be

extremely attentive while I'm dancing

around the lava," says Lang, whose
clothes Include high-top sneakers,

blue jeans, long-sleeve shirts, safety

glasses, welder's gloves,-and.a duck-

bill hat. "I constantly rotisserie myself

as I work because the side of my body
closest to the heat gets much warmer
than the other side."

Lang has mefted a lot. of shoes and
his pants once caught on fire. On an-

other occasion, when he jammed a
hollow tree stump through hardening

lava, "gas blew up through the log like

a blowtorch and burned the hair on my
face," he recalls, ft got so hot, In fact,

he tore off all his clothes and lay down
in a charred forest to cool off.

"Having grown up in Fresno, Cali-

fornia, I have always 'loved the heat,"

says Lang, who's resided in Hawaii

since 1974 but didn't begin working

with molten, lava until 1986. "Some-.,

times, when I haven't been out in the

field for a month, ! run and spin around

before I start to work and let the heat

revive me."—Debra Ryll DO



puter workstation (dubbed Pele, after the

Hawaiian goddess who, it is said, lives in

the volcanoes) and then to a network of

Macintosh and Amiga microcomputers.
At the entrance to the lab a monitor in-

termittently flashes X's on a map of Ki-

lauea's southwest flank, demonstrating

HVO's tracking system, "It's like a de-

mocracy," Johnson explains. "The com-
puter is taking a poll and every station in

the network has one vote. If enough sta-

tions agree, the computer determines
where the earthquake occurred. In fact,

the center of the earthquake is pin-

pointed before the event has even trig-

gered the farthest stations."

As Johnson speaks, one X flashes per-

sistently on a

nearby monitor.

"It's insisting, /

heard something,

and the computer
is arguing, No, you
didn't," he says.

"The software has
a built-in coher-
ence filter: It can
distinguish be-
tween a real earth-

quake and the

sound of someone
beating on a seis-

mograph with a

stick or a wild pig

or people walking

or traffic, the surf,

the wind.

"Previously, sci-

entists could only

hear rocks crack-

ing," Johnson con-

tinues. "We oper-

ated at a disad-

vantage because
we couldn't see in-

side the earth." But

seismic tomogra-
phy now allows
them to view a vol-

cano's plumbing
through computer
imaging much the

way CT scans
analyze a person's

from the eastern side of Kilauea.

At Jet Propulsion Laboratory however,

Dave Pieri won't settle for anything less

than a real-time window on the entire

planet. "I've studied volcanoes from many
levels, including the most intimate, where
you're crawling around on your hands and
knees, afraid you'll fall in," Pieri says. 'And

to me, it makes more sense to study vol-

canoes and other big features and dan-
gerous events from space."

As part of NASAs Land Processes
Program for observing terrestrial events
from space, Pieri's JPL team studies vol-

canoes from a converted cargo plane.

The airborne volcano observatory is

equipped with an arsenal of equipment,
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bones. "We can still only see structures

a couple kilometers wide. It's like coloring

with a thick crayon," Johnson says. "But
we are seeing relics of chambers and
conduits for new connections."

If HVO seismology fellow Phyllis Ho-
Liu's tomography work survives scrutiny,

the scientists are also seeing the size,

shape, and location of molten magma
chambers below Kilauea. By analyzing

hundreds of small earthquakes and
measuring the velocity and amplitude
of seismic waves in relation to one an-

other, Ho-Liu has mapped formations that

appear to be shallow reservoirs of

magma. These pools exist where scien-

tists predicted (but could never prove)

them to be: in the tectonic rifts radiating

including a thematic mapper simulator

that acts like a camera to create digital

images. An advanced imaging scanner
takes "snapshots" of very hot rocks, and
a thermal infrared multispectral scanner
determines the age, composition, and
temperature of cooler rocks. "The instru-

ments are sensitive to fractions of a de-
gree," Pieri says. "But I want to collect

data via unmanned satellites."

Satellites' infrared sensors pick up the

thermal characteristics of the earth's sur-

face, and their ultraviolet detectors deter-

mine the volume of lava and the distri-

bution of gases in the atmosphere. "But

developments in satellite geodesy [the

precise measurement of Earth's surface]

may cause a revolution in the study of

volcanoes' surface deformation," Pieri

says. Directed toward a small mirror on
the ground, a laser beam would bounce
back to the satellite, he explains. The dis-

tance between the satellite and the mirror

could then be determined. Any differ-

ence from previous measurements would
indicate a change in the earth's surface.

Routine, precise calculations could de-
tect changes within a couple of inches.

Moreover, Pieri says, "EOS [NASAs
Earth Orbiting System, scheduled for

launch in 1996] will contain every known
remote sensing device, all of them oper-

ating in tandem or in concert and provid-

ing whole Earth coverage every two
days." The closest technology to that now

is Landsat, an ex-

pensive venture
that Pieri consid-

ers unworkable for

"transient phe-
nomena" like vol-

canic eruptions. "If

I were to request a
Landsat image of

an erupting vol-

cano, they would
fall all over them-

selves laughing.

Then they'd tell me
to wait six months.

And then they'd

ask for'my gold
MasterCard."

Orbiting Earth at

an altitude of 512

miles, "EOS will be
affordable and
more responsive,"

Pieri says. 'And as

we accumulate a
database, we'll be
able to determine

long-term trends."

Hoping to per-

suade NASA to es-

tablish priorities

that will override

routine observa-
tions, he adds, "If

a volcano is ready

I to erupt, I want to—-1 know now. I want
to be able to target other instruments on
it and get the data out to the scientific

community fast."

Pieri is also excited about NASAs Earth

Sciences Geostationary Platform, an-

other data collector that may be launched

next decade. "Eventually five such plat-

forms—three American, one Japanese,
and one European—will orbit the earth at

altitudes of forty thousand kilometers

[about 24,855 miles] and continuously

observe the entire planet," he says. "The
images might not be as clear and pre-

cise as those from EOS, but data will be-

gin accumulating the second any geo-
logical event begins."

Despite the development of aerial

monitoring, most volcanic activity occurs
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Ravings of a madman or

prophecies of a brilliant scientist? Our

children's children, this computer

expert predicts, will be superintelligent

robots, able to choose the form

they take and their place in the universe

irUTERVIEUU

He's convinced that if he lives to be ninety-five he'll live

forever. Now forty-one years old, Hans Moravec ex-

pects that in 50 years his body and brain will be trans-

ferred into a computer and he'll be immortal. In fact, Moravec

would really rather be a computer right now. Specifically he'd

like to be a robot. A robot is just a computer equipped with

some very sophisticated input and output devices: sensors,

claspers, curb feelers, and whatnot. Moravec has designed the

exact type of robot he'd like to be: a "bush robot."

As its name implies, a bush robot looks like a bush. Its arms

branch out into hands, the hands into fingers. The fingers them-

selves separate into even smaller fingers, which subdivide into

others. The process continues until the minifingers are tiny and

delicate enough to manipulate individual cells. Each of these

minifingers—billions of them—would contain its own sensors,

enabling the conscious mind of the robot to have the godlike

capacity to experience and manipulate billions of things simul-

taneously. Compared to an advanced bush robot, humans are

a hobbled and backward species. As far as Moravec is con-

cerned, anyone in his right mind ought to want to become such

a robot, the sooner the better.

Moravec has even figured out a way to do it—a process

called downloading. In computer science, downloading means

transferring information from one computer to another. For Mor-

avec, the human brain is a biological computer, and the human

mind or personality is a complex pattern of information inside

the brain. The "self" is just software—a collection of programs

operating in the brain. So every last bit of that information, he

says, could be extracted and downloaded to a more ad-

vanced, nonbiological computer outside the body: the person's
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memories, emotions, intellect, talents all

deposited into a faster, more powerful

mainframe that would then, in fact, be-

come that person.

Once liberated from its former prison

inside the brain, the downloaded "per-

son" confronts endless possibilities. You

could be sent via modem to another city

in a matter of seconds. You could be

faxed to a distant planet, star, or galaxy.

"Perhaps," Moravec says, "you'd undergo

some experiences at the remote location

and then, if you'd like, take your new state

of mind, beam it back and incorporate it

with whatever experiences you've been

undergoing at this end." Or you could be

equipped with the body of a bush robot

and set loose upon the universe at large.

But in any of these schemes, so long as

the computer in question kept operating

you'd never have to die. Even if there were

a power outage you'd have several

backup copies of yourself precisely for

that eventuality.

The ravings of a madman'? No. Hans
Moravec is as sane and well trained a

scientist as they come. He got his Ph.D.

in computer science from Stanford, where

he studied with the legendary artificial in-

telligence (Al) pioneer John McCarthy.

Today Moravec is director of the Mobile

Robot Laboratory at Carnegie-Mellon

University in Pittsburgh. And Moravec is

entirely serious about his downloading

scenario. He explained it all in detail in

his 1988 book Mind Children: The Future

of Robot and Human Intelligence.

Moravec has been mentally inhabiting

the future since he was young. Born in

Austria in 1948, he built his first robot at

age four. With the pegs, blocks, and pul-

leys of a wood-block construction kit, he

assembled a little dancing man. That's

not a man. It's just some blocks, he re-

members thinking at the time. But it acts

like a man!
After his family emigrated to Canada,

Moravec started building computers- Al-

though he'd never seen one, he'd read

enough about them to design a few. One
was made from radio tubes, another tran-

sistors, and a third from rubberbands and

strings. Moravec was also a big science-

fiction fan, and his favorite protagonists

were intelligent machines that outwitted

their human creators. He's been trying to

build such a machine ever since.

Finally, at the Stanford Artificial Intelli-

gence Laboratory, Moravec got his

chance, building a series of robots. The
first was Cart, an automatic car. Then
there was a trio of others named after the

outer planets: Pluto, Neptune, and Ura-

nus. Unfortunately none worked as well

as the mind children that Moravec was
already envisioning.

Cart took five hours to cross a room

under its own steam. "Mechanically it was

a pile of junk," its inventor admits. Today,

at Carnegie-Melbn, Moravec's new-wave

robot, Uranus, can sprint sideways across

a room in a matter of seconds. But that's
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about all it can do, which has led some
observers to talk of a "promise-perfor-

mance gap," a yawning chasm between

what Al researchers have glowingly pre-

dicted ("human equivalence in ten years")

and what they have managed to pro-

duce in their laboratories.

Moravec, however, is not discouraged

by promise-performance complaints or

doubters. It's only a matter of time, he

says, until some of his robotic children

not only walk, talk, and think but end up

displacing the human species, after a

contest for survival of the fittest.

Snug, warm, and comfortable in his

Carnegie-Mellon office— outfitted with a

refrigerator, microwave, toaster oven, rice

cooker, two TV sets, a VCR, and four

Macintosh computers—Moravec was in-

terviewed by Ed Regis. Although Mora-

vec seems fundamentally dissatisfied

with humans as they are, the scientist was,

Regis observed, one of the happiest in-

dividuals he'd ever met.

'•You'll be able to

trade parts with other people:

mental parts. If

I covet your writing skills,

I might bargain

with you over how much I

could buy them for

or what of yours you'd traded

Omni: You have no doubt that machines

are superior to people. Where does this

idea come from?

Moravec: I've always liked being able to

do as much as possible. And in the sci-

ence-fiction stories I read as a kid, ma-
chines were able to do more than people.

A.E. Van Vogt's The World of Null-A was
written in 1948 and was based on the first

generation of giant computers. I really

liked this machine that was obviously

smarter than people. Here were these

people pathetically trying to think straight

and this machine was doing it in spades
and a thousand times faster! It was really

nice to have the expanded possibilities

the machine provided. The largest ele-

ment in my "evaluation function
1

' about

whether things are good or bad is whether

you're able to do more things. If the ma-
chine can do more things, which it could

in the story, then it should be harnessed

and caged.

Omni: Maybe that works in fiction, but how
about in the real world?

Moravec: You don't have to look far to see

that earth-moving machinery can dig

better than people, airplanes fly better,

boats go through the water faster. It's a

very small extension to the idea that it's

possible to make a computer that can

think better than a person.

Omni: How did you first get the down-

loading idea for transferring a human
mind into a robot?

Moravec: In high school I had this friend

named Ken Simonelis who often raised

questions just to annoy me. Once his

claim was, "I don't believe a robot can

have a mind like a human." He wasn't ar-

guing that it was spirit that made it differ-

ent. There was just some mechanical

reason you couldn't make a robot that

thought and behaved like a person.

I thought, Suppose you're a human
being and your heart stops beating? Well,

they put in a pacemaker. Similarly, if a

given piece of your brain stops working,

why not replace it with an artificial part?

Let's say you did this bit by bit until even-

tually you replaced the whole brain. Then

you replaced the body, part by part, with

the body of a robot. Finally what you've

got is a robot with all the characteristics

of the original person. That was the orig-

inal idea.

Omni: Just because an idea is possible,

must we try to realize it?

Moravec: If you have a really neat idea, I

think you should do it because it will open

up new vistas for you. If you have a few

pounds of plutonium [laughter]— hey, go

ahead! The Manhattan Project was
caught up in that.

Omni: "Technically sweet," they call it.

Moravec: Right. That was the hydrogen

bomb. That was [Edward] Teller and

[Stanislaw] Ulam. And / can see it! How
can you possibly go around with this idea

burning a hole in your pocket and not try

it? At least just once! Besides that, if you

pull it off, what things might it make pos-

sible? It's like if there's a hill or a fence:

You've got to climb over it.

Omni: If you replaced each neuron with

something like a transistor, would it still

be the same person afterward?

Moravec: That's like a question about a

metaphysical thing that can't be meas-

ured. So what you can ask is, "Will this

person treat his family or friends in the

same way he used to, or will he do his job

just as well?" And the answer is yes to all

of those questions. Every important func-

tion you can apply to the person is the

same. So I'd say, yes, in that functional

sense it's the same person. There are still

differences. If you give this person a CT
scan, of course, you'll get a different re-

sult. That would affect other people dif-

ferently. The neurosurgeon who unsus-

pectingly put this person into a CT
scanner might die of a heart attack!

Omni: Okay, what's your bush robot going

to be like?

Moravec: If you had a superintelligent

machine you'd want to give it superior

ability to physically deal with the world.

Looking at living things, you find that hu-

mans seem to have the best general-pur-
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pose system for dealing with the world. It

involves our hands, which happen to be

composed of fingers. The hands are at-

tached to arms, the arms to bodies. This

two-level branching system is a large part

of our dexterity. We can position our

hands anywhere and, by using our fin-

gers, apply grasping forces at that loca-

tion. But there are many things that hands

can't do. They can't hold seven things at

once and are limited in the fineness of

their manipulations. But all of this can be

solved if you just carry the idea of a trunk,

limbs, and fingers a lot further If your fin-

gers had fingers, and if those fingers

themselves had fingers, and so on, then

ultimately you could hold billions of things

at once.

The net effect is a machine that can,

by touch, get an instantaneous picture of

the world better than the picture we get

through eyes because a billion fingers is

more than the number of light-sensitive

cells in the retina. The robot could also

affect the world in an equivalent^ high-

data-rate way. It could do a billion things

at once, including taking a nervous sys-

tem, or whole surface of a nervous sys-

tem, and feeling out thousands of mil-

lions of neurons simultaneously.

Omni: So the robot's fingers will "read"

the data off our brain cells and enter that

data into a waiting computer?

Moravec: The bush robot's billions of little
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fingers will feel out the brain's surface,

making electrical, even chemical con-

nections with the surfaces of many neu-

rons at once. These little fingers will feed

back neuronal signals to a big computer

that will simulate these signals. Gradually

the robot's fingers work their way down
into your brain, layer by layer, tearing off

little bits of neurons and passing them

back in a little bucket brigade. In the

meantime they'd maintain ail the func-

tions of the neurons they've removed.

Omni: In the process, isn't your brain

being systematically destroyed?

Moravec: Your brain is being destroyed

and replaced by a computer simulation,

but your train of thought is not inter-

rupted. You're able to have a conversa-

tion while this is going on. You're able to

say, "Yes, I'm still here. I can see the scale

on the output of this computer displaying

what fraction of my brain has already

been removed, but it feels exactly the

same as it did a moment ago."

Omni: So the portion of the person that's

still biological can access the data re-

moved from the neurons and transferred

to the memory of the external computer?

Moravec: Right. The brain and computer

are working together until finally you've

gone through the entire brain. At that

point, your whole brain is replaced by a

computer simulation.

Omni: What's it going to be like?

Moravec: The best analogy right now is

probably telepresence. Suppose you put

on this nice helmet, which has really great

TV screens to look at. Suppose there's a

robot somewhere else in the room with

TV cameras for eyes, and its eyes are

connected to the screens in your helmet.

You see what it sees. When you turn your

head, it turns its head, so you instantly

have the illusion that your center of con-

sciousness is two inches behind the ro-

bot's camera. This has been done, and

it's a completely vivid and realistic expe-

rience. You put this helmet on, look

around. Where are you? You're tele-

ported into the robot's head, and your

sensation of consciousness is there now.

A downloaded consciousness will be

something like that.

Omni: What happens to the person's old,

biological body after the downloading has

been completed?

Moravec: Whatever the person wants.

Assuming this is a voluntary operation and

you fully accept that such a transfer pre-

served the person, and all their projects,

desires, and dependents would be just

as well served by this new form as be-

fore, then it would be perfectly reason-

able to neatly dispose of the original.

Omni: But what would you look like?

Moravec: You're going to be much more

flexible in your appearance because you

can change your body and be in several

places at once. Any of the limits you now
have—one person, one body, one
shape—will simply be meaningless. You'll

be able to transport yourself through

communication links—to go from one
phone to another and load yourself into a
body at the other end of the line. There
are many other possibilities.

Omni: Suppose everyone you knew
opted for this downloading? How would

you recognize them afterward?

Moravec: Well, it could be a problem be-

cause one implication of this technology

is that you'll almost certainly be able to

trade parts with other people. I mean
trade mental parts. If I covet your writing

skills then I might bargain with you.

Omni: What if you downloaded yourself

into a computer and then decided you
wanted your body back?
Moravec: In a world where things that now
seem difficult will be trivial, you'll presum-
ably be able to clone a new body for

yourself. It might be fully biological, in-

cluding the brain, and you could have that

brain configured with your old memories
and so forth.

Omni: So you could get the old body back
if you changed your mind?
Moravec: Or a facsimile of it.

Omni: What's the point of doing this

downloading to begin with?

Moravec: Whether or not we do it, there

are going to be intelligent robots in the

future who will design robots that are even

more intelligent—much more intelligent

than we are. These robots will be doing

immensely interesting things and getting

the benefits from them, but I won't!

They'll be exploring the boundaries of

the universe, of mathematics, and all the

other things I'm interested in. They'll be
getting answers to questions I can only

fuzzily dream about. They'll be able to

preserve me, immortal, without any trou-

ble. But it won't do me any good, be-

cause the robots are going to come back
with things I can't possibly understand,

my brain being as small as it is. So maybe
I'd like to join them. Frankly, this was more
of an issue when I was younger. As I ma-
ture, personal immortality is not that im-

portant to me anymore. But I do have a
kind of paternal feeling for these potential

robots. I want them to do well.

Omni: So you want to do this not to help

people but to help robots?

Moravec: To help our descendants, yes.

Omni: Meaning the robots?

Moravec: Well, yeah.

Omni: What's the timetable for all this?

Moravec: Fifty years. That calculation is

based on a comparison of the part of the

vertebrate nervous system best under-

stood—the retina—with computer visual

programs, which are among the best

understood parts of future robots. In that

comparison, I find that a retina is worth

about a billion computations per second,

the equivalent of a Cray supercomputer.
The nervous system, by extrapolation, is

capable of about ten trillion computa-
tions per second. That's at least a thou-

sand times more powerful than any com-
puter now in existence. But computers
are growing in power a thousandfold

every twenty years. There are enough
developments in research laboratories to

sustain this growth for at least the twenty

to forty years required to achieve this op-

eration level. At that time, the machinery
will be powerful enough to support a hu-

man intellect.

Omni: Might robots wage war against us,

or maybe even each other?

Moravec: Yes, I imagine that really op-

posing intentions [forces] could escalate

to things wed recognize as wars. But

these things could be averted more often

than they have been in human history.

Aggressive, protective, territorial in-

stincts were terribly important to humans
in the past, and that's why we still have
them. In modern contexts these instincts

are often inappropriate. There's no rea-

son to kill your neighbor because his chil-

dren broke your window. But this hap-

pens in current society. Although we're un-

able to change these things in ourselves,

in this future world robots will be able to

edit out overly aggressive behavior.

Omni: They could do the opposite, too,
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iThe tiny

llage of Elmwood in northern

Wisconsin just

may be the new hot spot for UFOsJ

Eh
The village of Elm-
wood lies nestled in a
valley surrounded by

the rolling hills and
verdant farmland of

northern Wisconsin.

Life for the 1,000 in-

habitants of this tiny

hamlet, however, is not

as uneventful as it

might seem. Accord-
ing to Mayor Larry

Feiler, Elmwood has

for 20 years been at-

tracting unexpected
visitors—not tourists

but UFOs. Business-

man and UFO inves-

tigator Tom Weber,
who hopes to make
contact with the craft,

says town residents

have reported about

300 sightings so far.

Doris Wheeler, for

instance, remembers
the night in 1974 when
her late husband, George, changed from a confirmed UFO
skeptic to a believer. Returning from his shift of police duty

in Elmwood, he told Doris that a brightly lit, silent craft had
soared off a hill toward his car, scaring him so badly that he
dived into a ditch. A year later Doris picked up George's

voice on her police radio scanner. He was at a nearby lime-

stone quarry, he said, and he screamed, "Oh, God, it's an-

other UFO!" Driving quickly to the spot, Doris found her hus-

band leaning against his car; so incoherent and terrified that

he had to be hospitalized.

George Wheeler later described his encounter with a sau-

cer-shaped object that had landed on a hillside. "He said

he approached the ship until a blue light flashed at him,"

Doris claims. "But he never recalled what happened next."

That same year, Elmwood housewife Carol Forster and
her three small children were driving about three miles from

home when they noticed what looked like an unusually bright

star, "Suddenly it landed," Forster says. "It was two car
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lengths ahead, oval-

shaped, and covered

the whole road."

As word of Wheel-
er's and Forster's ex-

periences spread
through the commu-
nity, more Elmwood
natives came forward

withtales of their own.

"At least twenty-five

very reputable peo-
ple have come to me
personally about
sightings;" says Mayor
Feiler. 'And I'm not

talking about lights in

the sky."

Elmwood's citizens

seem to be taking their

reputation as a UFO
mecca in stride. For

the past ten years
they've held a three-

day festival each July

called UFO Days.
Weber hopes to raise

$50 million for Elmwood's own UFO landing site. "Scientists

will be on Gall," he says, in case "contact is established,"

UFO skeptic and aviation journalist Phil Klass questions

the real motivation behind Elmwood's interest in flying sau-

cers: "If somebody asked me how to make a tiny town no-

body has ever heard of internationally famous, I'd say, An-
nounce that you're going to build a landing site for UFOs.

1 "

But Donald Schmitt codirector of the Chicago-based
Center for UFO Studies, insists that Elmwood is a genuine
hot spot for UFO activity. He notes, however, that building a
UFO airport is not the best way to find out who or what is

behind she mysterious craft. "Money needs to be put intq

other kinds of serious scientific research," Schmitt explains.

Unlike Weber, Schmitt doesn't assume that whatever keeps
turning up in the skies and hills of Elmwood is friendly. "We
shouldn't be so quick to welcome space brothers to our

world" he says. "What if they turn out to be a malevolent

force?"—SHERRY BAKER



According to the Chinese

newspaper Women's Daily,

teenage girls in southern

China's remote Jiangxi prov-

ince are killing themselves-

in record numbers—not

because they necessarily

want to end their existence

but because they want to live

new lives. The peasant

youngsters, Women's Daily

reports, hope they will be

reincarnated as sophisti-

cated, worldly women. So far

50 girls have committed

suicide by drowning in order
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to hasten their next lives.

Psychiatrist and suicide

researcher Lucy Davidson of

Atlanta says, "If a person

believed strongly that they

were simply moving from one
life into another, it might

make it easier for some peo-

ple to take their lives."

Michael Talbot, author of

Your Past Lives: A Reincar-

nation Handbook (Harmony
Books}, has another point

of view. Serious students of

reincarnation, he says,

would never consider suicide

a way to be born into a

better life. In fact, according

to the evidence, he notes,

"people don't wake up on the

other side with our problems

gone. We have to come
back and face exactly the

same lessons precisely

where they left them off."

University of Toronto Medi-

cal School neurophysiologist

and psychiatrist Joel Whitton,

whose book Life Between
Lives (Doubleday) describes

how souls supposedly spend
the period between incarna-

tions, agrees. "Everything

we know about reincarna-

tion:—from the Egyptian

Book of the Dead to the writ-

ings of the Theosophists

right up to present-day re-

search—tells us that anyone

who kills himself will wind

up in his next life in the same
circumstances. It may be
nature's way of giving us an-

other opportunity to get it

right," he says. "Unfortunately

the young Chinese women
who are committing suicide

have the wrong idea, and
they are in for a surprise in

their next life. They are going

to end up right where they

started."—Sherry Baker

Have you ever felt you

could read your mate's mind?

Do you feel you've always

known each other?

You maybe "soul mates,"

predestined lovers paired

through as many as 25 or 30
lives spanning thousands

of years. That, at least, is the

view of Dick Sutphen, author

of You Were Born Again to

Be Together.

'All of our important rela-

tionships are soul mates,

really," Sutphen says. 'A lover

in this lifetime might have

been your parent, child, sib-

ling, best friend, or worst

enemy in past lives. Before

birth the two of you worked
out who will play which part in

this incarnation and what

lessons you will try to master."

But Herbert J. Freudenber-

ger, a New York clinical

psychologist for 33 years,

has doubts. Even if reincar-

nation were proven, he says,

the soul mate concept is

"not something I'd promote."

"Truly unconditional love,"

he says, "is blind and un-

healthy. It leaves one open to

pain and makes one vulnera-

ble to a person who may
not be on the up-and-up.

Recognizing faults and loving

in spite of them, on the

other hand, can lead to a
healthy love. You don't have

to go through sixteen lifetimes

to get that feeling."

Interested? Write to Sut-

phen at Box 38, Malibu,

CA 90265.—Peggy Noonan

"in secret we met—In silence

I grieve, that thy heart could

forget, thy spirit deceive."
—Lord Byro)



The famous Selbyville,

Delaware, swamp monster of

1964 has now been exposed
as a man in a monster suit.

Actually, it was two men
in monster suits. Mark Op-
sasnick, a Maryland social

worker; and Mark Chorvinsky,

editor of Strange Magazine,

broke open the case last

summer while researching

stories for the book Monsters

of Maryland.

Venturing across the

Delaware border one day,

the two researchers decided

to track down Bruce Scott,

who was named as a witness

in the original Wilmington

Morning News swamp-mon-
ster story 24 years before.

When they found him, Scott,

now forty-two, immediately

came clean. He never saw
the monster, he said; he was
the monster. With a Hallow-

een mask and a raggedy old

co.at, he and his teenage

friends had managed to

scare a group of girls sitting

by the swamp on the out-

skirts of Selbyville. "My friends

would make noises and
shake the bushes," says Scott,

who appeared at the swamp,
until "the guns came out."

The other swamp monster

of Selbyville was Freddie

Stevens. The researchers

tracked down Stevens, now
fifty, who explained that

the late Ralph Grapperhauf,

then editor of the Delmarna

News and a known practical

joker, had asked him to

dress up as the swamp mon-
ster and pose for a picture

in his paper. Stevens did so,

wearing a mask and his

aunt's raccoon coat. "We
pulled it off real good," says

Stevens, who still dresses

up now and then, but only for

official occasions like Hallow-

een parades.

"The whole town took it

seriously," says Qpsasnick

"The monster has been a

local legend for the past

twenty-four years, with sight-

ings reported almost yearly.

It never really died out, even
though a lot of people ob-

viously knew what was going

on."—Patrick Huyghe

It isn't surprising, claim the

skeptics, that people report

leaving the body and jour-

neying through a tunnel

to paradise while clinically

dead. Because of our cultural

conditioning and religious

heritage, that's just the expe-

rience one would expect
them to hallucinate under

the circumstances.

But what if children too

young to conceptualize

death provide identical re-

ports? That's the issue re-

cently raised by psychiatrist

Raymond Moody, who

launched the scientific study

of the near-death experience

(NDE) in 1975 with his book

Life After Life. In his latest

book, The Light Beyond., the

psychiatrist-tumed-philoso-

pher writes on classic NDEs
reported by kids. "Even at

early ages, as early as six

months, children report

the same symptoms in their

NDEs as do adults from

all cultures," he says.

Moody's first such case
was reported by a nine-year-

old boy in Georgia, who
nearly died from cardiac fail-

ure. When coaxed, the boy
claimed that he had floated

out of his body and watched
the doctors pushing on his

chest. Then he traveled

down a dark tunnel where
several angels, glowing with

light, greeted him. A brilliant

pastoral scene enveloped

him, but the child was or-

dered back to his body de-

spite his desire to stay

"The near-death experi-

ences of children give better

evidence for a life after

death than those that occur

in older people," concludes

the psychiatrist. "They

haven't had time to be deeply

influenced by the cultural

material they are rapidly

becoming surrounded by."

Some researchers, how-

ever, point to a flaw in

Moody's thinking. Psycholo-

gist Susan Blackmore of

the University of Bristol's Brain

and Perception Laboratory,

for instance, believes the

sensations associated with

the NDE might be generated

by the brain. 'And if the

experience results from

physiological processes
within the. brain," she points

out, "then the specific age of

the witness might not be
relevant."— D. Scott Rogo

"It is dangerous to. mention

ropes in the house ofa man
who was hanged."
—Cristobal de Castell'ejo

"The dying are slowly being

recked away from us and
wrapped up into death, that

eternal place."

—Anne Sexton
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There's always been bad

blood between Oakland

and San Francisco. Now a

sea monster has strained the

relationship further still.

The flap began some
months back when a flyer

passed out in the Bay Area
described a serpent in

Oakland's Lake Merritt. A
photo on the flyer showed a

smudgy, snakelike shape

swimming at the lake's sur-

face. "Nessie's younger

kin lives right here in the

beautiful Lake," the flyer pro-

claimed. "The sightings

are becoming frequent and
soon the secret will be out."

Subsequent flyers detailed

"pandemonium" caused by

the sightings. "The hunt

for Okie, that mysterious

monster in Oakland's Lake

Merritt, intensifies," one flyer

insisted. Another announced
a $50,000 reward for anyone

producing an authentic

photograph or videotape of

the creature.

Who produced the flyers?
'

Rex Burress, a naturalist

working at Lake Merritt, sug-

gests the source is a practi-

cal joker. "I've been here

twenty-six years," he says,

"and there's nothing bigger in

the fake than pipefish and

tube worms."

San Francisco Chronicle

columnist Herb Caen has

another idea. "In an attempt

to upgrade its image," Caen
wrote, "Oakland is promoting

the idea that a Loch Ness-

type monster has been
sighted in Lake Merritt, prob-

ably by inebriates."

This notion has Oakland

officials incensed. "We have

no idea where the.flyers
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came from, but they certainly

were not produced by us,"

says Ricki Stevenson, director

of communications for Oak-

land's Chamber of Com-
merce. "Caen bad-mouths
Oakland every chance. In the

past, Oakland suffered in

the shadow of San Francisco,

but now San Francisco's

only breaking even, and we're

on the way up. San Francis-

cans have to make us feel

worse to make themselves

feel better."—MarkTeich

"What is history but a fable

agreed upon?"
—Napojeon Bonaparte

One o,f the lesser-known

stories of Robin Hood, the

old-time (some say fictitious)

English outlaw, is that while

suffering from a fever he

called on a Yorkshire prioress

and asked her to bleed

him with leeches. She then

double-crossed him by

bleeding him to death. The
treacherous lady was the

prioress of Kirklees. Today
Robin's grave is said to lie in

the grounds of Kirklees

Hall, a mansion in the village

of Clifton.

Recently, however, this

has taken a new
twist. The hall's owner, Lady

Margarete Armytage, has

received a letter from Lon-

don's International Society for

the Advancement of Irrepro-

ducible Vampire and Lycan-

thropy Research. The soci-

ety's claim: The luckless

Robin may have been a vic-

tim of vampirism. In fact,

the editor of the society's

journal, The Cross and the

Stake, even asked if he. and
associates could dig up
the grave, examine its con-

tents, and keep a vigil there

for several nights. This idea

appalled Lady Margarete,

who turned it down.

Society president Sean
Manchester, who claims to

have exorcised a number
of vampires, is upset by this

response. "People whose
blood is sucked by vampires

become vampires them-

selves," he explains. "If there's

a corpse in that grave and

if it has become a vampire, it

will be in a newly dead con-

dition—or undead, as we
term it. It will either be ex-

ceedingly gaunt—with red

glinting eyes, deathly-pale

skin, full red lips, and white

gleaming teeth—or hideously

puffed and bloated with

the remains of the previous

night's feast still trickling from

the corners of its mouth.

'Around two hundred years

ago," Manchester adds,

"Sir Samuel Armytage de-

cided to exhume whatever

corpse might lie within the

iron railings of this tomb. He
and a companion dug a

yard of earth before some-

thing so terrified them

that they quit. No one else

has since disturbed the site."

—Ivor Smuilen
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build better bombs and so forth.

Moravec: And if they decided their own
survival would be enhanced by it, then

presumably they would. There's also

nothing to prevent insanity in these things,

no reason why they wouldn't formulate an

axiom that's at variance with reality. But,

presumably, insane robots would do very

badly for themselves and sooner or later

be wiped out by their saner neighbors,

who'd be doing much better,

Omni: Will the human race coexist with

or be replaced by these robots?

Moravec: Superhuman robots will re-

member how human beings used to be,

so if, for example, they find a planet where

they decide it would be nice to have hu-

mans, they could reconstitute people from

their libraries or other records. Humans
will never cease to exist as long as robots

continue to exist, because the robots can

fully reincarnate people at any time.

Whether humans will continue to exist

on Earth—well, maybe, It'd cost the ro-

bots little to maintain a nature preserve

where humans could live. But you've got

to remember that the human being is this

very limited thing that won't be able to

participate in all the good stuff that's going

to be going on. It'll be like having a dog
in the city. The dog can get along in the

city if you're careful, keep it on a leash.

But it can't work automated teller ma-

chines, drive cars, or fly airplanes. And
it's going to be the same with people.

We're going to be so enormously out of

our league if we stay in these bodies and

brains that all we can hope for is to have

specially prepared areas set aside for us

where we can't get into trouble. They

might use humans as toys, or maybe pets.

Superintelligent robots will have great di-

versity of behavior, so maybe some will

choose to keep human pets.

Omni: Are you sorry you're human?
Moravec: Without humans, there'd be no

hope for any of this. These robots are

really going to be our children. This is our

destiny: to become something vastly

greater than we are now, something we
now just have a hint at. But if we weren't

intelligent, we wouldn't have that hint.

Omni: You don't see any problem about

a person losing his identity in the down-

loading process?

Moravec: Well, yeah, but people die any-

way and lose their identity. And there's no

way we keep our own identity, even as

individuals. You're not the six-year-old

child you once were. You're somebody
else who has some memories from back

then, who is shaped by events from back

then, but who is a different person.

Omni: As a human yourself, can you really

imagine what it would be like to be a su-

perintelligent robot?

Moravec: Of course not. To be a super-

intelligent robot is something far larger
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than I am. It greatly exceeds anything

happening in my mind right now. So
imagining it essentially means simulating

it in my head. And my simulator is not

nearly powerful enough to do that.

Omni: What's life going to be like in your

postbiological era?

Moravec: Most superintelligent life will be

spread out between the stars—maybe
near the stars, because energy is easier

to get there— in enormous orbital socie-

ties. Huge societies spanning the galax-

ies. The best I can do is give this analogy:

That will be to our current life as our cur-

rent life is to that of a lizard.

Omni: Will there be gender: male and fe-

male robots?

Moravec: Not unless for some theatrical

reason. I expect there'll be play, which

will be just another kind of simulation, and

play may include costume parties. But

sex is a very specific mechanism in-

vented by evolution for reasons there is

still debate over. Part of the answer is that

sex—as opposed to just cloning your

offspring—allows for greater amount of

variation from individual to individual. Sex

is a consequence of the way living organ-

isms represent genetic information. But

in this future worid, reproduction will be
through means we now consider cultural:

I combine my ideas with yours, and so

on. And for this we don't have to decide

who's male and who's female. I just adopt

some of your ideas; you adopt some of
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mine. We can still be different, not clones

of each other.

Omni: Today people who have multiple

personalities are considered a problem.

Why won't this be a problem?

Moravec: The problem of multiple per-

sonalities is that they have different goals

for the body they're controlling. The goals

conflict, so what one personality does
may embarrass another personality. In the

future, you'll have to find ways to inte-

grate. If you bring in a complete model of

somebody else's personality, you can just

put them off in an advisory capacity in

your head, simply discuss things with

them from time to time. Occasionally you

might hand them the controls so some
particular skill can be appropriated. I as-

sume that kind of dialogue goes on now
between your brain halves. In split-brain

patients the two halves seem to have

slightly different ideas about what's the

right thing to do, partly because one half

may not understand something that the

other does.

Omni: You talk about people merging with

animals, too. What's the point of this?

Moravec: Animals are not the nonentities

that humans sometimes treat them as.

The long evolution that, say, a bird has

behind it has produced some skills not

found anywhere in the human race: the

ability to localize sounds, to fly. You might

well borrow those skills as much as any

human's carpentry skills.

Omni: But must people download? Can
they choose to exist as ordinary people

and continue to eat, drink, have sex?

Moravec: It's voluntary, but downloading

is an opportunity most people probably

would eventually choose. I myself don't

put much weight on enjoyment, We have

within ourselves a mechanism—plea-

sure and pain—that's wired in such away
to encourage us to do the things that are

going to make us survive. For me, if you

choose to build your life around enjoy-

ment, it's like the tail wagging the dog.

Omni: But what's the point of surviving if

it isn't enjoyable?

Moravec: Well, it will be. You'll be building

your own successors, so you can wire in

whatever you want them to enjoy. Sup-

pose you could rewire yourself, as the fu-

ture organisms will be able to do, and you

decide it would be wonderful if you could

enjoy calculus. That would be very sim-

ple. You'd wire the l-am-doing-calculus

centers to your pleasure center. Then
you'd really enjoy doing calculus.

Omni: In the past you've said, "My genes
are my enemy." What do you mean by

that statement?

Moravec: It's an exaggeration, but es-

sentially you can view humans as the co-

existence of two parts not completely

comfortable with each other: mind and

body, or your cultural part and your ge-

netic part. Both are striving to reproduce

themselves, and both are potentially im-

mortal. But the things required to repro-

duce one are often not the things that help

reproduce the other. So there's competi-

tion and tension. I myself am much more
proud of my mind than my body and

wouldn't be at all happy if I had offspring

that preserved my biological parts and

somehow totally lost the mental part. In-

sofar as my genes have different pur-

poses than my mind, the purposes of the

genes are working against me.

Omni: So then you look upon DNA as

simply the mechanism that got us here,

and nothing more?
Moravec: That's right. Historically DNA is

very interesting, but it's not something that

should be preserved above all else, in

particular above what we could do with

our minds.

Omni: How would you feel if you sud-

denly discovered your wife was an intel-

ligent robot?

Moravec: That would be great! [Laugh-

ter] It would certainly raise things away
from the mundane.
Omni: Did you always want to be a sci-

entist when you grew up?
Moravec: I wanted to be a scientist very

early on, even before I was willing to ad-

mit it, I remember writing a composition

in fifth grade, "What Do You Want to Be
When You Grow Up?" I wrote that I wanted

to be a reporter. The truth was I wanted

to be Superman, but I didn't think I could

say this in a composition. If I was intimate

with somebody, though, I'd tell them. But

honestly, I didn't want to be Superman,
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either. I wanted to be Lex Luthor, Super-

man's enemy. Lex Luthor was really a
much greater achiever than Superman.

With only human abilities, Lex Luthor

sometimes exceeded even what Super-

man could do.

Omni: What was your favorite subject

when you were in school?

Moravec: It wasn't really mathematics. I

guess science itself, but it wasn't taught

well. I was in a Catholic school, and evo-

lution was taught only very grudgingly.

One of our science books, written by

nuns, said that the three states of mat-

ter— solid, liquid, and gaseous—re-

flected the Trinity, the triune nature of God.

A little Thomas Aquinas right there in my
science book! Evolution was presented,

but in the sense of How could anyone

possibly believe this? But I was reading

a lot outside, and that led to my rejection

of religion. I was fairly religious at the time,

but finally I decided that the things I was
being taught in religion just did not pass

the experimental test.

It seemed less radical to say that a

cloud of hydrogen existed at the begin-

ning of the universe than something as

complicated as a living, thinking being.

Even then i had a sort of mechanistic view

of what thinking was about. I never liked

parapsychology, either. It was too mysti-

cal. There was no mechanism there. No
damned cogs and gears!

I didn't have the hostility for literature

that I had for sports. I was actually hostile

towards sports. Literature I thought was
really boring. I thought, You know, these

are just people interacting. There's noth-

ing else. I can see this every day at home.

Omni: Why did you feel so hostile to-

ward sports?

Moravec: It seemed somehow not the way
to spend time. I was good at running and
things like that, but I hated organized

sports. During my third year of high school

I was building this robot at home, and all

through gym class I used to imagine how
really neat it was going to be when the

finished robot crawled down these

painted lines on the gym floor. That was
my image, week after week.

Omni: Did you ever finish it?

Moravec: Yes, but it moved so slowly that

it was hard to tell whether it was really

following the lines or not. It won a science

fair prize though.

Omni: Are you signed up for cryonic sus-

pension after death?

Moravec: No. it seems such a crude

technology. When you resurrect a person

who has died of old age, that person is

more than half gone already. There's been

serious damage, insufficient repair of that

nervous system. I find much more palat-

able the idea, which I've written about,

that it will be possible to resurrect dead
people from the traces they leave in life.

A sort of superarchaeology.

I developed this idea in the final draft

of the book, but I think it's completely rea-

sonable. From the potsherds and few

records that they find, and also from their

general knowledge of human nature, ar-

chaeologists can reconstruct plausible

historical dramas of what may have gone
on then. If they had more precise data,

these historical dramas could be con-

structed more accurately. I'm imagining

a future in which the quality of the data is

vastly improved, so that, for example, a

whole planet can be scanned at atomic

resolution and everything that's buried

there can be found. By then we'll have

simulators that can simulate large quan-

tities of matter quite accurately.

One way of inferring what the past was
like is taking a measurement of the pres-

ent and running a simulator backwards

to construct a plausible past for every-

thing that you know. It doesn't have to be

a simple physical simulation. It might use

a kind of reasoning that archaeologists or

that a Sherlock Holmes would use. The
net result, if you do it well enough, is to

reconstruct the past at such a level of de-

tail that the entire physical structure of a
person, plus their mind, is available.

Throughout their lives, each person has

effects all over the place. They've left

traces, diffuse records, in everything they

ever touched, every person they've ever
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talked to, every piece of dirt they ever

kicked. You'd try to recapture all thai.

Omni: isn't that very mixed up and jum-

bled together now?
Moravec: Yes, but how much information

has actually been lost, versus how much
has merely been diffused? Quantum me-

chanics does seem to specify that a cer-

tain amount of that loss has gone off into

space. And to that extent, what you'll be

able to reconstruct is not the exacf past,

if that's a meaningful concept. Theories

of physics posit multiple worlds, so that

there is no unique past. In any case, you'll

be able to construct a plausible world.

For instance, we have some ideas of what

Isaac Newton was like. He looked a cer-

tain way, there are paintings of him, and

he did certain things. He had a certain

personality, which, it turns out, wasn't all

that pleasant. So any reconstruction you

make will have to be consistent with all

those things. But an adequate recon-

struction will have to bo consistent with

vastly more than that. To be a good si-

mulacrum of the real Isaac Newton, this

resurrected Isaac Newton will be able to

think all the thoughts that the original Isaac

Newton is recorded as having thought

—

and probably a whole lot else.

Omni: What if Isaac Newton doesn't want

to be resurrected like this?

Moravec: What if you don't want to exist

right at this instant?

Omni: Okay, that's true, too. What's your

next book, Exceeding the Cosmos, going

to be about?

Moravec: About those ideas that were too

far-out to go in Mind Chiidren [laughter]:

time travel, for example. There are plenty

of potential opportunities in the new
physics, especially in general relativity

and quantum mechanics, for getting in-

formation to and from the past and future.

This means there's a real possibility for

time machines. Much more so than when
Newtonian mechanics seemed to be the

explanation for everything.

Omni: Do you think there's anything that's

truly impossible?

Moravec: I have no idea what,the extent

of totality is. When I say "universe," I gen-

erally mean this twenty-billion-light-year

bubble we see as the visible universe.

But I'm virtually convinced by theoretical

physics today, and by general philo-

sophical feelings, that the universe, the

totality, must be larger than that. Much,

much larger! Just what the ultimate scale

is-— if there is an ultimate scale— I
can't

say, because we have no real knowledge

ofwhatthe ultimate scale of things is. But

if we do choose to slay just the way we
are now—human beings on Earth- -the

almost certain outcome would be that

we'd cease to exist. Sooner or later

something would happen that would be

beyond our means to control. And it would

destroy us.

But seriously, I don't believe that the

choice of remaining just as we are now
as human beings is open to us.DO
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underwater. Tens of thousands of rela-

tively new volcanoes—and even older,

extinct ones—dot the ocean floor. And
submarine eruptions account for approx-

imately three quarters of the new lava

spilling over the earth's surface each year.

In 1988 the USGS and Britain's Insti-

tute of Oceanographic Sciences em-

ployed the Geologic Long Range In-

clined Asdic (GLORIA) sonar system to

map the seafloor around the Hawaiian Is-

lands. A torpedo-shaped instrument

towed behind a research vessel, GLORIA
sweeps sound waves across a 20-mile-

wide swath of ocean to produce photo-

like images of the ocean's floor.

"The exhaustive procedure has been

used to map some two hundred fifty

thousand square miles and to survey

much more," says Robin Holcomb, a ge-

ologist with the USGS. 'And it's turned up

enormous undersea landslides, hun-

dreds of volcanoes, and a very young

lava field the size of Massachusetts."

The discoveries, however, generate

more questions than answers: How were

the lava fields created? How big is the

Hawaiian hot spot and how long will it

continue to exist9 And what is the rela-

tionship between large-scale submarine

volcanism and the small temperature

variations at the oceans' surfaces? Such
disturbances are similar to those as-

sumed to cause El Nino, a meteorologi-

cal phenomenon that warms the surface

waters in the eastern Paci'ic Ocean and

can affect weather patterns worldwide.

Geologists know that the Hawaiian Is-

lands one day will be submerged like the

rest of the Hawaiian-Emperor Seamount
chain, an immense submarine ridge

stretching from Hawaii to the Aleutian Is-

lands off the coast of Alaska. Still, scien-

tists were surprised when analysis of the

underwater landslides ringing the Ha-

waiian Islands showed that marine vol-

canoes collapse almost as fast as they

grow. Photographs of Loihi, a volcano

3,000 feet beneath the surface, south of

Hawaii, reveal a massive mound of bro-

ken lava rather than the smooth, conelike

structure of volcanoes above water.

Currently observing Loihi from Pisces

V deep-sea submersibles, researchers at

the Hawaii Institute of Geophysics plan

to install more than 21 miles of fiberoptic

cable and plug Loihi into HVO's seismic

network for continuous data transmission

from underwater monitors. "The National

Science Foundation is also considering

an unmanned lab on the seafloor where

we will be able to do all the things that

are now done on land," Holcomb says.

In Hawaii, where the islands are still in

the process of creation and the state's

volcanoes are a major tourist attraction,

HVO volcanologists are literally im-

mersed in their subject matter. Most of

the observatory's staff live in the tiny vil-

lage of Volcano, a rainbow-drenched,

fern-carpeted community peppered with

sulfurous lava vents. And at least once a

week the observatory's "lava walkers"

trudge across the lunarlike landscape to

Kupaianaha, a sloshing, football-field-size

lava lake that spews more than 2 million

cubic feet of molten magma per day.

Most tourists, however, are satisfied to

view Kilauea from a helicopter, drive

around the rim of its crater, or take a few

short excursions on marked trails. Unlike

volcanologists, few sightseers strike out

on foot toward the red-hot soul of an ac-

tive eruption, where a thin skin of hard-

ening lava disguises molten rivers. "Most

tourists would no more walk on fresh,

smoking lava than stick their head under

a pile driver," says California newsman
Kyle Mann. "I felt the same way until I met

Maurice Krafft."

Lava begins to harden even as it oozes

its way down the slopes. After 45 minutes

to an hour of exposure to air, lava forms

a 6- to 12-inch-thick crust that is relatively

safe to walk on. "It helps to wear good

boots," Mann says. "But you can even

wear rubber sandals. You just have to hop

real fast. And even if some lava spurts up

into the air, by the time it comes down, it's

hardened into rock. Of course, it's not nice

to be hit by a rock," he says with a laugh.

"But it won't kill you."

In 1987 Mann and Krafft were both

covering the tale of Bob Paolucci, whose
Hawaiian homestead was being slowly

consumed by a six-mile-long lava flow.

Each day, the lava overran another 10- to

15-foot-wide strip of land. "It was excru-

ciating to watch," Mann recalls.

Although Paolucci finally gave up and

hiked out, Mann remained behind with

Krafft until another "monstrous tongue of

white-hot lava" began rushing toward the

house, threatening to trap the two men.

But Krafft continued filming, telling Mann
they had plenty of time. "Five long min-

utes later he askod me to help him with

his equipment," Mann says. They es-

caped about ten seconds before the

house became engulfed in flames.

"Volcanoes like those in Hawaii are just

a pleasure, a delight, like a toy," Krafft

says. "I'm always amazed at how afraid

people are of volcanoes. Lava flows are

peaceful, just beautiful. With asbestos

suits and gloves you can even pick up

lava and, as it hardens, make bowls out

of it." He admits, however, that because

of the hazards involved in rafting on a river

of lava, HVO may not authorize his tita-

nium-capsule experiment. Still, two

French aerospace companies are inter-

ested in designing a vehicle that can

withstand 2200° F temperatures for one

hour. And if Krafft can't perform his ex-

periments in Hawaii, there's always Re-

union's Furnace Volcano, which erupts

about once a year, or even Etna in Sicily,

he says. One way or another, Dr. Vocano
intends to fulfill his dream.DO
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ercise, recommended by obstetrician

Rene Van de Carr, president of the Pre-

natal University in Hayward, California,

should help you immerse yourself in the

feelings of that long-ago nurturing place.

Begin by learning as much as you can

about your mother's pregnancy, includ-

ing the details of your delivery. Van de

Carr reminds us that whatever medica-

tion your mother received before you were

born was also received by you, so you

should consider how this may have influ-

enced yourfeelings— particularly during

your passage from the womb.
Choose a quiet evening when you can

relax in a warm bathtub in the dark with-

out being disturbed for at (east 30 min-

utes. Before getting into the water turn a

radio on at low volume between stations

so you hear static but no voices or music.

Then get into the tub, take a deep breath,

and get comfortable.

As you sit in the dark, feeling the

warmth of your aquatic surroundings

soaking into your body, consider the ex-

perience of your own prenatal develop-

ment and birth. Van de Carr suggests that

you then "remember a time when you

came from darkness into bright lights and

the people around you appeared mon-

strously big compared to yourself."

Potential benefits: The darkness,

warmth, and radio static may simulate the

conditions you experienced before birth

and allow you to imagine yourself return-

ing to the moment your conscious aware-

ness first began. This should provide you

with a period of incredible calm. As Rene

Van de Carr says, "If you don't find your-

self reliving your birth experience by

practicing this exercise, at the very least

you'll experience peace and quiet for

thirty minutes."

EXERCISE FOUR: FETAL ATTRACTION
Because not everyone can directly ex-

perience the feelings associated with

being pregnant, there will always be di-

mensions of the prenatal experience that

are beyond some people's reach. Psy-

chologist Lenni Schwartz, author of The

Worldofthe Unborn, suggests the follow-

ing guided-imagery exercise for over-

coming this limitation—and getting in

touch with your prenatal and birth expe-

rience in the process.

Begin by lying on your back in a place

where you can relax and get comfortable

without being disturbed. Close your eyes

and notice your breathing. Breathe qui-

etly and naturally, allowing yourself to be-

come more and more deeply relaxed as

you observe each breath. Then put your

hands on your abdomen and imagine that

you can feel a baby developing inside of

you. Take your time, allowing these imag-

ined sensations to evolve naturally.

Continue paying close attention to your

breathing, imagining that each breath you

take is also breathing life into the tiny

being inside of you. Allow your breathing

to gradually become slower and deeper

as you become more and more relaxed.

As you do this, Schwartz suggests, you

should "imagine your breath flowing from

you to the baby until you feel as though

you and the baby are in perfect rhythm

with one another."

As you imagine your breath flowing

between you and the baby, focus on

shifting your perspective—as though you

are becoming the baby breathing and

moving in the watery environment of the

womb. The womb, Schwartz points out,

is a "world of reverberating sound." Con-

sider the sounds that you are likely to be

hearing at this moment in such an

environment—not only the sounds of the

outside world but also your mother's

heartbeat, as well as your own. What
impressions do you form of the outside

world, based on the variety of sounds that

you are hearing?

Imagine yourself as a developing fe-

tus, becoming larger and heavier within

your mother's body. Notice the feelings

this exercise stimulates within you, as

though you were observing your feelings

with the mind of a fetus. When you feel

ready to complete the exercise, take a

deep breath, open your eyes, and con-

sider any emotional effects this experi-

ence may have had on you.

Potential benefits: You may not have

known that the unborn baby breathes fluid

inside the womb, but it does. What's more,

guided breathing has been an important

element of meditation since ancient times.

This exercise, therefore, can help you

meditate upon your fetal development. It

may also help you feel empathy for both

your mother and your unborn self.

EXERCISE FIVE: BORN AGAIN
Sometimes reenacting certain as-

pects of a previous experience can help

stimulate the release of latent memories

from your unconscious. This concept

forms the basis for an exercise sug-

gested by psychiatrist Stanisiav Grof, au-

thor of The Adventure of Self-Discovery.

To conduct the exercise you'll need to

convene a group of about ten friends.

Everyone should take turns lying face-

down on the floor and playing the part of

the baby The rest of the group should

silently gather around the "baby, " placing

their hands at various points around the

baby's body. At an agreed-upon signal,

such as a nod by one member of the

group, everyone should place an even,

intense (but not crushing) pressure on the

baby for about 30 seconds. Then, follow-

ing a second signal, the entire group

should simultaneously release the pres-

sure. At the moment of release the baby

should roll over on his or her back. The

entire group should then carefully lift the



baby to waist level and gently rock him

or her back and forth.

In Grof's view, the experience of

compression followed by floating or

rocking simulates some of the sensations

of moving through the birth canal at the

time of delivery. The exercise can be

conducted with or without music playing

in the background. If music is used, Grot

strongly recommends Mozart. Whatever

music you choose should include a

peaceful opening gradually building to

something very powerful.

During the exercise, the individual

playing the role of the baby should just

relax and focus on his or her physical and

emotional feelings. "The experience can

be guite intense, depending on how much
pressure you use and so forth," Grof cau-

tions. "This is not an exercise to be ap-

proached lightly."

For a more dramatic variation on this

exercise, Grof recommends using the

following approach, originally developed

by psychologist Elizabeth Feher. The
members of the group should get on their

hands and knees, side by side, pressing

up against one another and alternating

the direction in which they're facing—one

facing east, for example, the next one

facing west, and so forth. They thus cre-

ate a long tunnel of bodies on the floor,

forming a kind of adult-size birth canal.

The person playing the baby then

crawls through the tunnel, imagining that

he or she is reliving his or her birth. The

individuals forming the tunnel should de-

liberately make it somewhat difficult for

the person crawling through, squeezing

the baby slightly as he or she passes. To

make this simulation even more realistic,

the only way out can be through the legs

of a person forming one end of the tun-

nel. As the baby exits the birth canal the

group once again lifts and rocks him or

her in the air.

Grof cautions that this is not an exer-

cise for those who have emotional prob-

lems such as claustrophobia: "When
people get close to the experience of the

birth process in this way, they can really

start getting into it, feeling claustropho-

bic and struggling. This can trigger a

powerful emotional reaction, so it's not

really something to just play with." You

may therefore want to consider conduct-

ing such an exercise under the guidance

of a sympathetic therapist.

Potential benefits; Although this exer-

cise may sound like a fun party game, it

can actually be a profound and moving

experience. Even if you do not remember
your birth, the interaction with the group

can make you feel part of a loving and

supportive whole.

EXERCISE SIX: THE EYES OF A CHILD
Our final exercise, recommended by

clinical psychologist David Chamberlain,

author of Babies Remember Birth, is one

that parents can carry out with their young

children. According to Chamberlain, this
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exercise is most effective with children

no more than three years old, though it

can be tried with older youngsters as well.

Choose a personal moment, such as a

child's bedtime or bath time, and ask, "Do

you remember anything about your

birth?" or "Do you remember being born?"

Be careful not to pressure the child, put

words in his or her mouth, or plant ideas

by asking leading questions. Instead

gently invite the child to speak about the

subject if he or she wants to do so. Allow

the child to carry the flow of the conver-

sation, displaying interest in what he or

she has to say. In all likelihood the child

will abruptly conclude the exercise by

changing the subject on his or her own.

If not, you can gently conclude it yourself

by saying something like, "Thank you. I

enjoyed hearing about that." Remember:
Subtly change the subject only when you

feel it is appropriate to do so.

Don't be put off if your child's descrip-

tion seems to stem strictly from the imag-

ination, since this may also give you spe-

cial insights into the inner workings of his

or her mind. Just say, "Well, that was very

interesting," rather than invalidating or

contradicting the description. In any

event, initiating such a potentially signifi-

cant level of communication is likely to

increase the level of respect between you

and your child.

"It's a tribute to a child's memory to

presume that the child is carrying some-

thing that important around," Chamber-

lain points out. "It's treating the child as

more of a human being than we are usu-

ally willing to do."

Potential benefits: Learning to love your

child may be easy but learning to re-

spect him or her for his or her unique

thought processes and capabilities may
reguire a more deliberate and concen-

trated sort of focus. This exercise may
assist you in this process and thereby

help you strengthen your relationship with

your child.DO

FOREIGN TRADE

The following will be offered as prizes

in the Soviet edition treasure hunt (see

page 16):

1. Jamo art speakers (2); 2. Citizen cal-

culators (20); 3. Samsung portable stereo

units; 4. Smith-Corona (XL1500 Cyrillic

keyboard electronic typewriter, PWP 3000

personal word processor—dual Cyrillic

and English keyboard); 5. Koss cordless

stereo phones, 6. Gusdorf furniture (two

wall units, two wardrobes, two bureaus,

two bedside tables); 7. Franklin com-
puter dictionaries; 8. Casio electronic

keyboards (2) and watches (4); 9. Gruen
Soviet-military-style watches (300); 10.

Jacques Moret leotards, leggings, and T-

shirts; 11. products from Waldenbooks;

12. assorted gift packages from Walker's

Scottish bakery; 13. Shulton fragrances

(variety); 14. Headstart III computers (5);

15. Blue Diamond (assorted nuts); 16.

Parker Brothers Russian Monopoly (60

sets); 17. La Prairie cosmetics.
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to temple, allowing more light to enter and

making the wearer's face and profile fully

visible. "Experienced divers aren't used

to having all that peripheral vision," WSM
president Scott Millard says.

With the helmet's communications in-

tercom, six divers are able to converse

among themselves underwater. In earlier

movies, such as The Deep, and in tele-

vision's Sea Hunt, voice-over or dubbed
dialogue was added after filming had

been completed. Aircraft-quality micro-

phones in each of the ten helmets con-

structed for The Abyss, however, en-

abled Cameron to record the film's

dialogue directly on tape as if the movie

had been filmed on a dry shooting stage.

WSM also created the film's sleek, high-

tech backpack, which includes a light-

weight battery pack and buoyancy con-

trol, in addition to the diver's air supply.

'Although the backpacks were meant to

be only movie props, they actually sus-

tain life," says WSM's Troy Kirby, who
maintained the company's equipment on

the set. "We had to make them look fu-

turistic without changing their function."

To accommodate Cameron's desire to

film without spotlights, WSM integrated

Underwater Kinetics' 150-watt light into

the backpack system, powered by the

battery pack. Like a gooseneck lamp, the

light snakes from the backpack to the

helmet and can be directed as needed.

The specially designed backpack valves

and WSM's fabricated "gas station" en-

abled the actors to refuel without surfac-

ing, a process that normally takes at least

20 minutes so as to avoid the bends, a

sometimes fatal disorder caused by a too

rapid decrease in air pressure. When the

Abyss cast and crew ran low on air, they

simply swam over to the underwater unit,

hooked up to it, replenished their oxy-

gen, and then swam away.

WSM is not planning commercial pro-

duction of the Abyss backpack and hel-

met, at least not immediately "We're going

to continue developing the helmet," Mil-

lard says, "although it's not the kind of

helmet you'd see in a diving store, The
likeliest user would be the military." The

backpack, moreover, would have to be

modified. Because of the film's reguire-

ments, they were heavier than those now
used by divers.

Cherokee itself may go on to serve the

space program. After the Abyss cast and

crew packed up and departed, NASA of-

ficials toured the site to determine whether

the water-filled tanks could be used to

teach astronauts how to assemble the

proposed space station. In any event, the

power station will still be available for other

moviemakers. In fact, Owensby says,

Submariner, a film based on Marvel

Comics' aquatic superhero, is expected

to begin filming there soon.DO
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grams and grams in doing bioassays, and
the majority of compounds can't be syn-

thesized economically." Faulkner says it

may be possible to grow sponge cells

—

which he believes could prove one of the

most fruitful sources of marine-derived

drugs—in culture to produce the large

amounts needed for research. For some
other compounds, however, there may be
a catch-22 down the road: "You need a
source for them if you're going to market

them," says Faulkner, "and it's by no
means certain some of these com-
pounds can be obtained in large enough
quantities to manufacture-"

Despite these obstacles researchers

have several success stories, with the

promise of several more on the way. Do-
lastatin 10, a potent cancer drug derived

from the sea hare, is, "optimistically, about

a year away from human trials," accord-

ing to G. Robert Pettit, a chemist at Ari-

zona State University. Pettit, who isolated

40 separate dolastatins from the sea hare

and tested 15 on animals, says dolastatin

10 has cured mice with melanoma and
doubled the lifetimes of mice with leuke-

mia. Doctors are preparing to begin clin-

ical trials on bryostatin, a leukemia treat-

ment derived from the Bugula neritina, a

tiny marine animal. Trials are already un-

der way on didemnin B, a powerful anti-

tumor agent isolated from the Caribbean
tunicate, which is a leathery blob com-
monly known as a sea squirt. Suffness

says doctors don't yet know which types

of cancer will respond best to didemnin

B, so they are testing it on patients with

lymphomas as well as those with lung,

colon, breast, ovarian, uterine, or pros-

tate tumors. "Because it's a very potent

compound, the initial clinical trials were
done very cautiously," Suffness says.

"During the first phase of the trials, where
we test for safety in humans, the amounts
were escalated gradually on a pre-

planned schedule until we reached the

level of maximum acceptable toxicity."

Although he believes marine pharma-
ceutical development suffers from insuf-

ficient funding, Faulkner says many re-

cently collected samples have properties

that could serve as the starting point for

formulating new drugs. "The hit rate on
marine samples is much higher than on

terrestrials," he says.

When Faulkner goes looking for sam-
ples, he watches to see which seemingly

defenseless creatures a reef's predators

avoid. If an organism can't swim away or

fight off predators, it stands a much higher

chance of defending itself chemically and
harboring medically useful compounds.
"I think we know where we have to look,"

he says. "There are basically four phyla

in the ocean that are going to provide fu-

ture drugs: sponges, tunicates [herma-
phroditic marine chordates like the sea
squirt], bryozoans [immobile aquatic in-

vertebrates that reproduce asexually],

and gorgonians, or soft corals."

Manoalide, the new anti-inflammatory

compound doctors will soon begin test-

ing on humans, comes from Luffarieila

variabilis, a sponge Faulkner collected

during a diving expedition near Palau in

the western Pacific. Most anti-inflamma-

tory drugs, such as aspirin or indometh-

acin(lndocin), merely suppress the com-
plex interplay among chemical
messengers that causes inflammation

and associated pain. Manoalide, how-
ever, blocks the release of the enzyme
that starts the process, thereby prevent-

ing its occurrence. Allergan, Inc., a Cali-

fornia subsidiary of pharmaceutical giant

SmithKline Beckman, recently received

FDA approval to test manoalide's effec-

tiveness in treating psoriasis. Scientists

testing the drug say it could eventually

be used for acne and other inflammatory

conditions, including, perhaps, arthritis.

"Even if manoalide doesn't make it to the

market itself," says Faulkner, "a product
based on it will make it. It's a question of

proving that the material is safe and can
be given with either no or controllable side

effects. That's the issue." DO
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ACCESSING THE FUTURE

FINGfR-TAPPING
MUSIC

Make music and a
fashion statement with

specially designed
contacts that are

embedded in a glove's

fingertips and
connected to a one-
octave-range computer
chip. The gloves are
available in yellow and
blue vinyl. Price:

$22.95. Contact: Majon
International,

Torrance, CA; (213)

BUCMY'S
BUILDING

to building that creates

structures whose whole-
ness is maintained by a
network of pulling

forces. Price: $27.50.

Contact: Tensegrity

Systems,, Tivoli, NY;

(800) 227-2316.

PALM READINGS

Datascope c

monocular, compass,
range finder, and

take your bearings

one-handed. It's

rubberized. Price:

$445. Contact: KHV

Rl; (401) 847-3327.



U9W-BUDGET
HEM
A new pholovollaic cell

may brighten your
future far two reasons:
The cells are made of

thin-film, amorphous
silicon that does not

degrade when exposed
to sunlight, a
can be manufactured
for one quarter the cost

of current solar cells.

Price: $1 per watt.
Contact: Solar Electric,

Rohnert Park, CA;

(800) 832-1986.

1

PHONETASfIC

The palm-size, 10- to

12-ounce (depending oi

battery) Micro TAC
cellular phone provide
conversational c

nience. It c

.
120 numbers for easy
speed dialing and has
call screening and
more. Price: $2,995.

Arlington Heights, IL;

(800) 341-4430.

mnnetm to
MONEY
Vistatector can detect

counterfeit currency, as
well as bogus checks.

Price: $99. Contact:

Vistatech, New York;

(212) 254-9851.
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An Etch A Sketch revival:

Is It an adult art form for baby boomers?

BAfUlE
By Scot Morris

Did you play with an Etch A
Sketch as a child? Do
you remember the frustra-

tion of trying to create a
decent drawing or a recog-

nizable signature, making

mistakes and having to

try it over and over? Are you

like the Omni editor who
confessed, "The best I

could do was make stairs"?

If so, you may find the

images on these pages
hard to believe. Artists such

as Jeff Gagliardi, Steve

Hanks, Gayle Wurthner, and

others have recently been

proving that working on

an Etch A Sketch can be a

lot more than child's play.

On an Etch A Sketch the

drawing is done with a

metal stylus that moves be-

hind a Mylar-coated glass

window, scraping away the

powdered aluminum and

plastic beads that adhere to

it. You control the stylus

with two plastic knobs: Turn

the left one for horizontal

lines, the right one for

vertical. To produce diago-

nals and curves you must

work both knobs at once.

One of the challenges of

Etch A Sketch art is work-

ing within the limitations of

the small, TV-shaped
screen. The canvas is al-

ways the same size (five

and a quarter by seven

inches), the line drawn is

always the same width, and

the background is always

the same silvery gray.

The restrictions of the me-
dium are so severe that

etching a sketch worth sav-

ing is like designing a

maze and then tracing

through it in ink.

The hardest part is that

you must draw one continu-
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Artist David Sosaila created the piece above, titled An Exposure to Impulse. Sosalia is a visual

effects supervisor for Disney Productions, creating movie creatures for feature films.

ous line from start to finish,

since the stylus can't be
removed from the screen.

You have to devise ways to

move the cursor around

the screen without messing

up lines already drawn. And
you can't selectively erase

mistakes. Make the Mona
Lisa's nose too big and
your goof is irreparable. You

just have to shake the

plastic frame and start over.

Interruptions pose a

problem, too. When you

come back to a half-finished

drawing, you may not be

able to tell where the stylus

is. "That's one of the hard-

est parts, finding the end of

the line," says artist Steve

Hanks. "Often i just have to

wiggle the dials until I see

the stylus move."

This is a fragile, transitory

art form, as ephemeral

and temporary as sand

castles. Jostle the screen

and your creation may
be destroyed forever. It has

been called a pure Ameri-

can art form, but, in fact, the

original concept was in-

vented by a Frenchman,

Arthur Grandjean, 30 years

ago. The Ohio Art Com-
pany of Bryan, Ohio, refined

the idea and introduced

the first Etch A Sketch

models in July 1960. An
Etch A Sketch club, formed

in 1978, boasts over 10,000

members, ranging in age
from six months to seventy-

four years. They publish

a quarterly newsletter,

report on contests, and
showcase selected works.

BUT IS IT ART?

Jeff Gagliardi was trained

as an artist at the Brooklyn

Museum Art School and

then went on to attend the

School of Visual Arts in

New York. He finds that

people who visit his Boulder,

Colorado, studio often

pass by his enamels, oils,

and computer designs

but are instantly drawn to

his Etch A Sketches. "I'm not

offended," says Gagliardi.



Clockwise from upper left: Gayle Wurthner's rendering, A View from a Toilet; an old Rolls, a Jeff
Gagliardl creation; an auto shop by Steve Hanks; Lisa Parsons's Look Ma, Four Hands!

"This is baby-boom pop
art, and it's fun to see the

reactions of people." The
typical first reaction is

disbelief, he says. "I've

watched people at galleries

discussing my work and
they say, 'He silk-screened

it,' or 'He burned it on.
1

They come up with tech-

niques far more difficult than

just twisting the knobs
because they can't believe

I really did it that way."

But by twisting the knobs
alone, Gagliardi has repro-

duced the creation scene
from the Sistine Chapel
ceiling, the corner of a five-

dollar bill, and a still-life

study of old tennis shoes.

Gagliardi has also tried

to break the usual limitations

of the medium. His Mona
Lisa is in a vertical format,

which required drawing

the lady on her side so that

the dials would be at the

bottom of the screen.

He has also made broken-

line drawings by carefully

inverting a partly finished

sketch and tapping the

tilted frame so that the alu-

minum powder spills onto

part of the picture, obliterat-

ing the connecting line

between one part of the

sketch and another. "It's a

laborious, time-consuming

technique,'
1

Gagliardi says,

"but it really impresses

people who assume the

line can't be broken."

Steve Hanks of Albu-

querque, New Mexico, is

another artist recognized for

his work in other mediums
(several of his illustrations

appeared in the December
1988 issue of Omni), but

he, too, often finds he gets

more attention for his Etch

A Sketches than for his

oils and watercolors. "I

learned to draw on an Etch

A Sketch," Hanks says.
;i

l

got my first one at age
ten and then got another

one every Christmas."

Because of the publicity his

work has generated, the

Ohio Art Company sends

Hanks free "magic screens"

by the boxload, but Hanks
says he prefers a well-

used slate to a new one.

"On used models the knobs
get looser and easier to

draw with. I'll trade a brand

new Etch A Sketch for a
used one any day."

Hanks has his own way
of saving his works. He
drills holes in the bottom of

the frame, gently shakes

out the excess powder,

sprays fixative inside the

frame, seals up the holes,

and puts glue on the knobs

so they can't be turned.

Gayle Wurthner, a set

designer and scenic artist

whose credits include

such movies as Ironweed,

Hoosiers, and Creepshow,

says that she appreciates

the discipline of the Etch A
Sketch. "It's a good mini-

malist exercise. It forces me
to simplify my art." Wurth-

ner has done landscapes of

Maine and studies of male
nudes, but my favorite is

a work she did in the small-

est room of her house,

titled A View from a Toilet.

Wurthner often paints gray

borders around her

sketches to reduce the

coior contrast. "That red

plastic frame is a little jarring

on the retina," she explains.

Most art critics still don't

consider Etch A Sketch
renderings art, although

collectors have paid up to

$300 to hang these works

on their walls.

Is it art? The best answer
I have heard is the com-
ment made by a Santa Fe
artist when he first saw
a Steve Hanks portrait: "It's

got to be art. It's got a

frame around it."DO
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&There are plenty of

advantages to emigrating:

No Super Bowls,
'

your life gets botched up by

live bureaucrats

rather than by computers,

and people like

Geratdo are sent away*

"There's never been a better time lo

emigrate to Russia. With the new era of

glasnost (Russian for "Friends 'FT Us"),

there is no reason to put off that long-

delayed move to the homeland of Gortay;
[

Sputnik, and the original Dr. Feelgood.

himself, Rasputin.

Let -s face It, the United States is a

great country, but it's not for everyone,
'

It's overrun with crime and corruption,

and you can't get good borscht. It costs

a fortune for education, hospitalization,

and a good parking soaco. In Russia

education and health care are free, and

you don't have to worry about parking

because hardly anyone has a car.

Job prospects in the USSR are bright-

er too, especially it your occupation is

one of the following: steroid maker,,

professional atheist, or Slavic dancer.

There are other advantages to living in

Russia: No Super Bowls, your life gets

botched up by live bure i i

thai"; computers, and people like Geraldo

Rivera are sent away
Now that you're convinced Russia's

for you, you should know something

about their political system. The United

States has open elections, which means
that voters get to choose between two

similar candidates, Tweedledee and
Tweedledum. Despite recent reforms,

Russia largely dispenses with this

charade, nominating one candidate who
combines the qualities of both; Twee-

dledum -Dee Dum -D um-D urn

.

You should also get acquainted with

Russian history, which is dominated

by the czars. Probably the most famous

czar was Peter the Great. There were

lots of other czars, though, arid you

should be familiar with them,

1. Fred the Mediocre. Hey, not every

American president was a Lincoln,

so why should every czar be Great?

tween two

members of the Great family, Alexander

and Catherine, Fred was history's first

Ingreat. He presided over the Russian

Evolution, that famous period in which

nothing much- happened.

2. Larry the Fabulous. Larry was the

firsi combination czar and interior

I decorator. It was in opposition to him

|
and his preference for paisley that

the Bolsheviks declared they were "Reds."

But enough history; you're in Russia

arid you need a place to live. There
'

is good news and bad-news. The good
I

I

news, is that there are apartments

aplenty. The bad news is that they're all

'. occupied. (This isa classic example

of Russian humor.) The five-year waiting,

list for apartments can be shortened

by doing what Russians in the know do:

1, Join the Communist party. Members
get discounts on waiting periods for

apartments, cars, and lectures on the

history of thetractor in Russian musicals.

2, Get adopted/Due to the housing

shortage, after a couple marries, both

I families often move n * together. So show

up on moving, day. The groom's family-

will assume you're a member of the

bride's family, and vice versa. With luck

it will be years before you're kicked out.

After you've settled in and have

bartered all your goods with English

writing on them, that dreadful day will

come when you'll have to seek out

a Russian store. Shopping in Russia is

not the sane as shopping in America. For

one thing, finding a store in Russia is
:

tricky. This is because they don't have

big electronic signs screaming biggest

from

every window. But Russia has learned

from such mistakes, and today great

progress has been made in announcing

store locations- You can easily find a

store if you lean- to read the "signs " A
can of tuna fish In the window lets you

knowyou'reatafood store; .a hanging

coat tells you it's a clothing store; and a

pair of pliers lets you know you've found
'

the police station. -

Another way to recognize a store is

bv the lines outside. If the i'nes arc

straight, it's a tood store. It the lines are

crooked, it's a liquor store. If there are

no lines, they're selling busts of Lenin.

Many times you will go Into a store

and there will oe nothing in if. This is not

unusual. It is due to shortages, which

are so prevalent that one of the most

famous Russian proverbs is, "What you

seek is what we nyei."

In America money-hungry .salesclerks
;

try to ''help" you whether you want

them to or not. But this kind of annoyance

doesn't take place in Russia, in fact,

the salespeople there resent you fpr

disturbing their peace and qu^et. Here is I

a typical Russian sales transaction:

Salesperson; May I help you?

Customer: Yes. I'd like to see a pair of

black shoes, size five.

Salesperson: Sorry, we're closed.

But let's say you go Into a store to buy

a chicken. The Soviet system of

shopping is a model oh efficiency. First

you stand in one line, point to the chicken

you desire, and- do your best, imperson-

ation of the late Leonid Brezhnev. If

the clerk likes your performance, she

gives you a sales receipt, which you take

over to line number two. When you-

pay, the clerk hands you a slip to take to

line number three, where you get the

ch

talent on the popular Soviet TV show I

Starski Search, This routine not only cuts

down on theft but allows a shopper to
.

buy the chicken in only three1 hours.

Clearly life in the Soviet Union can be

an exciting and rewarding exoeriencc if

you're prepared io do without a few

basic luxuries like toilet paper. If you find

that it is not to your liking, pick up next

month's foilow-uD article: "How to Get the

Heck Out of Russia." DO

Sum Sinberg had his bags packed until he

learned that Dosioyevski had died-


